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Abstract

This thesis explores a series of relationships between music and acoustics in order to develop a basis for discussing and critiquing aesthetics in post-Cagean experimental music. Specifically, it examines the acoustic and aesthetic theories that inform the practice of American composers La Monte Young and Alvin Lucier. One particular theme - the sine wave - emerges, both as a prominent feature in the work of these two composers, and also as a nexus point between music and acoustics. Pursuing this theme, the thesis begins by looking at issues in the science, technology, and ideology of acoustics in relation to the study of musical sound in the late nineteenth century. It then aims to situate the sine wave historically, culturally and technologically within a range of scientific and aesthetic practices in operation in the first half of the twentieth century. Finally, it explores the deployment of concepts from the field of acoustics by artists of the avant-garde, and considers what contribution these factors played in broadening the developing discourse of sound within the arts. These discussions then inform detailed investigations into the work of both Lucier and Young, examining their use of sine waves to explore and produce simple acoustic phenomena.
Introduction: Simple sounds, simple shapes,
complex notions

It’s ... stopping people in their tracks so that they can pay attention to that
phenomenon which they otherwise don’t pay any attention to or they miss. I don’t
mean it just as an exercise in perception. You know, that wouldn’t interest me; to me
that’s sort of a dead end. Instead, it’s putting people into a beautiful relationship to
those phenomena. - Alvin Lucier

This assertion from American composer Alvin Lucier exemplifies a specific
approach to composition that arose within the context of the experimental arts and
music milieu of the 1960s. This context could itself be seen as a set of responses to the
provocations of that prototypical musical experimentalist, John Cage. The key
components of Cage’s attempts to disassemble the edifice of traditional musical
language - through the use of chance operations, indeterminacy, and a reappraisal of the
material aspect of sound on its own terms - informed the work of a large number of
artists across a range of disciplines during this era. However, while the interrogation of
form, structure and purpose implicit in Cage’s writing and compositions cleared the
ground for others looking to reconfigure the arts, it also created a crisis: if sounds were,
as Cage had decreed, to be allowed to ‘be themselves,’ how were artists to involve
themselves in both producing and representing sound without simply re-enacting Cage’s
own methodology? As composer, violinist and film-maker Tony Conrad simply asked: “What was the composer to do?”

The work of the two artists who provide a key focus for this thesis - La Monte Young and Alvin Lucier - constitute approaches to music making that incorporate both an investigation into the nature and behaviour of sound, and an exploration of the interactions between sounds and space. In other words, what these two artists share is a practice that involves the realisation and elucidation of specific acoustic phenomena. This thesis aims to detail the aesthetics of a compositional practice focused on producing these phenomena, and to examine the role that acoustic phenomena play in the account of perception (in the form of hearing), attention (in the form of listening), and of sound itself, that the works of Lucier and Young present.

Acoustic phenomena surround us. They are the natural physical actions and interactions of every sound event that occurs in the air or is transmitted through other solid, liquid or gaseous media. Therefore, the sound of any and all music is, of course, on at least a scientific level, comprised of a complex of different acoustic phenomena. What distinguishes the work of Young and Lucier is the aim to utilise only one or two types of acoustic phenomena as the subject of a given work, and that the generation of specific kinds of phenomena, and the subsequent audition of those specific effects by an audience, comprise the very subject matter of a composition. These phenomena are often the result of the propagation of sound in space: acoustical beats, echoes, standing waves, diffraction effects and combination tones. As such they can be categorised as basic or simple acoustic phenomena, which in turn are the foundation for an array of more complex acoustic interactions.

That these simple types of natural acoustic phenomena should, in the wake of Cage, form the basis of new musical compositions may not in some ways be unexpected. The employment of natural sonic occurrences in music surely finds a
themetic precedent in the incorporation of quotidian and ambient sound running through the arts in the first half of the twentieth century, from Luigi Russolo’s ‘Art of Noises’ through to Cage’s own 4’33”. Like worldly sound, acoustic phenomena resist any simple textual representation in the form of a musical score. Similarly, as they result from the natural, physical behaviour of sound in space, acoustic phenomena take place irrespective of aesthetic considerations. As with Cage’s compositions, the use of simple acoustic phenomena as the subject of compositions equally required an attentive audience keyed into listening for aesthetic experience in sounds beyond the instrumental. Therefore, the notion of a music which attended to these natural sonic interactions was dependent on the kind of shift in focus that Cage had previously enacted within western art music - from composition as a form of utterance to composition as an act of audition.4

However, despite the fact that acoustic phenomena are natural events in themselves, an aesthetic that emphasised only one or two of these simple acoustic phenomena established an altogether different relationship between artist and materials than that proposed by Cage. This did not necessarily mean that composing with simple acoustic phenomena contravened Cage’s dictum by drawing hard and fast distinctions between different types of sounds, or even classifying sounds. The importance would rest not in the sounds ‘in themselves’, but in the range of acoustic effects that a given sound or sounds might exhibit or elicit. These effects were realised through the physical interaction of two or more sounds with each other, and through the interaction of sound with the environment in which it was both made and heard: it was music-making by way of the careful selection and presentation of natural sonic behaviour.

That there was already in existence specific terminology that could define and describe these kinds of acoustic phenomena signifies that Young and Lucier were not working in some hitherto uninvestigated area of sound. In their explorations of the
physical aspects of sound, both artists drew heavily on a range of theories and techniques from the field of acoustics - the scientific investigation into the formation, behaviour and audition of sound.

**Signs of sines**

Case studies of the art of La Monte Young and Alvin Lucier form the bulk of this thesis. The examination of their aesthetic involves exploring the significant role that sine waves have played in the realising of acoustic phenomena in their compositions and installations. Unlike the naturally occurring acoustic phenomena, the sine wave represents a specific model of sound; one that is reductive, abstract, theoretical, and, in its technological manifestation, synthetic. The term sine *wave* is an ambiguous one: it conflates the mathematical sine *curve* - a two-dimensional graph of the equation $y = a \sin x$, with the acoustical sine *tone* - a sound containing a single frequency. The popular notion of the sine wave as the fusion of sound and waveform rose to prominence within the theories of musical sound popularised in the late nineteenth century by the work of experimental scientists such as Herman von Helmholtz, John Tyndall and John William Strutt (Lord Rayleigh). Accompanied by an incipient technology for both the explanation and the creation of harmony extrapolated from J.B.J. Fourier’s *Analytic Theory of Heat*, the sine wave was the most ‘perfect’ of the range of other irregular waves realised by acousticians in the late nineteenth century, and became the building block from which a model of musical sound was constructed.

In the wake of the application of Fourier’s theorem to the question of the composition of musical sound, two specific and interdependent claims were made of sine waves. As the exemplar representation of simple harmonic motion, the sine wave became the *simple* sound, the basic unit of musical sound production. The
decomposition of complex waveforms into an arrangement of individual regular periodic motions (or frequencies) also effectively cast the sine wave as the musical harmonic or partial. Sine waves then were held to be both the most basic unit of sound in and of itself, and also the component parts of more complex and meaningful musical sounds.

Once identified and explained, the significance of the sine wave seemed to be exhausted, and so was left aside in pursuit of more interesting and complex acoustical phenomena. As such, the sine wave seems a fait accompli - a given, containing no real interest in and of itself, except for what might be constructed from multiple sine waves. However, this nineteenth century definition of the sine wave presents a simplified and therefore problematic case for the structure of musical sound, let alone sound in general. The sine wave was the end product of a reductive procedure for determining the basic components of musical sound. However, as philosopher Michel Serres has suggested, an assumption of indivisibility in investigative science is often illusory:

We are as little sure of the one as the multiple. We've never hit upon the truly atomic, ultimate, indivisible terms that were not themselves, once again, composite. Not in the pure sciences and not in the worldly ones. The bottom always falls out of the quest for the elementary. The irreducibly individual recedes like the horizon, as our analysis advances. 5

Following Serres, this work identifies the sine wave as an aporia - something that cannot possibly shoulder or contain all the conflicting attributes bestowed upon it. Despite being just one product of the reductive process of the decomposition of complex waveforms by Fourier analysis, conceptually speaking each sine wave is expected to represent the ur-musical ‘simple’ sound, the musical harmonic, and the rendering of the
mathematical sine curve into sound. This last attribution is particularly problematic, as it requires abstract mathematical functions to be manifest in the physical world. In order to unpack this aporia, this thesis aims to situate the sine wave historically, culturally and technologically through a critique of the work of Herman von Helmholtz and other early acousticians and experimental scientists in the late nineteenth century. The analysis is centred on the role sine waves played in their conceptualisation of the physical and cognitive aspects of listening to musical sound. Of course, both Fourier analysis and the sine wave have been very useful tools in acoustics. However, the generalised models they have produced of sound have underplayed the importance of empirical observations, which has in part served to abstract the definition of musical sound from processes of listening. Again, to quote Serres, “to exclude the empirical is to exclude differentiation, the plurality of others that mask the same,” so in order to understand its subject, this thesis investigates the difficulties and vicissitudes that surrounded these early scientific attempts to hear and produce sine-like sounds, in order to generate a different trajectory for understanding sine wave sound.

Acoustics, aesthetics, and transduction

A reappraisal of the sine wave is crucial to the study of acoustic phenomena in the work of Young and Lucier, as the sine wave marks a nexus point between the fields of music and acoustics, both in that it forms a connection or link associating the fields of music and acoustics, and that it is the investigative centre or focus of this inquiry into the aesthetic deployment of simple acoustic phenomena. Where acoustics relies on the regular oscillations of the sine wave to establish a boundary line between notions of sound and noise, music theory confers to sine waves the role of the construction of timbre through harmonic interaction. In the application of Fourier analysis by Georg
Ohm to the question of musical sound, the sine wave was placed right at the juncture where acoustic descriptions of the structure of sound and rhetoric or aesthetic commentary on the regularity of musical sound intersect. If considered as neither wholly musical nor wholly scientific, the sine wave becomes a useful conceptual tool for probing the musical and scientific claims made of it, and for exploring the experimental and aesthetic conditions in which it is invoked.

While identifying the sine wave as a nexus between music and acoustics has some application, it is, of course, subject to a definition of the field of acoustics. Although it has its roots in the study of music and vibration, the operation of the ear and voice, and the propagation of sound through the air, the field of acoustics has over time expanded to embrace an ever-widening range of disciplines. In the preface to his authoritative history of the origins of the study of sound, Frederick Hunt lays out his definition of acoustics:

Acoustics is a ‘crossroads’ subject - it bears its richest fruits when regarded as a synthesis of other classical disciplines rather than when pursued in textual isolation... the historical origins in acoustics at any rate are not, for the most part, to be found in the state of acoustics in a preceding era, but in the antecedent history of mathematics, mechanics, heat, and a handful of other disciplines that contribute in a two-way intellectual exchange with the content of modern acoustics.

By the 1960s, the decade in which the artists covered by this thesis realised their creative endeavours, the ambit of acoustics had expanded across the breadth of contemporary science. According to R. Bruce Lindsay’s graphical portrayal, the field of modern acoustics finds its unity in the investigation of “mechanical radiation in all material media,” as performed across an array of scientific and aesthetic endeavours. In his
diagram, Lindsay placed this phrase at the hub of his ‘wheel’, and with each successive step away from its centre depicted how the field of acoustics was applicable across a range of interrelated subjects - psychoacoustics, electroacoustics, communication, musical sound, shock and vibration, underwater sound, and so on - with radii extending out into each of the four basic areas of arts, earth sciences, engineering science, and life sciences. Both Hunt’s and Lindsay’s accounts show acoustics to be best appreciated as an interdisciplinary field, which consequently provides a proliferation of points of contact between science and aesthetics in the study of musical sound - and there is an abundance of these points in the works of Young and Lucier that explore simple acoustic phenomena. As a result, selecting the sine wave as a trope serves to focus an investigation of these points of contact, and it provides a constant reference against which a broader reading of these exchanges can proceed.

Arguably, acoustics has its biggest cultural presence in the scientific study of musical sound. Therefore, an investigation of the cultural origins of acoustics in part requires a critical examination of its statements and assertions on musical sound on the one hand, and an interrogation of its modes of investigation on the other. As numerous histories of musical inquiry since the time of Pythagoras show, the use of number has been both a defining and delimiting factor in the study of musical sound. However, the investigation of musical sound as performed by acoustics can be described as the combination of two important epistemological distinctions: abstract, *a priori* reasoning, exemplified by the application of mathematical operations such as Fourier analysis; and the *a posteriori* evidence-based or factual knowledge of the natural sciences, where understanding is dependent on sensory experience. Each approach continually informs the other: for example, the application of a theoretical model to a physical process is contingent on the perception of the process under investigation. It is this interplay between these two positions that informs scientific method, and produces meaningful
observations on musical sound (however, this is not to say that this interplay dissolves the disparity between the abstract perfection of the sine curve, and the physical realities of producing a single frequency sound).

This relationship between the deductive and the inductive finds some resonance within aesthetics. On the one had, in etymological and philosophical terms, aesthetics refers to sensory perception. Yet aesthetics also refers the history and study of artistic knowledge, practice, and its relationships to aesthetic experience. Of course, this comparison is not made to imply that artistic knowledge is in some way necessarily divorced from sensory experience, or that aesthetic experiences are wholly sensory: as in acoustics, perception involves conception, and vice versa. It is only to acknowledge that ideological and philosophical positions play a role in aesthetics, and also in the determining of aesthetic experience. Rather than becoming hamstrung by the irreconcilability of the abstract and the empirical, it can be said that aesthetics and science each generate meaningful statements on musical sound through exchanges between these two positions.

Acoustics can be used as a hermeneutical frame for exploring the connections between aesthetics and science, as it forms a link between these two domains. In fact, a history of the scientific inquiry into musical sound cannot be divorced from a history of musical aesthetics, and acoustics draws its aesthetic consideration of sound from the realm of music. Therefore, acoustics does not necessarily offer independent reflection on the status of music, and any assumption of the objective character of acoustics in regard to questions of musical sound must be called into question. As mentioned above, the field of acoustics is far broader in scope than simply the study of musical sound, and there are many instances where one ‘spoke’ on the acoustics wheel may be brought to bear in critiquing claims made of musical sound.

Identifying these nexus points between aesthetics and science might be
construed as a convenient process for constructing a number of simple binary
oppositions. Instead, they are perhaps better understood as complex sites, places where
information is not simply oscillated between one field and another unchanged but is
instead subject to *transduction* - the process by which energy received from one medium
generates related energy in another medium. In this way, the concepts and practices
motivating one domain of knowledge are translated into a different form within another
domain (for example, where the aesthetics of music informs acoustics). Identifying,
exploring and expanding upon this diverse series of interconnections establishes a basis
for critically addressing both the rhetorical and experimental categorisation of musical
sound in an act of restoration - not by aiming to somehow renew the ‘empiricism’ of
empirical science, but by sifting through and critiquing what has been excluded from
these accounts of sound due to processes of reduction and refinement. In other words,
to locate and situate those other sounds, concepts and meanings that were dissipated in
the heat of formulation.

**The acoustic and the auditory**

The appeal to transduction forms the basis of a sensory-based methodology for
investigation, making the ear the primary site for examining both the experiments and
demonstrations of Helmholtz and Tyndall, and the compositions of Young and Lucier.
This metaphorical transduction mimics the reception of sensations by the sensory
organs, such as the ear, the eye, and the skin, through which processes of perception
occur. With this in mind, employing a sensory model considers the sound, the sonic,
and the audible as its first priorities. For this thesis, it means beginning with the sound
of sine or sine-like sounds as they occur in either composition or experiment (be that
literally or conceptually), and working outwards in two directions: on the one hand
following the sound toward the listener, addressing issues of perception, attention and
cognition, and on the other tracing the sound back to the concepts and intentions of the
artist or experimenter. As transduction also plays a large part in the physical and
technological means for generating, recording, amplifying and reproducing sound, this
approach can hopefully address the role that both the material and technical aspects of
working with sound play in these schemes without the danger of displacing the
important themes of listening, attention, and perception that are its central concerns.

This methodology is underpinned by a certain hermeneutic of reversibility. It
uses sine waves and simple acoustic phenomena as tools for examining the work of
Young and Lucier, and vice versa; the exploration of Young and Lucier’s work are used
as a means for generating a range of observations on sine waves and simple acoustic
phenomena. In its negotiation of the links between aesthetics and acoustics, it aims to
reflect on each side of that relationship to provide an account of sound that reverberates
between both positions, rather than simply a reading of one through the other. This
reversibility is a way of exploring what the investigation of sine waves and simple
acoustic phenomena by artists reveals about musical sound and listening, and how an
examination of listening practices relating to music provides information on simple
acoustic phenomena.

Providing an account of the role the senses play in the intersection of acoustics
and aesthetics also achieves one the aims of this thesis, which is to enrich and enliven a
discourse situated within a broader field of sound and audition. This has been
prosecuted by writers, researchers and theorists across a wide range of disciplines, in
recognition of what ethnomusicologist and anthropologist Veit Erlmann has described
as “the need for the cultural and historical contextualisation of auditory perception.”
This study of sound, called auditory culture, or simply sound studies, has an ambit to rival
acoustics. In its examination of the cultural status of sound and listening, auditory
culture has attempted to address the visual bias, or ocularcentrism, of western post-enlightenment culture. However, in doing so, contemporary writers in the field have not aimed to re-enact a hierarchy of the senses by replacing sight with hearing. Instead, their methodology has been to attend to sound, hearing and listening on its own terms - be that cultural, social, historical, technological, physical, physiological, and psychological. Nor does this mean that the study of sound is or has been undertaken in sensory isolation. Hearing is one amongst the senses, and exploring the connections between sight, touch, smell and taste have been crucial in works that aim to ‘re-listen’ to sound, both in the body and in culture.

As this thesis examines notions of the sensory within acoustics and music, it cannot avoid addressing the significant role that processes of visualisation have played in the scientific investigations of sound and hearing, and also how similar procedures appear in the work of Lucier and Young. Historian Lynn Gamwell has cited the role that scientists of the late nineteenth century played in revealing “hitherto abstract invisible realms”, not just through the microscopic world of biology, or the unconscious of experimental psychology, but in the visualisations of sound and otological work performed by natural philosophers such as Helmholtz. Michel de Certeau holds that this new representational capability of science, with its “indefinitely extensible field of optical investigations”, marked an epistemological shift, where that which was made visible became synonymous with the real, producing what he calls a belief in vision, the “identification of the seen with what is to be believed.” For de Certeau, the ‘real’, previously the realm of other sensory modes has since then been increasingly subsumed by vision.

Whether the work of Helmholtz, Tyndall and others involved an encounter with the ‘real’ is a matter of conjecture, but experimental procedures for the visualisation of sound did provide what they considered to be important and convincing forms of
verification of their theories on the structure and behaviour of musical sound and vibration. This served to give sound an ontological foothold in the ocularcentric scientific environment of the late nineteenth century. The rendering of the physical vibrations of sounding bodies into graphic representations of sound provided a means by which the transient phenomenon of sound could be apprehended and made the object of visual scrutiny as to its form and dimension. Visualisation also plays a similar verification role in the work of Lucier, and to a lesser degree with Young, where visual cues would be helpful for locating and highlighting specific acoustic phenomena, such as providing cues to the behaviour of sound in space.\textsuperscript{17}

Experimental science and music each frame aural experiences in a different way, and aim to construct listening for their own ends: both activities select a range of sounds to be perceived, accompanied by a set of listening techniques and listening positions. Where hearing is understood as the perception of sound by the ear, listening is the act of directing ones attention to specific elements in the incoming sound stimulus. For example, to listen to music is different from hearing all the ambient sounds which might occur in a space while a radio is playing, just as to listen only to the vocal harmonies in a given song is different to listening to the vocal parts and instrumental accompaniment as a whole. Attention plays a crucial role in the reception of sensory input: it is the focused awareness of activity in the world that transforms curiosity into interest, and turns concentration into absorption. It has been characterised a number of different ways: sometimes attention is simply a synonym for concentration, at other times it refers to a state of vigilance or detection, or the ability to select and sort a piece of incoming stimulation for further analysis.\textsuperscript{18} Regardless, in listening, attention turns hearing from a perceptual fact into a conscious act.
Listening in experimentation, technology, and music

That attention, and listening in particular, can be directed or focussed means that it can be harnessed in the investigation of acoustic phenomena by acousticians and musical experimentalists. Helmholtz attempted to utilise listening as a crucial part of empirical scientific verification by focussing attention onto the smallest parts of musical sound in order to confirm its component structure. Attention would play a more ambiguous role in the listening scheme proposed by Young and his sine wave compositions, where it would become synonymous with a mensuration that would in turn produce psychological effects. However, artists or experimenters who wished to control or direct attention needed to negotiate its subjective character, problematising moves to employ the ear in systems of verification in science, and for the auditing of specific sonic effects in music. In fact, the subjective nature of attention has challenged attempts to study attention itself. For example, Michael W. Eysenck notes that one of the major limitations to attentional research has been the ability of subjects to oscillate between attending to the external environment and their own personal internal environment. Exploring how listening is constructed both within and by these experimental and aesthetic schemes requires an examination of how attempts to control this oscillation between the interior self and the physical world limit, delimit or enhance opportunities for demarcation and discrimination within the auditory domain.

The history of sound and listening in the twentieth century - in both science and art - has been paralleled by the development of the mechanical and electronic means for recording, distributing, storing, transforming and replaying sound. Therefore an investigation of these related technologies is a key consideration for a study of audition in that period. However, rather than regarding technology as a range of science-based artefacts (which might then in turn be hinged to notions of sophistication), this work considers technology to instead be the organising principles that relate to systems of
practical knowledge. As Stuart Macdonald indicates, technology can be regarded “simply as the way things are done, and technological change as the adoption of what are thought to be better ways of doing things.” In practical terms, this means particular technologies can be considered as representing particular methods for doing things, or as a series of techniques related to a specific purpose. Therefore, exploring the role of technology in acoustics, and in the work of Lucier and Young, becomes an investigation into the historical deployment of a structure of related techniques, as they relate to experimental and aesthetic concerns, rather than a progress narrative about equipment. For Macdonald, technology is “really the sum of knowledge - of received information - which allows things to be done, a role which frequently requires the use of machines, and the information they contain, but conceivably may not.” Although it unnecessarily posits technology as the sum of knowledge (in that the use of a given technique need only draw on part of that knowledge), Macdonald’s definition of technology is applicable in this discussion, given that schemes for the verification and identification of acoustic phenomena in both the sciences and the arts invariably incorporated the ear. Within these schemes, techniques of listening became linked to the mechanical and electronic processes for generating and reproducing sound, at times producing a technologised form of listening.

The range of technologies employed by both experimenters and artists in their investigation of sound often involved the deployment of existing techniques and artefacts in a new context, rather than the development of wholly new instruments or equipment. For instance, Fourier’s harmonic analysis, which provided the mathematical basis for the analysis of the structure of musical sound, was initially formulated to explain the dissipation of heat. The history of many early electronic instruments also involves a kind of reconceptualisation, where it was as much a question of determining new contexts for the sounds generated by an existing apparatus or system than
designing new instruments from scratch.\textsuperscript{22} In the case of Lucier and Young, the field of acoustics and scientific investigation itself constituted a kind of ‘technology’ that could be brought to bear in their compositions. It was not only the source of the sine wave - the benchmark sound of the acoustics laboratory - it was also the source of processes for the production, classification and identification of simple acoustic phenomena.

One discipline to which this thesis obviously relates is the study of music, and although its theoretical ambit overlaps in part with the concerns of musicology, musicology’s resources are insufficient for a study such as this one, and its concerns are at a tangent to those presented here. Historically, the study of music has deflected attention away from questions of the sonic and instead fixated on the textual analysis of the score. Recent movements within musicology have diversified to include performance practices, audience reception and cultural readings, but still tend to shy away from its transient, temporal subject - sound. As stated above, this thesis takes sound as its starting point, and encounters musicology as only one of a number of relevant aesthetic and scientific disciplines that can inform a broader study of sound, be that physics, performance studies, mathematics, or neurobiology.

The continued reliance on the score within musicology suggests not only a reluctance to consider sound on its own terms, but a reticence to take into account the different roles listening plays in aesthetic experience. This has hampered the ability of musicology to reflect on much sound- and listening-based Post-Cagean experimental composition, let alone discuss the use of sound in other art forms (such as cinema, installation or radiophonic work). The centrality of the role of listening in the compositions of Lucier and Young acts to destabilise textual readings of their work; instead it requires an attention to the physical, spatial and environmental factors that reside within their compositions. Placing an importance on listening also unravels the
objectification implicit in a singularly styled ‘audience,’ instead revealing a collective of listeners whose positions and experiences are comparable but by no means identical.

This thesis - like musicology - is engaged in extensive discussions on various definitions of musical sound. However, in addressing the compositions of Young and Lucier, the sonic component of those works needs to be understood as possessing all the physical and material properties, behaviours, and understandings attributed to any kind of sound in the most general sense, rather than restricting it to the definition ‘musical sound’. This position is also required to be reversible, in that where these artists are concerned, any sound is seen as being available for employment within the context of art, or indeed music. Composition is consequently understood as the result of listening to, and making use of, the attributes of sound in order to make new music. Therefore, it can be said that the centrality of the role of listening in the work of Lucier and Young allowed sound to break away from the immediate concerns of music, in order to participate in a revitalisation of musical practices.

Outline of thesis

This thesis has been structured in two parts. Chapters One and Two aim to provide an historical context for the study of sine waves and simple acoustic phenomena in the work of Alvin Lucier and La Monte Young. The first of these chapters takes the form of an account and selective critique of the work of acousticians and experimental scientists in the late nineteenth century. It discusses how the application of Fourier analysis to the question of musical sound by Georg Ohm conflated classical and contemporary definitions of musical sound around the figure of vibration, and in the process produced an artefact in the form of the sine wave. The analysis then proceeds to document how this account of musical sound was
Chapter Two attempts to establish a context for the works produced by Young and Lucier in the experimental music milieu of the 1960s and 1970s that were aimed at the investigation of simple acoustic phenomena, predominantly with the use of sine waves. It examines firstly the means by which a range of sine and sine-like sounds were generated - initially as a fixed sound for the purpose of scientific investigation, then as the sound of early electrical musical instruments. This is followed by an examination of the relationship between sine wave (or sine-like) sound and the call for the expansion of musical resources within the European and American *avant-garde* of the first half of the twentieth century, as proposed by composers such as Ferrucio Busoni, Luigi Russolo, Edgard Varèse, Henry Cowell, John Cage, Harry Partch and Carlos Chavez; a rejuvenation of music that took place alongside the social and cultural proliferation of technological means for producing sound, such as radio and phonography. In doing so it traces the influence of theories drawn from the field of acoustics on these composers, and how it applied to moves to utilise *extra-musical* sounds - such as the noises of everyday life - as musical materials. While not aiming to provide a definite account of the era, it instead depicts a range of aesthetic responses to acoustics, from antipathy to adoption. Whatever their stance, all of these composers displayed a tendency towards establishing a more expansive sonic discourse than that decreed by orthodox musicology, whether that be the *noise-sound* of Russolo, the *infinite gradation* of tone of
Busoni, or the all-sound of Cage. The work of Lucier and Young would be founded on, and also contribute greatly to, this broader understanding of sound within music.

The four chapters that comprise the second part of the thesis present in-depth case studies of the work of La Monte Young and Alvin Lucier. Each of these studies is spread across two chapters. The first chapter of each case study presents an examination of the work of one composer up to the introduction of sine waves in their oeuvre. Although these chapters examine works that are ‘pre-sine’, they establish the aesthetic and historical basis for their work with simple acoustic phenomena, and map the development of conceptualisations of sound and listening in their artistic practice. The second chapter of each case study offers an investigation of the period where sine waves came to play a significant role in their aesthetic as a distinctive sonic component, and as an important conceptual tool for devising, and for explaining, the effects of their compositions. Sine waves were also a primary means by which the influence of acoustics - both in notions of the structure of musical sounds, and of the behaviour of sound in space - would make its effects felt. These two case studies document the role acoustical theories played in their conceptualisation and realisation of musical works, and examines problematic aspects of this association, specifically in relation to the work of Young, where the imperatives of intersubjective verification, on which inductive science depends, came in contact with his personalised aesthetic programme.

The first case study documents the work of Minimalist composer La Monte Young. Chapter Three explores the origins of the long tone in Young’s early works and the development of his concept of listening ‘inside a sound’, before tracking the progressive alterations to this concept implied by each of his compositions. After documenting the influence of his childhood experiences of sound on his musical development, the chapter presents an examination of Young’s early compositions, from *Trio for Strings* (1958) and *2 sounds* (1960), the conceptual works that parallel his
involvement in the formative days of the Fluxus movement, his work with rule-based improvisations, and ends with the formation of the Theatre of Eternal Music. It identifies the sources of several characteristics of Young’s work that were to significantly influence his formulation of sound and listening: extended duration; the employment of whole number ratios as a compositional tool; the influence of natural and environmental sounds; conceptual sounds; the music of India and Japan; and the early stages of his employment of electronic technology.

Chapter Four covers the period from 1966 until 1974, and investigates Young’s extensive use of sine tones for realising his compositions. This chapter begins with a tracing of the theoretical and conceptual origins of the two primary works from this period: the ‘sine-tone installation’ Dream House and his composition Map of 49’s Dream The Two Systems of Eleven Sets of Galactic Intervals Ornamental Lightyears Tracery (1966-present). The analysis then proceeds to investigate in some detail the relationship between these two works, and focuses on the formal, physical and conceptual role that sine waves played in their realisation. It also examines Young’s notion of a sonic environment, and its relationship to the sounds of technology and the sounds of nature. Lastly, it presents an examination of Young’s attempts to enact specific relationships between number and musical sound with sine waves, and how this formulation impacts on his notions of sonic spatiality and perception.

The second case study investigates the work of experimental composer Alvin Lucier. Chapter Five concentrates on the period from the early 1960s until 1972, and examines those early works that explore the presentation of natural acoustic phenomena in musical composition. Lucier considered that his works that used simple acoustic phenomena as their subject capable of drawing attention to what he considered the disregarded or overlooked aspects of sound and its behaviour in space, which he conceptualised in the phrase “making the inaudible audible”. The analysis then proceeds
to examine how this strategy corresponded with a programme of depersonalisation or distanciation, which served to place emphasis on acoustic effects rather than personal expression. The development of these two concepts within Lucier’s aesthetic - revealing the hidden aspects of the sonic landscape and depersonalisation - is traced through a discussion of the series of works Lucier instigated during this period, and explores how these two concepts relate to notions of musical language, scientific experimentation, and technology, and to notions of environment and space. This chapter employs the tropes of repetition and reverberation in charting the progressive extension of the duration of sounds in these compositions. In doing so, it documents how Lucier’s use of environmental acoustics, and his utilisation of electronics and technology (such as amplification, sound recording and synthetically produced sounds in a live performance context), extended the duration of sounds - setting a precedent for his later work with sine waves.

Chapter Six examines the scope of Lucier’s sine wave pieces from 1973 until 1984, focussing specifically on the range of works that Lucier regarded as exploring the “spatial characteristics of sound itself”, beginning with the initial version of Still and Moving Lines of Silence in Families of Hyperbolas (1973-74) and ending with the later, revised version from 1984. This chapter discusses how these works marked a significant change in Lucier’s sound resources and compositional imperatives, and saw him negotiate a new series of relationships between the spatial and the sonic. Also, it considers the significance of a range of concurrent compositions that explored the theme of sound visualisation, which had begun with The Queen of the South (1972), drawing out Lucier’s relationship to the history of acoustics, and identifies how these works influenced his conceptualisations of sound in space. In following these themes, this discussion identifies both the practical and theoretical aspects of sine waves as important aspects of
Lucier’s compositional practice, and provides a means for investigating how notions of sound, technology and the environment function in his work during this period.

In choosing to examine the role acoustics has played in experimental compositions that employed sine waves to explore simple acoustic phenomena, this thesis charts an interdisciplinary (and perhaps somewhat idiosyncratic) path. It attempts to provide a new reading of instances where the meaning of musical sound was formulated by re-examining the context of those formulations and re-evaluating the findings or conclusions they produced. In doing so it aims to identify a range of possibilities for understanding the wider questions of the sonic and the auditory as they occur within contexts that might otherwise be simply considered to be ‘about’ music.

To some, a study such as this one - that surveys a set of sonic relationships between art and science - might be thought to occupy an uncomfortable position, straddling a theoretical divide between two disparate and dissimilar discourses on the subject of sound, and its composition, organisation and effects. One defensible reason for occupying such a position is that this is the very place the artists, scientists and natural philosophers whose work is surveyed are themselves to be found, even though they may have come to occupy this position from one particular side. In its execution, this work attempts to recount through narrative, analysis and critique, the claims each side - art and science, or perhaps aesthetics and experiment - makes for the other, and in the process endeavours to tease out the what, the how and the why of sine waves and simple acoustic phenomena as they relate to musical aesthetics.
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1. Creating a wave in the nineteenth century: from sound into sine

This chapter seeks to trace a history of the sine wave, locating its origins in the fertile period of acoustics in the nineteenth century. During this time new techniques of mathematical analysis were brought to bear on the question of musical sound. These techniques were accompanied by new technological means for the observation, audition, and production of sound. Together they formed basis for acoustic investigation in this era. The sine wave appeared as a product of the combination of the theory for the analysis of heat developed by French mathematician and physicist Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier (1768-1830), and its application to the question of musical sound by German physicist Georg Ohm (1787-1854) in the first half of the nineteenth century. However, the expansion and popularisation of this and other ideas pivotal to the development of contemporary acoustics occurred in the latter half of the nineteenth century, many of which stem from the experimental research and publications on sensation, perception and musical sound by German anatomist and physicist Hermann von Helmholtz (1821-1894).

Central to Helmholtz’s inquiry into sound was the observation that any given sound event was not singular, but composite. The application of Fourier analysis to the problem of musical sound gave acousticians of the late nineteenth century a means by which they could explore the composite nature of sound. It provided them with the
ability to analyse sound - to break down, or decompose, a given sound into its individual frequencies. A principle aim of this chapter is to investigate some of the ramifications of analysing sound in this fashion. In doing so it aims to explore how the application of Fourier’s theory for decomposing musical sound into its component parts introduced the concept of a simple sound that would have only one frequency component, construed as the musical harmonic. It will also examine various attempts by Helmholtz to hear these sounds in isolation - as separate elements within a matrix of sound.

The successful application of Fourier’s theory would also depend on closely defining its subject by drawing both rhetorical and physical demarcations between musical sound and noise. In identifying the points where these distinctions came to inform theories about the sound of music and the sense of hearing, this chapter will explore what role these factors played in investigations into the physiology of the ear. It will also examine how these definitions contributed to the aesthetic discussions that took place within acoustics in the late nineteenth century in relation to musical sound.

Defining and decomposing musical sound and noise

In 1822, French mathematician and physicist Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier published *Théorie Analytique de la Chaleur* [*Analytic Theory of Heat*]. Although the work did not contain any acoustic theory per se, it was to have a profound effect on the field of acoustics, providing what has become one of the key mathematical techniques for the analysis of sound. Fourier’s theory demonstrated “that a finite and continuous periodic motion can always be decomposed into a series of simple harmonic motions of suitable amplitudes and phases,” implying that any manner of complex wave phenomena could be mathematically broken down into an interrelated series of simpler waves for the purposes of scientific examination.¹ As Robert Bayer has noted, this concept was readily
adopted by Georg Ohm, who in 1843 asserted in his laws of acoustics that Fourier’s model was not only an accurate representation of musical sound, but offered a complementary description of the process of aural perception. Ohm considered the ear itself performed its own Fourier analysis, and was capable of disassembling a musical tone into its separate component simple tones. Ohm applied Fourier’s theory to musical sound before the technological and scientific means had been developed such that this kind of analysis of an actual sound was possible. However, it provided a conceptual framework for understanding the component nature of sound once an actual waveform could be measured. In anticipation of this eventuality, Ohm represented a pulse of sound with a series of sine and cosine curves, showing the fundamental frequency and the higher harmonics, the frequencies of which were all multiples of the fundamental.

There are a variety of terms for describing the component part of a given sound, the three most common being the overtone, the harmonic, and the partial. While the three terms ostensibly describe the same phenomena, each represents a different descriptive model of sound. Although within music these terms are often used interchangeably, in the field of acoustics the definition between partials and harmonics relates to the nature of the intervallic relationships between the components under examination. The term harmonics usually is restricted to describing frequency components that have a simple whole number relationship (for example, 100, 200, 300 Hz.), whereas partials designates the relationship between frequency components of one complex tone that do not have a simple whole number relationship (100, 180, 225 Hz.). Additionally, the term overtone, the “erroneous translation” of Helmholtz’s obertön (literally ‘upper tone’), carries within it the implication of a vertical construction for sound, with the lowest frequency component designated the fundamental. However, what all these designations share is their common reference to frequency, measured in cycles per second, or hertz (Hz).
Ohm posited that the prevailing notion of a ‘sound wave’ - characterised as a regularly fluctuating disturbance or vibration in the air - could be represented graphically as a complex periodic waveform: complex in that the shape of one oscillation was not sinusoidal, but periodic insofar as each oscillation was considered identical. By then performing Fourier analysis on particular types of complex periodic waveforms the makeup of musical sound could be determined, not just by showing its component parts, but through describing the mathematical relationships between those parts. In doing this, Fourier analysis also served to contract ideas about sound - not just the relationship between musical sound and the sense of hearing, but; the radiation of sound in physical space (a moving wave of sound); the production of sound in vibrating strings; and the intervallic relationships of harmony. Most importantly, however, was Ohm’s suggestion that the ear also analysed sound in this manner, as this allowed Fourier’s’ theory to provide a mathematical link between physics and physiology on the question of musical sound. It would be Helmholtz, following in the wake of Ohm, who would initiate a comprehensive investigation into this relationship between sound and hearing.

In the mid nineteenth century, as historian John Picker has noted, the field of acoustics lacked a foundational set of principles, a “summa acoustica that could simplify and connect the disparate areas of sound production, transmission, and what was most complex of all, perception.” Helmholtz’s acoustic investigations were duly aimed at rectifying the lack of unity across the scientific disciplines in relation to musical sound, aiming to “connect the boundaries of two sciences, which, although drawn towards each other by many natural affinities have hitherto remained practically distinct – ... the boundaries of physical and psychological acoustics on the one side, and ... musical science and aesthetics on the other.” In fact, the integration of different disciplines had been central to developing Helmholtz’s initial interest in acoustics in 1852, after he had
identified and corrected mathematical errors in the studies of wave propagation made earlier by John Challis. According to Helmholtz, the study of musical sound would be aided by an interdisciplinary approach that incorporated physics, philosophy and aesthetics, in order that this problem be “thoroughly considered and advanced towards its solution.”

Helmholtz had been a student of physiologist Johannes Müller (1801-1858) at the Royal Friedrich-Wilhelm Institute for Medicine and Surgery in Berlin, and had been exposed to Müller’s materialist theories of perception. Müller proposed that each sense organ produced nerve impulses in response only to one kind of input - what he called ‘sense specific energies’ - which might vary in intensity but not in kind. He considered it was the specificity of this relationship between stimulus and sense organ that accounted for the way in which the senses produced individual perceptions from the broad spectrum of information provided by the physical world. Helmholtz in time became a member of the Berliner Physikalische Gesellschaft [Berlin Physical Society], established by former students of Müller, which proposed that all phenomena could be accounted for by physical principles, including neural and mental phenomena. In line with these influences, Helmholtz’s subsequent work sought to explain perception as a series of material processes which could be investigated through experimentation.

Although a medical doctor by training, Helmholtz initially made his name through his work on the principles of the conservation of energy. Studying the role of heat in muscle action, he moved beyond documenting empirical phenomena to derive more fundamental laws; this resulted in his concept of potential energy. From here he began substantial studies into optics. These included the development of the theory of complex colours, studies of the eye and acuity, and invention the ophthalmoscope - culminating with the publication of his *Handbook for Physiological Optics* in 1856.

This publication formalised Helmholtz’s empirical or cognitive theory on the material
processes of the sense organs. Theo Meyering has indicated in his study of Helmholtz’s role in the history of cognitive science that this thesis overturned existing ideas about the nature of perception. As Meyering describes, Helmholtz’s theory states that “the very material in the afferent nervous system for the subsequent formation of perceptions of reality does not copy external reality but constitutes a naturally given system of symbols which the human organism must learn to interpret for the development of adaptive patterns of behaviour” (emphasis in original). Helmholtz’s theory effectively proposed a division of the sensory process into discrete physical, physiological, and psychological stages. He contended that perception was not immediate, and not wholly determined by sensory input in the manner that Müller’s theory described. It was instead the mediated product of a combination of sense data, the reception of that data through the material structure of the sense organs, and higher mental processes - where nerve impulses induced by external stimuli constituted a kind of code which the human brain must learn to interpret in order to receive information about the physical world.

Influenced no doubt by his background in physiology, Helmholtz commenced his investigations into musical sound from the standpoint of sensation. Despite the fact that he considered all processes of perception to be the product of physiological mediation, he made a special case for the perception of music, stating that it stood “in a much closer connection with pure sensation than any of the other arts.” In his comparison of visual contemplation with musical audition, Helmholtz explores the aesthetic value of this relationship between music and sensation:

It is only in painting that we find colour as an element which is directly appreciated by sensation, without any intervening act of the intellect. On the contrary, in music, the sensations of tone are the material of the art. So far as these sensations are excited in music, we do not create out of them any images of external objects or
actions. Again, when in hearing a concert we recognise one tone as due to the violin
and another to a clarinet, our artistic enjoyment does not depend upon our
conception of a violin or clarinet, but solely on our hearing of the tones they
produce, whereas the artistic enjoyment resulting from viewing a marble statue does
not depend on the white light which it reflects into the eye, but upon the mental
image of the beautiful human form it conjures up.\(^{17}\)

Helmholtz’s contention that music constituted a ‘special case’ seems predicated, in part,
on his comparison of the sensations of tone by the ear in music with the sensations of
colour experienced with the eye in painting. He found that where the sensation of
colour in a given painting cannot exist independently of its physical manifestation as
stretched canvas and pigment, the tones that stimulate the ear are \textit{immaterial}. The idea
that sound in this description seems to arrive immediately and unmediated, moving
through time, revealing nothing but itself, creates a problem for Helmholtz’s own
theory of mediated perception. However, the most important aspect of this description
is on aesthetic pleasure, which is thought to be derived solely from perceiving the
\textit{sensations} of tone, not the tones themselves (let alone the instruments). Given this
framework, determining the nature of this encounter between sense and sensation and
its relationship to aesthetic experience would therefore depend on both an
understanding of tone as the active element of musical sound and an understanding of
the function of the ear. Investigations into musical sound would therefore require a
mechanism for the extraction and identification of individual tones, and the definition
of their role in relation to individual sensations. Correspondingly, in order to better
understand its inner workings, musical sound would need to be halted in its flow, fixed
in time and place, and so being effectively converted from physical sensation into an
object for scientific investigation.
Given his earlier work defining fundamental principles in optics and energy conservation, it is not surprising that Helmholtz would, in following the lead of Ohm, be drawn to Fourier analysis as a basis for his research in acoustics. He considered Fourier analysis to be central to any adequate theory of sound, due to its ability to reduce complex phenomena such as sound waves into a series of simple phenomena. As Ohm had indicated, it provided a principle that tied together the invisible phenomena of sound and the minute and hidden activities of the ear. At the same time, it presented sound as a collection of components held together in harmony by whole number ratios. This representation of musical sound as whole number ratios seamlessly incorporated Fourier analysis into a tradition of sonic investigation that extended all the way back to ancient Greece, where Pythagoras in the sixth century BCE is reputed to have discovered that harmonic relationships between notes are expressible as ratios of simple whole numbers (for example, 3:2 for the interval of a fifth). All at once, Fourier analysis seemed to offer Helmholtz a heuristic that allowed him to visualise, rationalise and historicise his conception of musical sound as a physiological effect.

Along with the writings and public lectures of John Tyndall (1820-1893), and the work of John William Strutt (Lord Rayleigh) (1842-1919), Helmholtz’s work came to define the field of acoustics in the late nineteenth century. His book *Die Lehre von den Tonempfindungen als physiologische Grundlage für die Theorie der Musik* [*On the Sensations of Tone as a Physiological Basis for the Theory of Music*] was first published in 1863 and became an influential text for both scientists and musicians. Tyndall’s work *On Sound* appeared in 1867, and was based on his lectures and demonstrations. Unlike Helmholtz’s book, which covered only music, Tyndall intended his work to survey all areas of acoustics. Likewise, Strutt’s two-volume work *The Theory of Sound*, published in 1877-8, was also an attempt to cover all facets of the scientific study of sound.
The publication of *On the Sensations of Tone* had exerted an enormous influence on the work of both Tyndall and Strutt. Tyndall states in the introduction of *On Sound* that there are numerous references to Helmholtz to be found in own his book, but that they “fail to give an adequate idea of the thoroughness and excellence of [Helmholtz’s] work”. Strutt goes so far as to credit Helmholtz’s work as triggering his own interest in acoustics. There was a great degree of correspondence and mutual respect between the three theorists, with Tyndall undertaking the first translation of *On the Sensations of Tone* into English, and Helmholtz returning the favour by translating *On Sound* into German. Helmholtz reviewed both volumes of Strutt’s *The Theory of Sound for Nature*, deeming it “a complete and coherent theory of the phenomena of sound” and complementing its extensive and rigorous use of mathematics.

Aside from the widespread interest in its subject matter, one of the abiding reasons for the popularity of *On the Sensations of Tone* was its accessibility to the general reader - especially those with an interest in music. Helmholtz placed the more complex mathematical and experimental procedures in appendices at the end of the book, “in order to facilitate the use of the book by readers who have no special knowledge of physics or mathematics”. The mathematical formulation of sound via Fourier analysis was still central to his reading of musical sound, but Helmholtz was careful to apply it only after a demarcation of musical sound had been conducted. Before making claims for its ability as a Fourier ‘analyser’, he would need to define the ear as the site for aesthetic discrimination.

Helmholtz began his tome by formulating a distinction between noise and music. He is not alone in classifying natural, mundane, and quotidian sounds as noise (although he does, however, allow for noises and musical sounds to intermingle, and to “pass insensibly into one another, but their extremes are widely separated”). However, for Helmholtz the defining factor in discriminating between music and noise is the
relationship between stimulus and the organ of perception. A noise can be determined by “a rapid alternation of different kinds of sounds: ... rapid, irregular, but distinctly perceptible alternations of various kinds of sounds, which crop up fitfully”. Predictably perhaps, a musical tone strikes the ear “as a perfectly undisturbed, uniform sound which remains unaltered as long as it exists, and it presents no alternation of various kinds of constituents”. This emphasis on the ‘striking of the ear’ (as in the instantaneous recognition of the sound of the violin in the example above) means that distinctions between music and noise were deemed to be determined physiologically by the ear of the listener at the time of hearing. Deferring to the experiments of unnamed physicists, Helmholtz states that these regular “oscillations, vibrations or swings, that is, up and down, or to and fro” must be necessarily periodic, with a periodic motion being “one which constantly returns to the same condition after exactly equal intervals of time.” Hearing musical sound is eventually reduced to this simple distinction: “The sensation of a musical tone is due to a rapid periodic motion of the sonorous body; the sensation of a noise to non-periodic motions.”

While Helmholtz contended that musical sound could be differentiated from noise by the ear due to its periodicity, the observations of John William Strutt showed that this distinction was not always so straightforward:

The extreme cases will raise no dispute; every one recognises the difference between the note of a pianoforte and the creaking of a shoe. But it is not so easy to draw the line of separation. In the first place few notes are free from all unmusical accompaniment. With organ pipes especially, the hissing of the wind as it escapes at the mouth may be heard beside the proper note of the pipe.
To a far greater degree than Helmholtz, Strutt allowed that there be some interplay between musical sounds and noises, with some noises found to be “not entirely unmusical, and notes ... not quite free of noise.” There was, however, no confusion as to which was the simpler phenomenon: “There is a certain smoothness and continuity about the musical note. Moreover, by sounding together a variety of notes - for example, by striking simultaneously a number of consecutive keys on a pianoforte - we obtain an approximation to a noise; while no combination of noises could ever blend into a musical note.” According to Strutt, noise could not be used to make music - but a surplus of musical sound could approach the condition of noise. Therefore, Strutt’s definitions of musical sound were not only used for useful for defining the subject of his inquiry, but for holding noise at bay.

This model of the periodic nature of musical sound had not been proposed by Helmholtz and others in order to force musical sound to conform to the demands of Fourier analysis. Studies of musical sound through the centuries had aligned musical sound with a sense of regularity, from the Pythagorean notion of whole number ratios to seventeenth century discussions of harmony and consonance by Francis Bacon, which explicitly contrasted musical sound against the perceived irregularity of noises. However, the confidence and specificity with which his definitions were presented seems to suggest the conviction Helmholtz had in the relevance of periodicity and the kind of epistemological opportunities and possibilities it presented. Conflating musicality with regularity, a “simple, regular kind of sensation” brought about by the “regular motion of the air, continuing uniformly,” boded well for applying schemes of mensuration and mathematical formulation. The recasting of musical sound as regular waveforms abstracted it from the world of quotidian sounds, effectively isolating it even from the kinds of noise Strutt found lurking within music; further, such a recasting had the advantage of providing a subject for analysis that was consistent and uniform.
Defining musical sound as complex periodic waveforms therefore was not just a form of abstraction but an idealisation, in that it represented musical sound as a perfect, regular set of waveforms, totally free of noise. Fourier analysis not only provided a mathematical representation of musical sound, it also subjected the individual components within musical sound to mathematical theorisation. With Fourier analysis the harmonics within a sound in the ear became the sine and cosine functions of a complex periodic waveform on a graph. Both Ohm and Helmholtz had decreed that the harmonic was in fact a simple tone with one frequency component: a sine tone.

**Sine waves: some mathematical considerations**

The sine has its roots as a trigonometric function and was introduced by Indian mathematical astronomers in the *Surya-Siddhanta*, an Indian astronomical text circa 400 AD. Used for the linear measurement of angles, the sine was understood as half the chord of double the given arc. Sine was further systematised by Islamic mathematicians, who drew from both Indian and Greek trigonometry. In the *Almagest*, a tenth century mathematical text, Abu’ al-Wafa (940-997 or 998 AD) related the various functions of sine to the variety of horizontal shadows (or *zill*) cast by a *gnomon* onto the circular face of a sundial. He used these observations to unite a range of trigonometrical functions, which in turn provided important mathematical tools for use in astronomy. The linear measurement of angles was used for determining the angle of the ecliptic, the right ascension of rising and setting of heavenly bodies, the evaluation of distances, and for determining crucial events such as the hour for prayer. The Arabic term for the chord of an arc - *jaib* - became known as sine, from the Latin *sinus* (literally ‘curve’).
As an abstract mathematical expression, a sine curve, rendered in the two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system, can express only one specific value along the vertical y-axis. However, along the horizontal x-axis, it is infinite in both directions. The length of a single oscillation - that is the distance between the adjacent peaks in the waveform - can be of any magnitude. Each oscillation of a sine curve is identical. This kind of modular repetition makes sine curves an example of what mathematician Brook Taylor described in 1712 as an “endless power series curve,” in that even though a sine curve extends infinitely in both directions along the x-axis, one single oscillation effectively represents its entirety.\(^{35}\)

In definitions of musical sound, the decomposition of a complex periodic waveform into a related series of individual sine waves has two specific consequences. The first is that it implies that the constituent parts of a given sound - its harmonics or overtones - are individual sounds with one frequency component, and that the visual representation of such a sound is a sine curve. Helmholtz describes these, according to Ohm’s formulation, as simple vibrations or simple tones “since they cannot be analysed into a compound of different tones.”\(^{36}\) The second consequence is that the lowest in frequency of these simple tones – the fundamental – determines the overall pitch of a musical sound, as all of the other components are related to it by whole number ratios.

Perhaps influenced by the overtone structure depicted via Fourier analysis, a two-dimensional graph has often been used to examine two of the primary classical concerns of music: the vertical y-axis is used to denote the vertical, intervallic relationships of harmony (pitch space), and is static. The horizontal x-axis becomes the domain of temporality, with changes registered along that axis relating to notions of melody. However, privileging as it does a periodic stasis, Fourier analysis decodes only the vertical construction of musical sound, not the successive fluctuations of melody.
Given that it seeks to describe the composition of sound through the interactions of sine waves, Fourier analysis has to contend with infinity along two axes.\textsuperscript{37} As already mentioned, the first of these is the horizontal infinity of sine curves. The second is the chain of successively shortening sine and cosine waveforms arranged vertically along the positive arm of the y-axis. This ascending movement is anchored by the waveform with the lowest frequency of the series, designated the fundamental.

To move from the mathematical abstraction of the Cartesian plane to the exigencies of an actual sound in space and time requires an examination of these apparent infinities, as defining a given musical sound of finite duration through a series of infinitely sounding components is problematical.\textsuperscript{38} The question of infinities was one considered by Aristotle, who formed a distinction between potential infinities and actual infinities. He allowed that potential infinities could exist. For example, the set of positive integers can always have 1 added to the last number in order to produce a new number. However, it was the very notion of incompleteness implicit in that process of infinite addition that lead Aristotle to conclude that actual infinities could not exist.\textsuperscript{39} A means of analysing the notion of actual infinities came from the work of Bohemian priest, philosopher and mathematician Bernard Bolzano (1781-1848), who proposed that a set of elements (called, for example, ‘S’) can be said to be actually infinite if the elements in a subset of itself (called ‘s\textsuperscript{3}’) can be put into one-to-one correspondence with the elements of ‘S’.\textsuperscript{40} This was later expanded upon by Georg Cantor (1845-1918) in his work on infinite sets. Cantor posited that a set is actually infinite if its members can be put into a one-to-one correspondence with the natural numbers: this means it is a \textit{denumerable} set.\textsuperscript{41} Of course, any subset of an actually infinite set is therefore also denumerable. This is one paradox that suggests actual infinities are purely mathematical.

As plotted on a Cartesian graph, a sine curve could be said to be an example of an actual infinite. At best (and given that it could somehow be maintained infinitely) a
sine tone could in some ideal situation be considered an example of a potential infinite, in so far as it could continue indefinitely. However, any real world sine tone sound would necessarily be of finite duration. Although theoretically any sound is potentially infinite, the number of oscillations contained in a potentially infinite sine tone could still not be put into one-to-one correspondence with the number of oscillations of an actually infinite sine curve of the same frequency (or any other for that matter).

Perhaps then, in the absence of an actual infinite, it is still reasonable to consider the case of what might be termed sine-like sounds, and their importance in the study of musical sound. These would still be sounds conceived of as having only one frequency component, but would be spared the necessity of being infinite in duration.

**Resonators, isolation, and machines for visualising sound**

Having determined that musical sound had a component structure based on sine tones and was dependent on physiological factors for its reception, Helmholtz embarked on experimental strategies aimed at uncovering the behaviour of sound both in open space and in the ear. Helmholtz stated that the regular vibrations emitted by a sound source were transmitted to the eardrum by way of a shared “atmospheric vibration”. He posited that there was an indexical relationship between the pattern and quality of vibration derived from a physical disturbance of a given ‘sonorous body’ - be that a note played on a violin, a snare drum beat or a struck tuning fork - and the corresponding vibrations on the tympanum in the ear. These vibrations were then transferred to the ossicles and then on to the cochlea. He defined this relationship between the object being heard and the apparatus of hearing as being one of ‘sympathetic vibration’ or *resonance*, which became the basis for his theory of hearing.
This notion of the indexicality finds an expression in the work of nineteenth century logician Charles Peirce (1839-1914). In his work “On the Algebra of Logic,” Peirce defines the index as kind of sign, a “pointing finger” which “denotes without describing,” as that which connects symbols (or tokens) to their meanings. Peirce states that these tokens alone “do not state in general terms what is the subject of discourse; and this can, in fact, not be described in general terms; it can be only indicated. The actual world cannot be distinguished from a world of imagination by any description. Hence the need of pronouns and indices.” Helmholtz’s theory of ‘sympathetic vibration’ constituted a kind of indexical system in line with his material conception of perception. It served to indicate, to convey the impression of the presence of sound in the physical world and cognition of that sound as sensation, without conveying sound itself.

However, despite the sense of equation or unity that the term ‘sympathetic vibration’ seems to imply, Helmholtz sought to show how the theory of resonance could enable the breaking down of a musical sound into its constituent parts. If musical sounds were to be composed of simple, regular sensations (irrespective as to whether sine or sine-like tones truly exist), this scheme of sympathetic vibration needed to be able to show how individual sonic components could be isolated and heard on their own. Resonance, acoustically speaking, is a phenomenon that occurs within structures and between structures, be they rooms, throats, ears, walls or musical instruments. By using resonance (from the Latin re-sonus: ‘to sound again’) as a heuristic, musical sound would need to be ‘sounded again’ within the confines of the laboratory.

Helmholtz acknowledged that musicians were already familiar with the composite nature of sound and had been able to hear out and produce individual harmonics for centuries. However, he noted that the phenomenon of hearing individual or specific harmonics was often regarded as an effect or illusion. Instead, what
Helmholtz sought to establish was the compound nature of sound as an objective fact. This required a means by which sound could be examined after it had been broken down into the simple harmonic motions from which it was formed. To confirm his theory that sound was a sensation in the ear, irrespective of its source, Helmholtz not only needed to hear out these components of musical sound, but to hear them divorced from the idiosyncratic tonal qualities of any given instrument. His aim was not to produce these sounds, but to hear them in the ear.

The opening statements of John William Strutt’s *The Theory of Sound* describe the important role that the ear played in acoustic investigation in the late nineteenth century. The individuality of sound, and his designation of its independence from the other senses, served as its qualification as a legitimate area for study: “The sensation of sound is a thing *sui generis*, not comparable with other sensations. No one can express the relation between a sound and a colour or a smell. Directly or indirectly, all questions connected with this subject must come for decision to the ear, as the organ of hearing; and from it there can be no appeal.” However, the ability of the ear to perform with the rigour and to the standards set by science is immediately called into question:

But we are not therefore to infer that all acoustical investigations are conducted with the unassisted ear. When once we have discovered the physical phenomena which constitute the foundation of sound, our explorations are in great measure transferred to another field lying within the domain of the principles of Mechanics. Important laws are in this way arrived at, to which the sensations of the ear cannot but conform.  

Efforts to hear isolated simple tones occurred alongside attempts to not only explain how the ear functioned from a physiological perspective, but to understand the limits
and the veracity of perception. This questioning of the reliability of the sense organs was implicit in the mediated model of perception that Helmholtz had devised, in that the sense organs conveyed the impression of the presence of sound in the physical world indexically through sympathetic vibration. For Jonathan Crary, this shift in the understanding of physiological processes in the late nineteenth century is directly attributable to the scientific work of Helmholtz, alongside experimental psychologist and physiologist Gustav Fechner and many others, who “defined the contours of a general epistemological uncertainty in which perceptual experience had lost the primal guarantees that once upheld its privileged relation to the foundation of knowledge.”

This epistemological uncertainty had two significant outcomes in regard to investigating the properties of musical sound. The first was an “uncertainty and vagueness about the nature of attention” which interfered with other more quantifiable understandings of perception. In Helmholtz’s case, his theory of sympathetic vibration could describe the physiological mechanics of how the ear functioned, but this, of itself, was insufficient in explaining the phenomenon of hearing, which had an unavoidable subjective element.

The second concerned the role of the ear in scientific discovery, and the increasing technologisation of the subject in line with the aims of scientific enquiry. Helmholtz, following Ohm, had surmised that the ear operated in the same manner as Fourier’s theory. If musical sound was to be comprised of simple tones, the ear had to be found capable of performing a disassembly procedure of this kind. The technological apparatus Helmholtz developed for hearing out individual simple tones not only involved the use of the ear, they also served as models of the ear’s design and function. In this way, the ear’s own physiology provided the ontological basis for the apparatus used to explore its function. Despite this, the ear ranked as just one of a number of
instruments for investigating partials, and as such, became a piece of perceptual apparatus - a tool for analysing sound.

Just as Fourier analysis provided a graphic visualisation of the composite makeup of sound, Helmholtz experimented with procedures for visualising the patterns of vibrations caused by sounds in the air. Initially he experimented using a glass bottle with its bottom replaced by a stretched membrane made from a pig’s bladder. In order to show how a note produced at the mouth of the bottle could register as a vibration on the membrane, a small piece of wax was suspended on a cord from the rim of the bottle (mounted horizontally), coming to rest in the centre of the membrane. When a note was blown across the bottle mouth, the changing air pressure in the bottle caused the taught membrane to vibrate ‘sympathetically’. The dob of wax then acted as a pendulum, bounced into motion by the movements of the membrane.

Helmholtz then followed the renowned example of Ernst Florens Friedrich Chladni (1756-1827), whose work in visualising vibrational patterns formed the basis of his 1787 publication Entdeckungen über die Theorie des Klanges [Discoveries on the Theory of Sound]. Chladni used a violin bow to stimulate sheets of glass that had been spread with quartz dust. This caused the grains of dust to be bounced to the places on the glass sheet that vibrated the least. Chladni named these areas of stillness or low vibration schwingungsknoten (literally ‘vibration knots’, what are commonly referred to as nodes). In order to observe the same effect, Helmholtz removed the pendulum from his apparatus, inverted the bottle, sprinkled sand across the membrane, and then blew a note across the bottle’s open mouth. In one example, the bottle when blown produced the note F#, and the sand “heaped itself in a circle near the edge of the membrane.” The result was repeated when the same note, and also its deeper octave, was played on an harmonium. Similar circles resulted from sounding a range of other harmonically related notes.
This simple glass bottle resonator was by no means the only instrument Helmholtz had at his disposal for visualising sound. The phonautograph, invented by French scientist Edouard-Leon Scott in 1857 (and later improved by Rudolph Koenig) also produced a visual representation of sound through partially imitating the structure of the human ear. It channelled sound through a conic funnel to vibrate a small, thin membrane. Attached to this was a stylus, which ‘wrote’ the pattern of vibrations from the membrane or diaphragm by scratching them onto a rotating cylinder covered in lamp-blackened paper.54

The phonautograph and the glass bottle resonator were both modelled on the ear, and also served as models of the ear, with the membrane a substitute for the eardrum (or tympanum). Although they were devices that rendered sound into a series of images, each provided entirely different results. The inscription on the blackened paper by the phonautograph’s stylus revealed a complex, changing waveform, one traced along an axis of time. However, the formations of sand grains on the membrane of the glass bottle, as with the steel plates of Chladni a century earlier, displayed static and symmetrical patterns of vibration, isolated from time.

For Helmholtz, the images formed by the grains of sand on the bottle’s stretched membrane confirmed the objective nature of partials: “The pendular vibrations into which the composite motion of the air can be analysed, here shew themselves capable of producing mechanical effects in external nature, independent of the ear, and independently of mathematical theory.”55 With the aid of the glass bottle resonator, these simple tones could now also be apprehended visually, independent of the temporal flow of sound, and independent from the ear.

The job of actually hearing simple tones could not be left to a pig’s bladder. While the stretched membrane across the glass bottle provided the “great advantage of being independent of the ear,” it proved insufficiently sensitive, and did not provide the
ability to incorporate or enhance audition (even though the use of the ear would later reintroduce issues concerning the vagaries of perception). Helmholtz explored a number of options, initially using “any spherical glass vessel that came to hand, as the receivers of retorts, and inserted into one of their openings a glass tube which had been adapted to my ear.” He also investigated resonators constructed as ‘double cones’ of tin or pasteboard. These proved to be useless as they reinforced all the partials of their fundamental tone at the same time. The pasteboard resonators also proved unwieldy to use, with each having a length about the same as an organ pipe of the equivalent pitch.

The resonators Helmholtz found best for his purposes were glass spheres with one opening to permit the entry of sound, and another opening of smaller diameter with a short funnel-like neck for insertion into the ear. He had Rudolph Koenig, a designer and manufacturer of acoustical instruments in Paris, construct a series of these glass spheres “properly tuned”, and later replaced them with a further set made from brass. The advantage of the resonator’s spherical design was that all the other resonant modes present in the sphere (what Helmholtz named its ‘proper tones’) were distinct and distant from the ‘prime tone’ - the particular note to which the resonator had been specifically tuned. They also gave a very powerful resonance, aiding audition. However, this isolation of the prime tone from the proper tones was concurrent with two other acts of isolation or separation. Firstly, there was the isolation of the initial sounds emitted from a source on the outside of the resonator from the new, mediated, scientific sounds heard inside the resonator. Secondly, there was the physical separation of the ear from the space in which the source sound source was made as a result of the scientific apparatus installed in between.

To use the spherical resonator, a small amount of warm wax was pressed around the entrance of the ear. When the neck of the resonator was inserted, the wax created an airtight seal. The other ear was then sealed with wax so as to reduce interference from
other sounds. The larger opening was then directed toward the sound to be examined. “Theoretically” Helmholtz reported, “this apparatus does not differ from the bottle with an elastic membrane, but its sensitiveness is amazingly increased by using the drum skin of the ear for the closing membrane of the bottle and thus bringing it in direct connection with the auditory nerves themselves.” With the eardrum replacing the pig gut membrane, the ear itself is fully incorporated into the apparatus of experimentation. In its relation to scientific history, Helmholtz’s procedure here is not dissimilar to the experiments of Alexander Graham Bell and Clarence Blake, who in 1874 replaced the diaphragm from a phonautograph with the tympanum and ossicles extracted from human cadavers; however, with the Helmholtz resonator, the ear is kept in situ. This procedure embodies a very specific model of hearing, an hermetically sealed system which excluded noises and the sounds of the outside world, therefore restricting non-musical considerations, and focussing attention onto the process of hearing as a form of analysis.

However, it wasn’t just the ear that had to be modified for experimental purposes. Helmholtz’s resonator was designed to amplify and separate the harmonics from only one particular musical pitch. Therefore, any sound that was to be analysed had to be pitched as closely as possible to the primary tone of the resonator. An interdependent relationship existed between the apparatus and the subject - the right sound had to find the right resonator. When this match occurred the effect produced by the resonators was considered by Helmholtz to be so distinct as to be axiomatic: “any one, even if he has no ear for music or is quite unpractised in detecting musical sound, is put in a condition to pick the simple tone, even if comparatively faint, from out of a great number of others.” He likened the resonator’s ability to focus and isolate aspects of sound to the microscope:
Resonators with a very narrow opening generally produce a much more considerable reinforcement of the tone, but then there must be a much more precise agreement between the pitch of the tone to be heard, and the proper tone of the resonator. It is just as in microscopes; the greater the magnifying power, the smaller the field of view.\textsuperscript{64}

Helmholtz ascribed great importance to his resonators and the kind of listening they allowed him: “Without their help, indeed, I should scarcely have succeeded in making the observations… with so much precision and certainty as I have been enabled to at present.”\textsuperscript{65} The ability to identify the same harmonics through different investigative procedures also provided proof of the compound nature of sound as an objective fact: “The ear recognises without resonators the simple tones that the resonators greatly reinforce, and perceives no upper partial tone the resonator does not indicate.”\textsuperscript{66} Resonators were thereby designated by Helmholtz to be one of the most useful instruments for investigating musical sound. A properly tuned series of resonators could be used for “observations of the combination and upper partial tones, and a series of other phenomena… relating to chords.”\textsuperscript{67} Not only did it help the untrained isolate and hear these sounds, it provided those “trained musical ears” who had previously gained their experience through “strained attention” with an easier method for investigating various acoustic phenomena.\textsuperscript{68}

However, resonators can be seen as offering a reduced sound field for examination. Having already decoded sound mathematically and graphically through Fourier analysis, the use of resonators further problematised the status of the ear in determining the nature of musical sound. Although Helmholtz posited that the ear did indeed disassemble sound in the manner of Fourier, it could not be observed doing so. By replicating the eardrum, and applying a specialised sound filter in the
form of a resonator, physiological aspects of hearing could seemingly be isolated from mental or psychological ones. This foregrounded the ear’s role as an organ of perception, while sidelining listening and attention into the category of the subjective - open to fatigue and closed to the separation and distance maintained through the scientific apparatus. With the aid of a resonator, the need to familiarise oneself with the compound nature of musical sound through an extended experience of listening is removed.

In employing resonators in his examination of sympathetic vibration, Helmholtz achieved the ability to hear the individual harmonic components within musical sounds. In line with his theory that sound was a physical operation of the ear, he considered that the resonators decomposed musical sound in such a way as to conform to Fourier analysis. The primary implication of this was not only that the harmonics of a musical sound were simple harmonic motions containing only one frequency component and therefore sine tones - a perfect auditory mirror of a trigonometric idealisation - but that under laboratory conditions these sine tones could be heard.

As has been previously indicated, mathematically speaking a ‘true’ sine tone cannot be said to exist, due to the single fact that any actual sound must be of a finite duration. However, it would be later investigations of resonance in musical instruments that would explain why the harmonic could not be considered to be a sound with only one frequency component:

In musical instruments the partials originate as the vibrations of parts that are capable of vibration; according to the material of which they are made, these parts permit a larger or smaller group of vibrations per partial, according also to the degree of dampening in the resonant system. The envelope of the resonant vibration in the area of one partial is called the 'resonance curve'. The line spectrum is thus only a
simplified representation of the real behaviour of vibrations. The steeper the resonance curve, that is, the sharper the resonance, the less damping there is.\textsuperscript{69}

While there may be one overwhelming frequency component within an individual harmonic (indicated by the shape of the resonance curve), it is but one of a band of frequencies. The shape of the resonance curve is determined by the molecular characteristics of the material in which the vibrations occur, be they wooden instruments or human larynxes. This dispels - or should dispel - the notion that harmonics are sine tones.

The idea that the harmonic itself might be further investigated and disassembled seems in part to have been forestalled by Fourier analysis itself. Having decomposed musical sound once, Fourier analysis did not provide any possibility or motivation for further ‘dissection’. Therefore, once Helmholtz heard individual harmonics, there was the assumption that they were single frequency sounds. The harmonic was in fact composite, but this was not reflected in the mathematics and did not appear in the resulting graph.

\textbf{Water and waves}

Water has provided some of the most enduring metaphors for describing the nature of sound and its propagation. In examining the course of experimentation into sound in the late nineteenth century, it is possible to trace a progressive ‘drying out’ of the aqueous metaphors that had provided so much of the initial descriptions for the behaviour of sound and definitions of noise. As philosopher Michel Serres has pointed out, noise and water share more than an etymological link through the word \textit{nausea} (literally ‘seasickness’). Serres connects the two through a relationship of sonic
continuity: “We never hear what we call background noise so well as we do at the seaside. That placid or vehement uproar seems established for all eternity.” Serres hears in noise the agitation of multiplicity, the possibility of a whirl of forms. From his perspective, the very persistence of noise contains a challenge for natural philosophers looking to reduce phenomena to simple action: “It is at the boundaries of physics, and physics is bathed in it, it lies under the cuttings of all phenomena, a proteus taking on any shape, the matter and flesh of manifestations.” Yet, ironically, it would be through the progressive refinement of liquid examples and metaphors of wave action that would aid the conflation of the concept of a sound wave into that of the abstract sine wave and complex periodic waveform, and in turn lead to practices for the abatement and removal of noise.

The aqueous wave metaphor for sound has a long history. One the most frequently cited examples from antiquity would be that of Vitruvius, who in the first century BCE cast a stone into a pond and compared the propagation of sound to the expanding ripples. In the late nineteenth century Helmholtz would throw his own stone into calm water:

Round the spot struck there forms a little ring of wave, which, advancing equally in all directions, expands to a constantly increasing circle. Corresponding to this ring of wave sound also proceeds in the air from the excited point and advances in all directions as far as the limits of the mass of air extend. The process in the air is essentially identical with that on the surface of the water.

John Tyndall also re-enacts Vitruvius’ experiment, but in a far more Victorian fashion: from a rowboat in Cowes harbour (in “moderate weather,” naturally). He observed the motions made by his oar as it lightly touched the surface of the water, noticing how
“every wave and every ripple asserted its right of place, and retained its individual existence, amid the crowd of other motions which agitated the water.” Compared to the previous accounts it seems unusual that Tyndall chose this story of a single wave in a moving body of water, as it illustrates the motion of sound in a noisy environment, rather than a quiet one. He did later move to a still pond where he cast two stones, one at either end. Each stone formed a series of expanding circular waves, and the interactions of the two resultant wave patterns in the middle of the pond served as an example of the superposition of sonic vibrations. However, as with Vitruvius and Helmholtz, it was only the resultant waves, and not the stones that caused them, that were deemed to be of any interest in these examples.

Tyndall later brought these outdoor experiences inside to form part of the subject matter of his successful series of lectures and demonstrations, both at the Royal Institution of Great Britain (where he had been made professor of natural philosophy in 1853) and abroad. These popular public lectures incorporated his own ideas with material and experiments of others to form an overview of the field of acoustics; as such, they provided what Jonathan Crary has termed a kind of “didactic entertainment”. His book *On Sound* is based on these lectures, and like them, was an attempt to canvas the entire field of acoustics as it stood at the end of the nineteenth century.

Moving away from ponds and harbours, Tyndall’s demonstrations of wave motion became decidedly more contained:

I have here a long and narrow vessel with glass sides: a copy, in fact, of the wave canal of the brothers Weber. It is filled to the level A-B with coloured water. By tilting the end A, suddenly, I generate a wave, which moves on to B, and there is reflected. By sending forth fresh waves at the proper intervals, I divide the surface
into two stationary undulations. Making the succession of impulses more rapid I can
subdivide the surface into three, four, or more stationary undulations, separated from
each other by nodes.\textsuperscript{75}

The waveform from the pond is now captured within the confines of a rectangular box.
The stone that caused the disturbance is replaced by a sudden tilt. Rather than a model
of random wave propagation in space, this experiment uses water to display a range of
harmonic modes as divisions of a wave. In his experiment, rather than a pond, Tyndall
has in effect a kind of liquid version of the acoustician’s monochord, which yields
“gross, but not unbeautiful mechanical vibrations.”\textsuperscript{76} In order to draw a comparison
between wave motion and vibratory modes in strings, Tyndall later abandons the wet
apparatus in favour of its dry equivalent.

Each of these demonstrations of sound propagation provides a different
account of wave behaviour. The dimensionality of a wave of sound, the direction of its
propagation, and the plane along which it travels, varies radically from one to the next,
with different implications indicated by each. Tracking those changes reveals not just
how each illustration reimagined the shape of a sound wave, but how it aligned with the
kind of conceptualisation provided by Fourier analysis. The examples of Vitruvius and
Helmholtz initially occur on a flat plane, although Helmholtz was quick to extend the
analogy into the third dimension: “The principle difference consists in the spherical
propagation of sound in all directions through the atmosphere which fills all
surrounding space.”\textsuperscript{77} However, in the initial example - as with Tyndall’s pond side
experiment - sound is viewed from an all-seeing position overhead, with sound waves
propagating equally as a circular ripple (that is, in all directions) across a horizontal
plane. Although also located on a horizontal plane, the bobbing sensation of Tyndall’s
rowboat might well have suggested more of the vertical movements of wave motion.
However, having placed himself at the point of disturbance he had also removed himself from the position of being able to oversee all wave action. Observable wave motion would largely be in the form of waves moving away from his centralised point.

Tyndall’s ‘liquid monochord’ produces a far more significant set of transformations. The position of the observer shifts decidedly from the initial one - looking down onto a surface and imagining its three-dimensional spherical equivalent. In this example the wave is lifted up out of the pond so that it can travel laterally along a vertical plane. Instead of wave motion observed from above, it is wave motion seen from the side. Rather than a ripple spreading out in all directions across a randomly shaped flat surface defined by the banks of the pond, the sound wave inside the ‘liquid monochord’ is rendered as vertical undulations along a horizontal line. This effectively restructures the wave metaphor for sound, directing it away from being an analogy for the propagation of sound in space, to being a model for the pattern of mechanical vibrations in two dimensions. Tyndall’s ‘liquid monochord’ example forms a bridge between the metaphor of the sound wave and observation of vibrations within a taut string or membrane. Demonstrations of waves and vibration could now be handled by a conventional monochord, without further recourse to water.

Charting the progression of the water-based examples reveals a process of quelling some of the perceived ‘noisiness’ of water hidden inside the wave metaphor for sound, redirecting it towards a depiction of sound more in line with the prescriptions of musical sound. In line with the graphical representation of sound generated by Fourier analysis, any question of what caused or triggered these wave shapes does not arise. Instead, they provide an image of sound shorn of its noise: an abstracted, ‘perfect’, noiseless sound. As Douglas Kahn has noted, these practices are aligned with a tradition of noise abatement in the study of musical sound: “Whether a stone was thrown into water by Vitruvius in the last century BC or Helmholtz in the nineteenth century, it was
in effect a noisy act of percussion graphically muted by the surface tension of the water and rendered in regular wave patterns. With the focus of each of these examples being the shape and motion of the resulting wave, the noisy event - the initial disturbance that excited the wave motion in the first place - is ignored. The pebble descends to the bottom of the pond unnoticed, the oar retracted into the rowboat. By the time of Tyndall’s ‘liquid monochord’ the stimulus is removed from the water altogether, with the disturbance applied externally in the form of a tilt. Our noisy pebble never enters the water.

**Fluid in the ear**

Waves and water, both conceptual and actual, posed other problems when it came to the question understanding the function of the fluid-filled inner ear, and the role it played in perceiving musical sound. The aesthetics of wave watching would come into play in the determination of which kind of wave patterns were most appropriate for providing an analogy for musical sound.

In his discussion on the aesthetic qualities implicit in the motion of sound, Helmholtz makes reference to Aristotle and his 27th problem. Aristotle asks, and then partly answers, his own query: “why do rhythms and melodies, which are composed of sound, resemble the feelings; while this is not the case for tastes colours and smells? These motions, i.e. rhythms and melodies, are active, and action is the sign of feeling’ (Aristotle Prob. xix. 29).“ Helmholtz responds:

Not merely music but other kinds of motions may produce similar effects. Water in motion, as in cascades or sea waves, has an effect in some ways similar to music.

How long and how often can we sit and look at the waves rolling in to shore! Their
rhythmic motion, perpetually varied in detail, produces a particular feeling of pleasant repose or weariness, and the impression of a mighty orderly life, finely linked together.80

Waves provide a model of regularity for both the contemplative mind and a well-ordered society. However, to do this adequately, Helmholtz argues, waves have to be of a certain magnitude: “When the sea is quiet and smooth we can enjoy its colouring for a while, but this gives no such lasting pleasure as the rolling waves. Small undulations, on the other hand, on small surfaces of water, follow one another too rapidly, and disturb rather than please.”81

However, the motions of water are too coarse and worldly compared to that of sound, which Helmholtz characterised as the pinnacle of internalised expression:

The motion of tone surpasses all motion of corporeal masses in the delicacy and ease with which it can receive and imitate the most varied descriptions of expression. Hence it arrogates to itself by right the representation of states of mind, which the other arts can only indirectly touch by shewing the situations which caused the emotion, or by giving the resulting words, acts, or outward appearances of the body.82

Watery wave motion, random and differentiated, lacked the refinement of musical sound. If water motion alone was allowed to rhetorically represent “states of mind” it might lead to an outpouring of disorder or haphazardness, barely capable of providing an orderly aesthetic experience. Even worse might be the possibility of the still waters of boredom.

Despite any problems that water waves might represent, Helmholtz returned to his still pond in order to provide an example of the process of hearing. After setting the
water in motion with another stone a chip of wood is placed on the surface. The manner in which the waves reaching the chip set it bobbing up and down served as a model for how a wave of sound affects the ear:

The process that goes on in the atmospheric ocean about us is of a precisely similar nature. For the stone substitute a sounding body, which shakes the air; for the chip of wood substitute the human ear, on which they impinge the waves of air excited by the shock, setting its movable parts in vibration.83

Again it is for Helmholtz a demonstration of hearing via sympathetic vibration. However, while wave action could serve as a suitable mechanism for conveying sound to the ear, it would become a different matter as Helmholtz contemplated vibrations inside the fluid-filled cochlea.

The intricacy of Helmholtz’s physiological investigation of the middle and inner ear is quite astounding given the era in which it occurred. The engravings that accompany his descriptions of the ossicles of the middle ear (the malleus, incus and stapes) are remarkably detailed, as are the depictions of the structures of the inner ear: the labyrinth, cochlea and the organ of Corti.84 He described the incus as resembling a “double tooth with two fangs” with tiny interlocking teeth joining it to the malleus, and likened the operation of the ossicles to a watch mechanism.85

Helmholtz surmised that the role of the ossicles in facilitating hearing is to “transform a motion of great amplitude and little force, such as impinges on the drumskin, into a motion of small amplitude and great force, such as had to be communicated to the fluid of the labyrinth.”86 Any movement of the tympanum is therefore amplified by the mechanical interaction of these small bones. Amplification is crucial for the transmission of vibrations to the fluid filled cochlea due to the difference
in impedance between air and water. The last bone in the sequence - the stapes - connects to the base of the cochlea via the oval window, a small opening covered by a thin membrane. Movement of the tympanum caused by a sound wave leads to a back and forth motion of the stapes on the oval window, which creates changes in fluid pressure inside the cochlea. It is by this mechanism that sound waves travel to the inner ear.

The fluid-filled cochlea is the organ that transforms vibrations into neural firings. It is a tapering tube approximately 35mm in length coiled approximately two and a half times, and resembles a small snail shell (after which it is named). Helmholtz’s diagrams are detailed enough to display the cochlea in transverse section, showing its roughly circular interior divided by the vestibular or Reissner’s membrane, and the basilar membrane, thus creating three internal divisions. Between the vestibular and the basilar membranes is the wedge-shaped cochlear duct, containing the complex structure called the organ of Corti (named for the Marchese Alfonso Corti, who identified it in 1851). The organ of Corti sits on the basilar membrane, and is covered by the tectorial membrane. Tiny hairs (or cilia) extend from the organ of Corti in two rows. The outer hair cells appear to be embedded in the tectorial membrane, while the inner hairs are not. Due to the fluid pressure in the basilar canal, movement of the basilar membrane causes a sideways ‘shearing’ motion in the hairs. The hair cells are connected to auditory nerve fibres, and it is this shearing effect that transfers the movements of the basilar membrane, caused by the fluid, into nerve impulses.

Having identified all the component parts of the cochlea, what Helmholtz had to determine was the mechanism by which the motion of the fluid travelling through the canals of the cochlea activated the nerve cells within the organ of Corti, resulting in nerve impulses being transmitted to the auditory centres in the brain. Helmholtz noted that the basilar membrane was “a firm, tightly stretched, elastic membrane, striped
radially, corresponding to its radial fibres. It splits easily in the direction of these fibres, shewing that it is but loosely connected in a direction transverse to them.” This suggested to him that the basilar membrane was “tightly stretched in the transverse direction... but can have only little tension in the direction of length, because it could not resist a strong pull in this direction.” Helmholtz proposed that due to the tension placed on these fibres that they be “approximately regarded as forming a system of stretched strings”, and the membranous connection between the fibres acted as a fulcrum against the pressure of the fluid on these ‘strings’.

In that case, the laws of their motion would be the same as if every individual string moved independently of all the others, and obeyed, by itself the influence of the periodically alternating pressure of the fluid ... Consequently, any exciting tone would set that part of the membrane into sympathetic vibration, for which the proper tone of one of its radial fibres... corresponds most nearly with the exciting tone.

The physiology seemed to reinforce Helmholtz’s theory of sympathetic vibration, right at the point where sound vibration was transformed into nerve stimulation: vibrations that had been turned literally into movements through a liquid (rather than the fluid system of the atmosphere) find their final decomposition into individual frequency components by stimulating these string fibres of the inner ear. This in turn would indicate that a sound of a single frequency - a sine tone - could be both accurately sensed by the ear and conveyed as nerve impulses to the brain.

The contemporary understanding of cochlea function would not be reached until 1928. Corralling the fluid dynamic theories of Hurst (1895), Bonnier (1895) and ter Kuile (1900), Hungarian anatomist and physicist Georg von Békésy (1899-1972) questioned Helmholtz’s formulation of the cochlea and the operation of its structures:
Helmholtz assumed the presence of a series of resonators in the ear, each tuned to different frequency, and he thought he was able to explain Ohm’s acoustic law according to which the ear tends to hear the individual components of a complex sound, regardless of their phase relations. The search for these resonators ran, however, into certain difficulties. According to Helmholtz, the cochlear partition has what might be called a “piano-chord” structure. This means there must be present a membrane characterised by a much larger tension crosswise than in longitudinal direction.  

Békésy’s research into the cochlea proceeded from an analogy with the concepts of fluid dynamics that had proved useful in studies of blood vessels. He found that the inward motion of the stapes against the membrane of the oval window gave rise to a “travelling wave along the cochlea partition.” Observing the eddy currents in the fluid of the cochlea, he noted that as a result of this travelling wave along the basilar membrane, a “reflection from the far end of the membrane will then give rise to standing waves, with a different standing wave for each frequency.” Eddy currents forming in the cochlear pond literalised the wave metaphor at the site of transduction from vibration to nerve impulse; nineteenth century experimental science could not totally dehydrate sound and hearing after all.

**The condition of sine**

The explorations into musical sound conducted during the last half of the nineteenth century were extremely influential in developing the modern field of acoustics. Writing in 1935, Dayton Clarence Miller considered that the work of Tyndall, Helmholtz and Rayleigh (along with instrument builder and experimenter Koenig and
architectural acoustician Wallace Sabine) had provided “both the substance and the inspiration for the acoustic work of the last fifty years.” Their work also showed the expansion of acoustical concerns into other disciplines. Through a combination of analysis, rhetoric and experimental techniques, the study of musical sound extended beyond aesthetics and mechanical resonance and, through the influence of concepts such as Müller’s specific sense energies, brought it into contact with contemporary theories of physiology and cognition.

Although the application of Fourier analysis had wider implications in the study of musical sound than those documented here (especially in discussions of harmony and tuning theory), this chapter has traced how sine waves emerged from the mathematical formulation and graphic rendering of musical sound by Fourier analysis. In doing so it has identified several important effects of this approach to investigating sound. Fourier analysis effectively implanted the idea of the sine tone into acoustics, declaring it to be the basic unit of musical sound production. Although Helmholtz claimed that his investigation into musical sound dealt “only with the analysis of actually existing sensations” and sought to establish this theory as empirical fact, he did so by using Fourier analysis, which created an artefact in the form of the sine tone. More than simply a by-product of a process, Fourier analysis presented nineteenth century acousticians with an abstract, idealised waveform that they defined as harmonically simple (in that it had one frequency component), harmonically stable in that it was unwavering in pitch, and noise-free. Application of Fourier’s method for the decomposition of complex waveforms into a series of regular periodic motions (or frequencies) also effectively cast the sine wave as synonymous with the musical harmonic.

This figuration of the sine tone has proved to be untenable. As a sound consisting of single frequency, any actual, audible sine tone could never comply with the
strictures of the mathematical curve from which it was derived, due to the impossibility of an actual infinite. Claims to having heard individual sine tones would be complicated not only by the techniques by which this was accomplished, but by later investigations into the resonant modes of instruments, which would show that the musical harmonic was itself a complex structure.

The sine tone played a role in the desire amongst nineteenth century acousticians to confirm ideas about the regular and even nature of musical sound. The reductive effects of Fourier analysis, combined with both a discourse of regularity and experimental technique, formed a strategy for taming any unruly behaviour found in the natural and aqueous metaphors used to describe musical sound. In transforming the sound wave into a complex periodic waveform through procedures of visualisation, Fourier analysis effectively separated orderly and desirable musical sound from the noisy and quotidian sounds of the world. This was accompanied by a shift from descriptions and observations of wave patterns and wave motion, to demonstrations of isolated wave action that attempted to quell the watery aspects of wave motion and its associated splashy noisiness. This would conclude with Helmholtz attempts to downplay the function of wave motion inside the cochlea, in favour of his theory of sympathetic resonance. However, in the absence of the anatomy to support this model of hearing, it would be the hydrodynamic theories of Békésy and others that would finally explain how the cochlea functioned.
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2. Sine sounds, electronic instruments, and the expansion of musical resources in the early twentieth century

The experimental music milieu that surrounded the acoustic explorations of La Monte Young and Alvin Lucier in the 1960s and 1970s finds its origins in the avant-garde and experimental music of Europe and America of the first half of the twentieth century. Throughout the nineteenth century, moves to mechanise and electrify industry, transport, communications and entertainment had brought about vast changes to urban life. In the early part of the twentieth century, musical sound and everyday noise would encounter each other as part of a developing discourse of sound, as pursued by artists engaged with the social, political and technological changes of the era.

The first half of the twentieth century was also a crucial time for the dissemination of concepts from the specialised field of acoustics into the arts, as popularised by the writings of Helmholtz, Baron Rayleigh and John Tyndall. Of equal significance was the work of American astronomer and acoustician Dayton Clarence Miller (1866-1941). Miller’s book *The Science of Musical Sounds* was originally published in 1916, and became a key work for diffusing acoustical thinking throughout the avant-garde, both in Europe and America.¹ This period also saw a shift in the field of acoustics away from optical and mechanical devices for investigating sound as apparatus for analysing and recording sound became increasingly electrified.² These developments in theoretical and applied acoustics took place alongside the widespread industrial and
household use of electricity, and were concurrent with the first attempts to electrically generate sound.

This chapter will survey examples of acoustics and electrical sound in the avant-garde and experimental music of this era, in order to establish a context for the later use of sine waves and acoustic phenomena in the work of Young and Lucier. It will also trace sine and sine-like sounds across a range of technical and musical contexts, whether these sine-like sounds are conceived of as simple sounds, constant sounds, or static, steady tones. The devices designed by inventors and scientists across several disciplines in this early era of electronic technology presented composers with the possibility of utilising steady, sine-like sounds in their compositions. Against a backdrop of the emergence of radio and telephony, the electrification of phonography, and the prevalence of the sound of electricity itself, avant-garde and experimental composers created a variety of musical schemes that sought to incorporate these new electrical sounds.3

Perhaps most important for this survey is the variety of discourses, opinions and interpretations of acoustics that can be read through the avant-garde. Some embraced the definitions of musical sound it offered, while others displayed a more ambivalent attitude towards this scientific incursion into the realm of the aesthetic. Acoustics can be seen to have served two different purposes; it was a means of verifying, justifying or explaining sonic phenomena, and a system for generating new sonic materials and configurations. Many of the references to acoustics in the avant-garde relate specifically to the harmonic or overtone model of musical sound produced by Fourier analysis. For some artists the overtone series became a means to explore the effects of dissonance or enharmony, or formed the basis of a discussion on the history of music itself. For others it demonstrated how a similar mapping of worldly sounds might expedite their use in a musical context. In all cases, the so-called harmonic space above the
fundamental became a site of contestation, which in turn called into question the intervals and sine curves used to map it out. Redefining musical resources would in some cases lead to new theories of perception and listening, and a variety of trained and ‘sensitive ears’ would also be called upon to arbitrate on issues of this new musicality.

**Technologies of sine-sound (and sight)**

As outlined in the previous chapter, the prospect of a single frequency sound - a sine tone - was an artefact of the application of Fourier analysis to the question of the structure of musical sound. As both the simplest representation of sound and the building block of musical sound, the sine tone became useful both practically and conceptually as the acoustic standard for vibration and oscillation. The question of establishing a benchmark sound for the purposes of experimentation, measured either in terms of musical pitch or frequency, has been a long-standing concern in the study of sound. Consequently, there has been a number of efforts aimed towards developing a means of generating a stable or static tone of a known value that was harmonically simple, which could be used either as a means for examining the interaction of two related pitches, or for constructing models of the overtone structure of sounds.

The question of producing and measuring the frequency of sound was explored by French natural philosopher Joseph Sauveur (1653-1716). Sauveur’s work followed on from the discoveries made by his countryman Marin Mersenne (1588-1648), who is credited with being the first acoustician to make the direct observation that musical pitch was determined by the frequency of its vibrations.\(^4\) Sauveur’s paper “Sur la Determination d’un Son Fixe”, published in 1700 in the *Historie de L’Academie Royale Des Sciences*, concerns the problem of establishing a *son fixe* [fixed sound], which would serve as a reference for musical research, and also be an aid for performers and instrument
builders.\textsuperscript{5} Using two organ pipes tuned to the ratio 25:24, Sauveur counted the number of acoustical beats that were created by the pattern of destructive interference formed between the two sounds. As they produced four beats per second, Sauveur determined the higher pipe to have a frequency of one hundred vibrations per second (or 100 Hz).\textsuperscript{6} Using this method of calculation Sauveur also speculated on the frequency range of human hearing, positing a span of approximately nine octaves: from 12.5 to 6400 Hz.\textsuperscript{7}

Tuning forks had been a mainstay in determining musical pitch since their invention by John Shore in 1711 (a trumpeter both for the band of Queen Anne and for the composer Handel), and became useful tools for experimentation in sound and music.\textsuperscript{8} Sir Charles Wheatstone investigated the conduction of sound by the skull in 1827, by placing a tuning fork to the temporal bone near the ear.\textsuperscript{9} In 1834, Johann Scheibler developed the tuning fork ‘tonometer’, in which fifty-six tuning forks were used to divide an octave at intervals of 4 Hz, as a means of determining correct concert pitch.\textsuperscript{10} The design of what was regarded as the laboratory tuning fork was formalised by French instrument maker Marloye in 1839, providing it with a resonance box to amplify the otherwise weak sound.\textsuperscript{11}

Hermann von Helmholtz made extensive use of tuning forks, and considered them a practical source of simple sound (despite finding that they contained more than one frequency component).\textsuperscript{12} Not only were they useful as a source of regular audible vibration, they could also be employed as a means of regulating vibration. Helmholtz used an apparatus in which tunings forks were sounded by positioning them within the field of a small electromagnet. An intermittent current flowing through the electromagnet would momentarily magnetise the coils and attract the tines of the fork, setting it in motion.\textsuperscript{13} In order to sustain the sound of the fork accurately, the electromagnet had to receive an intermittent current that was the same frequency as the tuning fork to be sounded.\textsuperscript{14} To do this, the current was transferred to the
electromagnet via an interrupter - a second device that contained a matching fork driven by a second electromagnet. Small wires connected to the ends of each tine were suspended above small cups filled with mercury. As the fork vibrated in the electromagnetic field, the movement of the wire in and out of the mercury would successively complete and break the electric circuit at the rate of its vibration, providing a steady stream of current to drive the sounding fork. Helmholtz used arrays of up to eight of these electromagnetically driven tuning forks to perform experiments on the frequency composition of vowel sounds, an idea later developed by renowned Paris-based instrument designer Rudolf Koenig.

As tuning forks were essential not only as a fixed source of sounds but as quantifiable sources of vibration, they were used to produce visual representations that affirmed the link between regular physical vibrations and musical sound. Helmholtz, using a small stylus attached to the tine of a sounding fork, inscribed a wavy line along a moving sheet of paper, a “permanent image of the kind of motion performed by the end of the fork during its musical vibrations.” Influenced by the work of French physicist Jules Lissajous (1822-1889), Helmholtz used another electromagnetically driven tuning fork in his vibration microscope - an apparatus that allowed him to observe vibrating objects through a microscope eyepiece. He also employed this same apparatus to observe the motion of bowed strings, recording the pattern of their movement in two dimensions.

Lissajous’ experimental work observing vibration patterns would also influence John Tyndall, who included a number of Lissajous’ procedures for obtaining two dimensional images of sound waves in his public lectures and demonstrations. In On Sound, Tyndall recounted what he called Lissajous’ “very beautiful method for giving optical expression to the vibrations of a tuning fork.” This was achieved by focussing a beam of light onto a small mirror attached to one tine of a vibrating tuning fork. A hand
held mirror then caught the reflection of the beam, and in turn reflected it onto a screen. Manipulating the hand held mirror side to side caused the reflected beam of light, oscillating up and down at the same frequency as the tuning fork, to resolve into a “beautiful luminous ripple.” An “optical illustration of beats” was obtained by a similar method, but using two identically tuned forks with mirrors. These were arranged in a line so that the beam of light reflected from the mirror attached to one fork to the mirror on the other, before reflecting onto the screen. Small amounts of wax were added to one fork to alter its rate of vibration, producing a pulsating waveform in time with the beating pattern formed between the two forks. For an “optical illustration of intervals” the two forks were placed at right angles to each other - one vertical, the other horizontal. When the forks were set in vibration, the reflected light beam reproduced Lissajous’ 2-dimensional images formed by the displacement of the forks in two directions - up and down, and left to right.

Tyndall made extensive use of use of tuning forks in his demonstrations - not all of which were as elaborate as Lissajous’ methods. A much simpler demonstration of wave motion in vibrating strings used a silk cord attached to one tine of a tuning fork, with the other end anchored to a weight. Exciting the fork with a violin bow, Tyndall used subtle changes in tension on the cord to display different vibration modes and nodal points. He considered this demonstration to show wave motion “with a beauty and a delicacy far surpassing anything attainable with [the] sonometer” (Tyndall’s name for the monochord).

Aside from his use of the electromagnetic tuning fork, Helmholtz is renowned for his use of sirens for exploring the relationship between pitch and frequency in musical sounds. Helmholtz employed the siren designed by Heinrich Dove (1803-1879) in the 1840s, which was itself a refinement of the instruments of de la Tour and Seebeck. The operative part of the siren was a rotating disc with holes punched at regular intervals.
around its circumference. Air was pumped into the siren and forced through the holes in the rotating disc, causing a tone to be produced. The frequency of the tone could then be determined by multiplying the number of holes in the disc by the rate of rotation in seconds (for example, a disc with twelve holes rotating at ten revolutions per second would produce a pitch with the frequency of 120 Hz). Maintaining a fixed pitch would involve maintaining a regular rotation, and Helmholtz employed an electromagnetic motor to drive the siren’s mechanism. Helmholtz also developed a device consisting of two sirens fixed to the same drive mechanism for measuring interference phenomena and musical intervals.

Although the acoustician’s electromagnetic tuning fork was an electrically powered source of static, sine-like tone, an actual electrically generated tone would come from elsewhere. The spark gap oscillator developed by Heinrich Hertz (1857-1894) was the product of research into the existence of the electromagnetic waves proposed by Scottish physicist and mathematician James Clerk Maxwell in his “Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism” (1873). Hertz had initially left his native Hamburg in 1877 to study engineering in Munich, but quickly moved on to the University of Berlin the following year to study physics, where Helmholtz became his mentor. Hertz’s paper “On Very Fast Oscillation” (1887) described his work on generating high frequency standing waves and measuring wavelengths, so becoming the first person to demonstrate experimentally the production and detection of the electromagnetic waves theorised by Maxwell. Hertz’s spark gap oscillator took the form of a coupled open wire circuit, what in contemporary terms is referred to as a half-wave dipole, as the flow of current in the circuit changes direction every half cycle, causing the oscillation. Hertz used a laboratory induction coil for supplying electricity to be converted into oscillating high frequency waves, which was discharged in the form of a spark between two metal balls placed either side of an open gap in the circuit (hence its name).
The high frequency electromagnetic waves emitted by the spark gap oscillator became the basis of wireless radio. What Marconi and other early radio experimenters would ascertain was that devices such as Hertz’s spark gap oscillator created a high frequency electromagnetic disturbance in the form of a radio wave that could be detected at a distance. Therefore a series of disturbances could be used to transmit information by replicating the dots and dashes of Morse code. Developments aimed at improving the reception of radio waves would bring significant changes to the design of oscillators. English inventor John Ambrose Fleming (1849-1945) developed his two-electrode thermionic valve while working as scientific advisor to the Marconi Wireless Telegraphy Company, which he had joined in 1899. Prior to working for Marconi, Fleming had been a consultant to the Edison Electric Light Company of London in 1882, and had performed experiments to find the cause of the “Edison effect” - the darkening of incandescent light bulbs caused by the emission of electrons. During his experiments, he found that the ‘hot’ incandescent electrode discharged negative electricity to the cold electrode, but not vice versa (hence the name ‘valve’ for vacuum tubes, as current flows one way but not the other). While working on devising more sensitive receivers for radio waves, Fleming recalled his earlier experience with vacuum tubes, and realised their potential as rectifiers (electronic devices that convert alternating current to direct current), which could then be used for receiving electromagnetic waves.

In 1905 Lee de Forest (1873-1961) developed a three electrode version of the vacuum tube, called the audion, by adding a grid of wires between the existing two electrodes that allowed for greater control over the current inside the tube. De Forest subsequently developed an audion amplifier for boosting signal levels in radio and telephone systems. While working on amplification systems for the Federal Telegraph and Telephone Company in Palo Alto California in 1912, de Forest succeeded in
electrically generating a clear audio tone through a process of feedback, or regeneration, where the output of an audion amplifier was connected to its input, causing the vacuum tube to oscillate steadily at a fixed frequency.\textsuperscript{37} Testing showed that this system was capable of generating both audio and radio frequency oscillations.\textsuperscript{38} Usually the howl or shriek produced by regeneration or feedback was considered an undesirable artefact of telephone systems - an indicator of malfunction or misconnection. However, in this controlled situation, feedback was a recursive means of setting the tube into continuous oscillation.

Vacuum tubes would be the basis for most forms of amplification and oscillation for the first half of the twentieth century, and were used extensively in radio, communications and broadcast equipment of all kinds. In 1938, William Hewlett and David Packard would manufacture the first Hewlett Packard product - the 200A Audio Oscillator. The oscillator used an incandescent bulb as part of its wiring scheme to provide variable resistance in the feedback loop, producing a stable oscillation with low distortion, and was the first low-cost method for testing sound equipment. The Walt Disney Company would effectively bankroll the fledgling company when it ordered eight Model 200B oscillators, which were used for testing the multi-speaker systems installed in the twelve theatres specially designed for screening Disney's \textit{Fantasia} in 1940.\textsuperscript{39} However, aside from being components in test equipment, oscillating vacuum tubes would also become the source of sound for some of the first electronic musical instruments.

**Simple sounds, electronics, and musical instruments**

There were several significant electronic musical instruments that caught the ear, and the imagination, of composers in the early twentieth century. These instruments
were regarded as potential means for introducing the electrified soundscape of modernity into music. In fact, many of these instruments had their origins as offshoots of technical developments in telephony, electric lighting, electricity generation, and radio. These instruments made available to composers a range of electrically generated synthetic sine-like sounds, which had, or were perceived to have, simple harmonic structures. They were attractive to composers seeking new approaches to music as the instruments often featured novel control systems that transcended the restrictions of conventional, fixed tonality, allowing the production of pitches not just between the notes, but to make sounds that extended below and above the range of orchestral instruments.40

The late nineteenth century had seen an array of proposals and schemes for making musical sound with electricity. Elisha Gray (1835-1901), an American inventor and early competitor with Alexander Graham Bell, devised the ‘singing telegraph’ in 1874 as a result of his work on telephony. The idea came from Gray’s nephew, who had contrived an electric circuit involving batteries and a vibrating metal strip, producing an audible hum.41 Gray refined the idea, using an electromagnetic circuit that vibrated a metal reed. This was the effectively a simple electrical oscillator, sound of which could then be transmitted along telephone lines. The singing telegraph used a small keyboard to control a number of these oscillators, and had a range of an octave. Similarly, English electrical engineer William Duddell (1872-1917) devised the ‘singing arc’ in 1899 while working on reducing the noise produced by carbon arc lamps used to light the streets of London. Duddell discovered that he could control the frequency of the hum by varying the voltage to the lamps. A keyboard controlled circuits that allowed him to tune the rate of pulsation of the arc to produce distinct musical pitches. The sound was generated by the spark rate of the carbon arc lights, making it one of the first electronic instruments that did not use the telephone system to produce sound.42
However, the most significant of these early schemes, and one of the first fully operational electronic musical instruments, was the telharmonium (or dynamophone) of Thaddeus Cahill (1867-1934). In his patent application in 1897, Cahill cited the influence of Helmholtz in his approach to generating musical sound electrically. He proposed a machine to “generate music electrically with tones of good quality and great power and with perfect musical expression, and to distribute music electrically generated by what we may term ‘original electrical generation’ from a central station to translating instruments located at different points.”

Cahill’s invention utilised technology for the generation of electricity, employing a bank of one hundred and forty five modified dynamos (mechanisms that convert mechanical energy into electrical energy) specially geared to produce alternating currents of different audio frequencies; these were controlled by two touch-sensitive keyboards, with a range of five octaves. Cahill also devised systems for controlling dynamics and for shaping the harmonic content of individual tones. As the telharmonium had been designed long before the invention of electrical amplification, the sound produced by dynamos was initially amplified acoustically using modified piano soundboards. Later versions were connected directly to the telephone network, which not only allowed the sound to be heard locally over modified telephone receivers, but to be transmitted across the network to theatres, private homes, restaurants, businesses and factories, providing the earliest form of piped music - a proto-Muzak.

Despite its ingenious design and ambitious deployment, the telharmonium had some distinct problems, the first being its size. The first complete model unveiled in 1906 in Holyoke, Massachusetts was an enormous structure about two hundred tons in weight and twenty metres in length. Secondly, in order to overcome the lack of electrical amplification, Cahill’s dynamos had to produce over ten thousand watts in order to transmit the sound of the telharmonium over the telephone wires. As a result, music
from the telharmonium had a tendency to cause interference with other signals on the telephone network.\textsuperscript{48}

The sound of the telharmonium was very much an artefact of its era. Cahill effectively recast the buzz of electricity generation as musical sound with his use of tuned dynamos. However, the telharmonium still relied on mechanical means for providing the regular oscillations needed to create continuous electrical tones. De Forest’s later success in developing regenerative amplification with three-electrode vacuum tubes provided a completely electrical source of oscillation, which in turn became the sound source of several fully electrical instruments. The etherphone - developed in 1920 by Leon Theremin (1896-1993) while working on an electronic motion detector - used an oscillating audion vacuum tube to generate high frequency radio waves, which produced a small electromagnetic field around an aerial. Theremin found that the natural capacitance of the human body interfered with the electromagnetic field emanating from the aerial, and induced a change of capacity within the circuit, altering its oscillating frequency and producing an audible sine-like tone.\textsuperscript{49} The instrument - later renamed the theremin - was adapted to use two oscillating tubes, where the heterodyning effect of the high frequency signals produced a lower audible beat frequency tone that could be more easily and accurately controlled by movements of the hand through the electromagnetic field. A similar process was then applied to a second aerial in order to control volume.\textsuperscript{50}

The theremin was controlled not by a mechanism such as a keyboard but by the movement of the hands in relation to the two aerials, and was therefore capable of producing a continuous, sine-like glissando with a range broader than that of an orchestra. This form of control did, however, complicate the process of accurately sounding discrete pitches, as it required performers to slide from note to note in a search for precise intonation. Still, there was a great deal of interest in this new
instrument when Theremin toured his invention throughout Europe in the 1920s. He relocated to New York in 1927, where he gave a number of demonstrations and sought commercial applications for his invention.\textsuperscript{51} The following year saw the appearance of the ondes Martenot (literally "Martenot waves," also known as the ondes musicales) invented by French cellist and telegraphist Maurice Martenot (1898-1980). It also used oscillating thermionic valves, and was very similar in sound to the theremin. However, the ondes Martenot proved to be more popular with composers, as it featured both a conventional keyboard and a strip control for glissando and vibrato, making it a more flexible instrument.\textsuperscript{52}

The future of electronic musical instruments would turn away from simple sine-like sound of the theremin and ondes Martenot towards increasingly sophisticated schemes for the synthesis of complex tones and the control of electronically generated sound. Many of these would seek to replicate the sound and tonality of existing instruments. Others, such as the modular synthesis systems invented by Harald Bode and Robert Moog, and the instruments developed by Donald Buchla would take electronic music in a very different direction.\textsuperscript{53} However, the ‘simple’ sonic possibilities presented by instruments such as the telharmonium, theremin and ondes Martenot would figure as important elements in the renegotiation of musical resources by the avant-garde.

**Acoustics, electronic sound and the extra-musical**

The electronic musical instruments that appeared in the first half of the twentieth century became one part of a tactical reappraisal of music making. A number of new methods of composition, aided by the new representations of musical sound provided through the influence of acoustics, aimed to break the stranglehold that conventional musical practice had on sound and tonality within western art music. The
redefinition of musical language undertaken by avant-garde and experimental composers was characterised by appeals for the expansion of musical resources. This included a call for the category of sounds made available to music to be extended to include those previously excluded from the practice of music making, such as the worldly sounds of urban life and nature. The incorporation of these extra-musical sounds was paralleled by attempts to take advantage of the possibilities arising from the emergence of electronic means of generating, recording and controlling sound. Amongst these related but divergent imperatives the development of a discourse of sound can be traced, one in which relative notions of musical sound and noise blend, fold, interleave or separate according to definition.

Douglas Kahn has written extensively on the use of extra-musical sounds in the first half of the twentieth century, and has documented the various rhetorical and compositional processes for their incorporation into the music of the avant-garde, particularly through the tropes of noise, glissandi, and silence. Kahn argues that while on one hand the incorporation of what was traditionally regarded as non-musical sound into music rejuvenated musical practice, it simultaneously diminished or removed the worldly character of those same sounds. This removal of the signifying power of these sounds Kahn in part attributes to prohibitions against imitation inherent in Western art music. Either by separating sounds from their sources through recording, or by rhetorically arguing for a contemplation of sounds abstract from both their modes of production and any meanings they might carry, this musicalisation of noises revitalised Western art music, while at the same time inuring it against the questioning of these practices along non-musical lines.

Compared to extra-musical sounds such as steam trains, car engines or factory whistles, the sine wave could instead be considered to be intra-musical: whether it was regarded either as a component of musical sound or as a sound in itself, the sine wave
was an artefact produced from within the scientific study of music. Sine tones would be represented in avant-garde discourses on musical sound through a sustained interest in the overtone series, but the inclusion of sine-like sounds into compositions would occur indirectly. Acoustics, however, provided a description of the material aspects of sound, and composers made extensive use of the framework provided by Fourier analysis as a means to both understand and substantiate their attempts to move beyond traditional tonality and timbre.

Italian composer and pianist Ferrucio Busoni (1866-1924) described the basis for his exploration of tonality in his *Sketch of a New Aesthetic of Music*, published in 1911, in part a response to the music of Richard Wagner and the Romantic aesthetic of his adopted homeland, Germany. Busoni attacked the predominance of the equal tempered scale, seeing it as a synthetic structure that only served to deprive musicians of the full scope of their medium. He considered the artificial division of the octave into twelve notes by equal temperament to have “so thoroughly schooled our ears that we are no longer capable of hearing anything else - incapable of hearing except through this impure medium.” Instead, Busoni proposed a return to a boundless, unmediated and natural sonic continuum: “Nature created an infinite gradation - infinite! Who still knows it nowadays?” Accordingly artists would then work in an unfettered sonic field, allowing an idealised union between artist and nature to take place: “Instinct leads the creative musician to employ the tones that press the same key within the human breast, and awaken the same response, as the processes in Nature.”

Clearly Busoni’s conception of the “natural” extends beyond the physical or material aspects of musical sound, and suggests a cosmological view of creation and eternity. His appeal to an infinite gradation of tone was part of a process by which music would be restored to its “primitive, natural essence.” In freeing music from what he termed “architectonic, acoustic and esthetic dogmas” music could slip beyond
the material into a realm of “pure invention and sentiment, in harmonies, in forms, in tone-colors... let Music be nought else than Nature mirrored by and reflected from the human breast; for it is sounding air and floats above and beyond the air.”

The question of how to generate tones outside the equal tempered scale could be answered through emerging technologies of electronic sound generation. Busoni proposed the use of Cahill’s telharmonium, which, he recounted, was capable of transforming an electric current into a “fixed and mathematically exact number of vibrations. As pitch depends on the number of vibrations, and the apparatus may be ‘set’ on any number desired, the infinite gradation of the octave may be accomplished by merely moving a lever corresponding to the pointer of a quadrant.” Of course, any unfretted string instrument, such as a violin or viola, is able to produce tones ‘between’ the notes of the piano, but it cannot empirically indicate the fundamental frequency of any note. Therefore, Busoni’s appeal to an infinitude of pitches within the octave is moderated by a desire to not just produce these illusive notes, but to be able to identify and control the frequency of each of the pitches involved.

However, technology would solve only part of the problem. Even though Busoni’s new aesthetic was to bring musicians and listeners into line with the natural origins of musical sound, they would need to learn (or perhaps re-learn) to identify and discriminate between these novel sounds: “Only a long and careful series of experiments, and a continued training of the ear, can render this unfamiliar material approachable and plastic for the coming generation, and for Art.” This new music required habits of perception to be overhauled in order to interpret these new sensations.

Where Busoni’s call to nature was a rhetorical petition for more notes, in The Art of Noises: Futurist Manifesto (1913), the Italian Futurist painter Luigi Russolo (1885-1947) proposed re-invigorating music through the incorporation of quotidian sound. Russolo
considered a musical art comprised of a “soft and limpid purity of sound” inadequate for portraying the sensibilities of the mechanised age. Instead, the manifesto - which took the form of a letter to his Futurist compatriot composer Balilla Pratella - proposed an attempt to “break at all cost from this restrictive circle of pure sounds and conquer the infinite variety of noise-sounds.” Rather than the sweeping scale of Busoni, the sounds of trains, factories and street life would fill the gaps between the notes.

Despite Russolo’s radical approach to the use of noises as new musical materials, his definition of noises does not differ greatly from those provided by Helmholtz or Strutt: “thunder, wind, cascades, rivers, streams, leaves, a horse trotting away, the starts and jumps of a carriage on the pavement, the white solemn breathing of a city at night, all the noises made by feline and domestic animals and all those man’s mouth can make without talking or singing.” However, Russolo denies that noise is inherently problematic, finding that noise, in its “surprising variety,” is instead capable of providing what he (perhaps ironically) refers to as “pleasant sensations,” making it fit for aesthetic contemplation. In an echo of Strutt’s example of how the simultaneous striking of a number of consecutive keys on a piano produced an approximation of noise, Russolo claimed an aesthetic precedent to his art of noises in the extended use of dissonance by early twentieth century composers, which he considered had already pushed musical sound towards the condition of ‘noise-sound.’ An art of noises would therefore form the next logical step in this progression.

Acoustic investigations into the composite nature of sound informed Russolo’s understanding of the physical principles of noise. However, he considered that the work of Helmholtz and other acousticians had concentrated too much effort on providing a rarefied image of musical sensation that was perfectly stable, uniform and regular, and consequently had done little to further their physical theories of noise. In developing his own definition of noise, Russolo made reference to the visual representations of
waveforms in the work of Dayton Clarence Miller’s *Sound Waves: Their Shape and Speed* (1937), attributing the difference between the simple sine-like waveform produced by a tuning fork and the more complex waveform produced by a violin as indicating the presence of a greater number of harmonics in the violin sound.\(^7\) He then extended this analogy to his own experiments with a sheet of steel, which had yielded comparable results. Stimulating the sheet with a violin bow produced a regular vibration, whereas beating produced “more vibrating parts and a larger number of harmonic sounds.”\(^7\) Russolo concluded that noise was therefore richer in harmonics than musical sound, and was produced when the “secondary vibrations are more numerous than those that usually produce a sound.”\(^7\)

In his manifesto, Russolo struggles to present a notion of harmony removed from consonance. He considered each noise contained a dominant pitch - not unlike the fundamental frequency of a musical tone - which was to provide a means for the organisation of sounds within a composition. However Russolo is at pains to maintain that what he calls the harmonic scoring of noises would not temper the perceived ‘noisiness’ of a given sound - what he called their “irregular vibrations (of tempo and intensity)”\(^7\). He would later borrow the term *enharmonic* from Pratella’s *Technical Manifesto of Futurist Music* to describe the relationship between two sounds not based on traditional notions of musical harmony.\(^7\)

Acoustics would also come into play when designing instruments to make this new music. Russolo proposed a range of new instruments (the *intonarumori* - ‘noise intoners’) in order to perform his compositions such as *Awakening of a City* (1913) and *Meeting of Automobiles and Airplanes* (1913). The intonarumori would provide an “infinite variety of timbres of noises obtained through special mechanisms,” and were to be constructed in accordance with the laws of acoustics.\(^7\) These instruments had descriptive titles such as howlers (*ululatori*), roarers (*rombatori*), and cracklers (*crepitatori*),
highlighting their imitative qualities. All of the sounds they produced were generated by mechanical means - and many of the instruments were entirely mechanical and operated by means of handles and levers (although some had been designed to be partially driven by electric motors). While most of the intonarumori recreated the sounds of steam-powered, mechanised, industrial Europe, one particular instrument, the hummer or ronzatore, hinted at the new sound of electricity. Russolo described the ronzatore as having a “sweetly harmonious noise-sound, full of fascination and recalling the humming of dynamos and electrical motors, whose curious sound fills the great electrical centres and is always associated in our minds with the vision of great, gleaming, very modern and marvellous factories.” Russolo even described the timbre of the ronzatore in musical terms, noting that it produced “very charming harmonics, the fifth above, the octave, and its third, over the fundamental.”

Edgard Varèse (1885-1965) would make particular use of electronic sound in his work, both as an indicator of worldly sounds, and of the glissandic sweep of tones ala Busoni. Varèse’s work can in some senses be seen as a practical synthesis of the concerns that emerged in the work of Busoni, Helmholtz, and Russolo. His early interest in percussion made him initially sympathetic towards the musical pronouncements of the Futurists, and he shared their enthusiasm for sounds of the mechanical modern world. However, he eventually drew a hard distinction between their approach and his own, which was grounded in modernist prohibitions on imitation, proclaiming: “The Futurists imitate, an artist transmutes.” While living in pre-World War I Berlin, Varèse befriended Busoni, having already been strongly influenced by his Sketch of a New Esthetic in Music. Varèse considered this relationship formative of his mature aesthetic, as Busoni’s influence helped confirm his belief that new means must be found to “liberate sound, to free it from the limitations of the tempered system.” His early experiments with sirens were a direct result of his reading
of Helmholtz’s experiments in *On the Sensations of Tone*. This allowed him to form what he called “parabolic and hyperbolic trajectories of sound” in works such as *Amériques* (1926), enacting Busoni’s infinite gradation of sound unfixed from tonality.\(^{83}\)

Varèse became involved with electronically generated sound after he moved to America in 1915. He had learnt of the telharmonium from Busoni’s book, but was disappointed after hearing it in operation. He collaborated with Leon Theremin to develop two specially designed instruments for *Ecuatorial* (1932-34), but later opted to use two *ondes Martenot*.\(^{84}\) While the electronic instruments may have produced a novel sweeping sine-like sound over a range of frequencies beyond the reach of conventional instruments, works such as *Ionisation* (1929-31), with its textural use of non-pitched percussion and siren glissandi, display a greater permeation of the sounds of industrialised modern life into Varèse’s music. His later interest in electronics would be in the area of tape-based composition, firstly in the percussion and factory sounds used in *Déserts* (1950-54), and the montage of machine noises, bells, percussion, voices, and electronic sounds that comprised *Poème Electronique* (1957-58).\(^{85}\) Much like Varèse himself, many of his concerns with acoustics and electronic sound would find resonance in the USA.

American composer Henry Cowell (1897-1965) completed the first draft of his book *New Musical Resources* in 1919, only two years after completing his studies at Berkeley, although it was not completed for publication until 1930.\(^{86}\) Its aim was to provide an historical overview of the influence of the overtone series on musical sound, and how it could be used to generate a range of new materials, and to provide what he called a system for “coordinating the various materials of modern music”.\(^{87}\) Cowell had been lead to this study in order to find “genuine scientific and logical foundations” for the idiosyneratic techniques he had introduced into his compositions.\(^{88}\) His findings convinced him that even though he was unaware of the acoustical theories that
explained his compositions at the time that they were composed, there had nevertheless been “enough unconscious perception so that the means used were not only in accordance with acoustical law, but are perhaps the best way of amalgamating sounds formerly considered discords.”

In describing the physical structure of musical sound, Cowell defers to Fourier analysis, (although he baulks at naming it explicitly):

Music is based upon, and conditioned by, the physical laws of sound-waves. These laws disclose that musical tones have a relation to each other which is measurable by mathematics. They further show that each tone produced generates a series of overtones which are related to that tone, and to each other, by definite mathematical ratios.

Although Cowell’s description of Fourier analysis is synonymous with harmony, throughout the text Cowell strategically makes reference only to the overtone series, rather than a harmonic series. The difference between these two terms is partly semantic, as they both describe a range of component parts arrayed above a fundamental frequency. The crucial distinction lies in the kind of relationships they each represent. Strictly speaking, a harmonic series implies frequency relationships based on whole number ratios only and presents an idealised image of musical sound - insofar as it implies that a musical sound contains only those frequency relationships and no others. Cowell’s use of the term overtone series, on the other hand, incorporates any and all components of an actual sound, of which a harmonic series would comprise only one possible set. Borne of Cowell’s empirical observation of musical sound, even the most basic musical intervals contained dissonances between the highest combinations of overtones, which would be pivotal to Cowell’s interpretation of tonality.
In contrast to the grand cosmic sweep of Busoni, Cowell’s music is instead drawn along more functional lines. One of his most significant contributions to musical materials was the *tone-cluster* - dense chords often constructed from major and minor seconds - that could be played on a conventional piano. Explaining the tone-cluster would not mean an appeal to infinite nature, only to the physical nature of the overtone series: “One reason a large cluster is a natural reinforcement when played at the same time as a simple chord is that whenever a simple triad is played, the higher overtones of all three tones, which are plainly audible to a sensitive ear, form such a cluster.” Tone-clusters, therefore, were merely a transposition from the overtones of notes in a chord to the level of the fundamental. If Cowell’s explanation of tone-clusters showed how harmony also embraced dissonance in the interactions of the overtones of different notes, it also implied the reverse - that dissonant tone-clusters also embraced harmony in the overtones.

Tone-clusters blurred the line between consonance and dissonance, instead proposing a music that could be described as having its basis solely in the mutual sounding of pitches. However, particular attention would need to be paid to the inner workings of sound to understand why Cowell considered his tone-clusters to be musical. Listeners needed to apply their ‘sensitive ears’ to the overtones produced by all combinations of musical sounds, familiar or otherwise. Only those listeners with “very crude hearing” would be upset by the sounds of tone-clusters or natural dissonances, attributable to the fact that they had already failed to attend to the overtones present in familiar chords.

This concept of listening to overtones as a product of chord formation marks a key stage in the practice of listening in the twentieth century avant-garde. It presents the centrality of the experience of listening, and importantly a particular kind of listening. Listening specifically to the overtone series served an important epistemological
function for Cowell, as it provided an understanding on the physical nature of musical sound, which in turn influenced the production of new music. Cowell’s notion of an ‘unconscious perception’ on his part also seems to owe something to Helmholtz’s theory, where the physical act of sensing the material aspects of musical sound lead directly to its aesthetic contemplation.

Cowell mentions the ‘electrical instruments’ of Leon Theremin, and not unlike Busoni, reflects on the ability of these devices to transcend conventional tonality. That Theremin’s instrument could produce discernable change in pitch of a “one hundredth step” lead Cowell to posit a music built on the parameters of perception: “the probabilities are that any intervals which are perceivable as distinct to the human ear can find musical use in some form and under certain circumstances.”93 This would necessitate even closer listening.

The importance of listening in schemes for the musical deployment of extra-musical resources would find its ultimate realisation in the music and theorising of Cowell associate and student John Cage (1912-1992).94 In his clarion call, The Future of Music: Credo (1937), the use of extra-musical sounds and technology coalesces in this succinct opening statement: “I believe that the use of noise to make music will continue and increase until we reach a music produced through the aid of electrical instruments which will make available for musical purposes any and all sounds that can be heard.”95 With this assertion Cage declared his intention to move away from a concept of music based on the dichotomy between consonance and dissonance, to one predicated on the contrast between musical sound and noise. This would be an encompassing aesthetic of all-sound, where any sound could be used for musical purposes. Listening would play a critical role, as it had in Cowell’s work, serving to transmute annoyance into interest: “Wherever we are, mostly what we hear is noise. When we ignore it, it disturbs us. When we listen to it, we find it fascinating.”96 In a combination of attention and
technology, any sound could be a musical sound.

Although Cage argued for the inclusion of worldly noises into music, this is not to say that he had abandoned any distinction between types of musical sound and noises. In sketching out his programme, Cage defined three types of electrical instruments; each of these was to have its own role to play in creating this new music: recordings, to be used “not as effects but as musical instruments”; “electrical musical instruments” such as the theremin; and he also envisaged a new class of ‘electrical instrument’ - a kind of synthesiser which was to provide “complete control of the overtone structure of tones (as opposed to noises) and to make these tones available in any frequency, amplitude and duration.” Delimiting the role of this new ‘electrical instrument’ to generating tones and not noises is significant. Noises were not to be synthesised for their use in Cage’s new music, but were instead to be found in the physical world, and obtained for use in music via recording. Noises were therefore conceptually grounded in the natural and physical world, albeit abstracted from their original context through the process of recording. Tonal material would be the domain of synthetic instruments. So a distinction between tone and noise in line with that defined by nineteenth century acoustics was still well and truly at play in Cage’s thinking of this era.

Cage also makes several references to creating new sound using descriptions drawn from acoustics. He discusses the role of frequency in generating pitched sounds directly using optical film, and also the use of devices for manipulating the overtone structure of sounds. This would not, however, extend to Cage employing the overtone series as the structural basis of composition, as Cowell had proposed. Cage considered any compositional process that was restricted to relationships based on harmony incapable of addressing the “entire field of sound”, and therefore an inadequate system of composing the kind of new music he proposed.
Although Cage cited the theremin as an electrical instrument capable of producing a “wide variety of sound qualities,” he was disparaging of performers who applied traditional instrument techniques, such as vibrato.\(^{99}\) Cage also saw attempts to design electric instruments that mimicked existing keyboard instruments as anachronistic. To counteract this he proposed centres for experimental music, which would house equipment to both synthetically generate and reproduce new sounds, using oscillators, turntables and film phonographs, along with “the means for amplifying small sounds.”\(^{100}\)

Cage put these ideas into practice with *Imaginary Landscape No.1* (1939), a work written while he was working at the Cornish School in Seattle.\(^{101}\) The school had a radio studio, equipped with variable speed turntables, and Cage used two of these for *Imaginary Landscape No.1*, along with a muted piano and cymbal. The source materials for the turntables were test-tone records—recordings of sine tones used for the calibration of studio equipment.\(^{102}\) During performance, alterations in the playback speed formed the static sine tones into sweeping glissandi. Cage had intended the work to be performed as a live radio broadcast, and so for its debut performance the sounds were broadcast the short distance from the studio to the theatre nearby.\(^{103}\)

In terms of the incorporation of sine-like sounds into Cage’s work, it is significant that he employed test tone records as opposed to the electronic instruments of the era. For Cage, the sine-like sound produced by the theremin or ondes Martenot had already been co-opted by conventional performance techniques. By contrast, sine tone records developed for the technical needs of the radio and communications industry constituted extra-musical resources. That these tones were obtained in the form of recordings also served to distance these test records from other sources of electronically-generated pitches, in that recordings were already given a special status as sources of extra-musical sound.\(^{104}\) Although it would be prohibited in Cage’s later
directive to listen to sound in and of itself, the sweeping glissandi of *Imaginary Landscape No.1* would also have extra-musical associations for listeners with the sounds of radio - specifically, the swoops and squeals heard between stations when tuning.

Of course, Cage’s most significant encounter with acoustics would occur at Harvard University in the 1950s - inside an anechoic chamber, one of the key apparatus to come from acoustics. In this oft-repeated story, rather than experiencing silence, Cage heard the sounds of his nervous and circulatory systems in operation, proving to him that there was in fact no such thing as silence. This experience of a continuum of sound, audible or inaudible, formed an important stage in his musical programme, and filled the gaps in ‘music’ with extra-musical sound:

> In this new music nothing takes place but sounds: those that are notated and those that are not. Those that are not notated appear in the music as silences, opening the doors of the music to the sounds that happen to be in the environment.

Ironically, Cage’s experience in an acoustically controlled, “unnatural” listening environment proved to be pivotal for accepting uncontrolled sounds into the realm of music.

The publication in 1937 of *Toward a New Music: Music and Electricity* by Mexican composer Carlos Chavez (1899-1978) outlined a much broader scheme for the possibilities presented by the emerging fields of radio, cinema, sound reproduction, and electronic instruments for the creation, performance and distribution of new music. For Chavez, electricity promised emancipation from the musical and institutional hangovers of the previous century:
The present age, with its fertile agitation, its incredible social injustices, its portentous scientific development, is perfecting, in electricity, its own organ of expression, its own voice. This, clarified and matured, will become the legitimate art of our era, the art of today.\textsuperscript{107}

Chavez depicted electricity as an unlimited source of novelty and variety, with the alternating current of electricity itself as the new ‘sound-agent’, to be added to the existing methods of producing the vibrations of musical sound.\textsuperscript{108} Advancing on Busoni’s infinite graduation of the octave, Chavez saw that the manipulation of the overtone series by electronic instruments would have the capacity to provide a continuum of timbre, not only filling the timbral gaps between the instruments of the orchestra, but creating new combinations, giving the composer an “infinite number of musical instruments.”\textsuperscript{109} Chavez also considered that electricity would allow for the generation of musical sounds of infinite duration, as there was “no lungs to tire or strings to snap.”\textsuperscript{110}

Although electricity was to be emblematic of the environment of the 1930s, for Chavez it would not be the sounds of electricity that would be significant so much as its use. The electric apparatus of sound production and reproduction was to “augment extraordinarily the range and capacity of our expression.”\textsuperscript{111} However, the character of this expression would still be a subject of contestation when it came to electrical musical instruments, as Chavez was torn between a desire for “new music for a new instrument” and establishing instrumental techniques that paralleled existing modes of expression and performativity.\textsuperscript{112} Chavez had not necessarily found the instruments of his era to his liking; he considered the theremin imitative of traditional instruments, and found its idiosyncratic controls a hindrance to intonation and inflection.\textsuperscript{113} Even though he believed new instruments would produce an “unforseen music” derived from their
physical attributes and capabilities, this prospect was tempered by an expectation of its expressive character.¹¹⁴

Chavez’s proposals for the use of electricity for the production, performance, transmission and recording of music were aimed not only as a means to create art with the hallmarks of its era, but also as having a democratizing effect. Alongside radio, Chavez posited the cinema as providing another contemporary avenue for new compositions to reach the public.¹¹⁵ Electrical amplification also had a democratizing effect, not just in allowing for the staging of concerts outdoors, but for the possibilities of addressing imbalances in the relationship between instruments of the orchestra.¹¹⁶ In his somewhat utopian vision, democratization had a didactic function, as outdoor concerts would serve as forums to educate the public about these “new forms of expression”. Artistic advances would therefore not be a “purely subjective process”, but instead be able to participate in the “complex of circumstances forming the great sociological picture of the present.”¹¹⁷

Of all the composers in the first half of the twentieth century that were progenitors of the experimental music milieu of the 1960s, the work of Harry Partch (1901-1974) exhibits perhaps the most extensive incorporation of acoustics in his exploration of harmony, timbre, and intonation. Partch drew inspiration not only from recent acoustic developments, but from the entire history of inquiry into the nature of musical sound. He cites as pivotal his discovery of Helmholtz’s *On the Sensations of Tone* in the Sacramento Public Library in 1923. At the time he was engaged in a search to find out whether there was “any logical reason for 12 tones in an octave... I was always dissatisfied with the explanation of musical phenomena given in school and by music teachers.”¹¹⁸ Partch considered conventional equal temperament to be a limitation to both the intonational and timbral possibilities of music.
In his tome *Genesis of a Music*, originally published in 1949, Partch outlined his system of monophony: “An organisation of musical materials based upon the faculty of the human ear to perceive all intervals and to deduce all principles of musical relationship as an expansion from unity, as 1 is to 1.” Partch’s pan-historical theory tied together: the division of the monochord string into ratios by Pythagoras; the relationship between sound and frequency first defined by Mersenne; and the perceptual analysis of tone outlined by Helmholtz. As all pitches in the system of monophony were defined through a relationship of proportion, Partch adopted a scheme of nomenclature where individual pitches were expressed as frequency ratios rather than note names. As conventional instruments were linked to prevailing notions of tonality, Partch also created an extensive instrumentarium, inventing string, wind and percussion instruments capable of performing his music.

Despite his own adoption of the implications to musical sound that his study of the history of acoustics and harmony had imparted, Partch was disdainful of acoustics’ deference to musical aesthetics:

In general, science has also refused to focus its illumination on the deficiencies of current musical theory, treading with feet of absorbent cotton when it skirts the sacred dogma of the art of music, if not actually discouraging reformatory or tangential endeavours. Almost any book by an acoustician that one happens to pick up contains the implication, if not the positive assertion, that it is futile and irreverent to look for anything better than the present Equal Temperament.

However, although Partch was keen to expand the sonic palate of music through tuning and timbre, he was not necessarily appreciative of other attempts to escape from conventional notions of musical sound - especially if they were not based on tonality or
did not employ instruments. Partch particularly expressed contempt for the “clipping and joining” process of tape-based musics such as musique concrète, dismissing what he called “the tape idea” as a kind of musical labour-saving device.\textsuperscript{121} Although some compositions such as “U.S. Highball” - \textit{A Musical Account of Slim’s Transcontinental Hobo Trip} (1943) contained quotidian sound sources or imitations of everyday sounds (in this case sounds such as train whistles), they were as much in the tradition of programmatic music than a Futurist-style appeal to the noisiness of the modern age. Partch’s idiosyncratic percussion instruments were often constructed from found materials, but their novel timbres were subjected to his rigorous tuning regimen. In Partch’s sound world - unlike that of Cage or Russolo - any incursion of the physical world into his compositions was mediated by the overtone structure of sound itself.\textsuperscript{122}

\textbf{New tools for new music}

From this account of the interplay between acoustics theory, electronic instrumentation and extra-musical sounds in the work of avant-garde and experimental composers in the first half of the twentieth century, some conclusions can be drawn about the importance of these factors in influencing the later American experimental music milieu. The consideration of the physical aspects of sound by these artists was important for creating a context from which an artistic practice founded on the exploration of acoustic phenomena could emerge. In developing a discourse of sound that had extended beyond the traditional reference points of music, there is a strong focus not only on the inclusion of extra-musical or noise-sounds into compositions, but on the physical shape of sound, and on a continuum of pitch as designated by frequency, as opposed to note values. Apart from supplying a technology and a terminology, the study of acoustics provided the means by which a discussion of sound
could take place that was in part divorced from the immediate concerns of music. Of course, as the discussion in this chapter has shown, composers freely adopted, adapted and disposed of aspects of acoustics as they saw fit, depending upon its perceived relevance to their specific agendas.

Several techniques later employed in experimental music, such as the use of feedback to produce continuous sounds, can be traced directly back to developments in electronics during this era. However, the use of the sine wave as a sound source within experimental music had a more circuitous path. The sustained oscillation of de Forest’s audion amplifier effectively had provided a usable sine tone sound by 1912. However, as the exemplary model of simple sonic regularity, sine waves would not readily find a place within aesthetic approaches that called for the incorporation of the harmonically complex and irregular sounds of the modern world. After all, Russolo’s art of noises was in part aimed at reducing the “boredom stemming from familiarity” - what could be more boring to a Futurist sensibility than the static, regular tone of a sine wave? Although the more harmonically complex sound of buzzing associated with electrification would be a feature of the urban landscape, the rarified sound of sine tones would only gradually escape the confines of acoustics laboratories and radio workshops. Due in part to their problematic status as the building block of musical sound as defined by acoustics, sine waves _qua_ sine waves would not initially be used for music making by these avant-garde composers. Instead, the sound of oscillating vacuum tubes became the voice of electronic musical instruments such as the theremin and _ondes Martenot_. The inclusion of sine waves into the musical resources of the American experimental scene would conversely be reliant upon its association with the extra-musical world of radio and electrical communications as a test tone, before it could be embraced within this emerging expansive aesthetic of sound.


Organ pipes would remain useful as fixed sources of sound. In 1895, Wallace Sabine used an organ pipe with a pitch of 512 Hz driven by compressed air as his sound source for measuring the reverberation times of the Fogg Lecture Room and Sanders Theatre at Harvard University. See Emily Thompson, *The Soundscape of Modernity: Architectural Acoustics and the Culture of Listening in America 1900-1933* (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2002), 34-36.
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Partch continues: “In this sense of growth from unity Monophony is a development of the theories deduced by Pythagoras of Samos on his monochord in the sixth century BC; beginning with the whole string of the monochord, or 1, Pythagoras divided the string into two parts and produced the interval 2/1, then into three parts and four parts, producing the intervals 3/2 and 4/3. In another sense monophony may be regarded as an organisation deducible from the sounding of one tone, or the sounding of 1, or 1/1; in this sense it is an evolved expression of the phenomenon of the overtone series, first perceived by Marin Mersenne, French monk of the 17th c.; this interpretation, however, involves a certain equivocation with the analysed phenomenon of sound, that is, with the *klang*, with the components of a tone.” Harry Partch, *Genesis of a Music*, 2nd ed. (New York: Da Capo Press, 1974), 71.

Partch would also be critical of La Monte Young’s electronic drone work, even though it aimed to realise intervals related to the overtone series in a similar manner. See chapter 4, fn. 18.

Partch also would employ another kind of found or worldly sound: Both US Highball and Barstow would make use of the idioms of the hoboes and train hoppers Partch encountered in the 1930s and ‘40s.


The use of sine tones to create synthetic musical materials would later be exploited intensively in the form of *einstone Musik* practiced by Werner Meyer-Eppler, Karlheinz Stockhausen and Herbert Einheit in the 1950s in Cologne. However, this work was undertaken as the electronic realisation of serial technique, and as such is tangential to the aesthetic context this chapter has endeavoured to survey. As later chapters indicate, Lucier and Young’s encounters with Stockhausen at Darmstadt in the 1960s would be more influential in terms of introducing them to the work of American experimental composers such as John Cage, rather than igniting their interest in the European electronic scene. The first issue of German periodical *die Reihe* (1955) was dedicated to elektronische Musik and provides a comprehensive overview of the history and concerns of the genre up to and including the 1950s. Herbert Eimert posits elektronische Musik as the logical extension of serial technique in his “What is Electronic Music?” (p. 1-10). The materials and techniques of electronic music are discussed in Karel Goeyvaerts “The Sound Material of Electronic music” (p. 35-38). Herbert Eimert and Karlheinz Stockhausen, eds., *Die Reihe*, English ed., vol. 1 ‘Electronic Music’ (Bryn Mawr: Theodore Presser Co., 1957).
3. **Tracing the steady tone: La Monte Young, 1958-1965**

This chapter traces the development of the long tone in the works of La Monte Young in the period 1958 to 1965. In doing so it will survey: the influence of his childhood experiences of sound on his musical development; his early compositions *Trio for Strings* (1958) and *2 sounds* (1960); the prose and performance pieces written in association with the nascent Fluxus movement, specifically *Compositions 1960* (1960) and *Compositions 1961* (1961); and his later rule-based improvisations, ending with the formation of the performance group the Theatre of Eternal Music and the commencement of their work *The Tortoise, His Dreams and Journeys* (1964). It aims to investigate several key characteristics of Young’s oeuvre, such as his use of extended duration and sustained sounds, conceptual sounds, and his deployment of whole number ratios as a compositional tool. This is accompanied by an examination of a number of factors that Young has cited as key influences for his mature aesthetic, including natural and environmental sounds, experimental composition, and the music of India and Japan. Most importantly, this chapter will track the development of Young’s concept of listening ‘inside a sound’, and the alterations to this kind of listening brought about by each successive composition.

Young has been a subject in numerous surveys on experimental music and sound arts of the 1960s, and is widely considered to be one of the founding figures of Minimal music. However, while many of those works have produced an historical examination of Young’s work, their discussion of the sonic and auditory aspects of his
compositions and installations is often limited, perhaps due to the disciplinary restraints of musicology or art history. Through its attention to the use of sine waves and simple acoustic phenomena, this reading aims to provide a more focussed account of sound and listening in Young’s work.

The period under investigation largely presages the use of actual sine tones in Young’s work. It does, however, see Young begin to align himself with the philosophical tradition in music - in the west dating back to Pythagoras - that employs a descriptive practice centred on number, finding its most succinct expression in Fourier analysis. As previous chapters have indicated, sine waves are ever present within this numerical discourse due to their privileged position at the heart of Fourier analysis. However, theories of number notwithstanding, this section will illustrate a series of parallels between the sounds Young would use in his compositions during this period and two particular aspects of sine waves: infinite duration and harmonic stasis. It will also chart Young’s initial encounters with the types of simple acoustic phenomena that he would later exploit more fully in his work with sine waves, such as acoustical beats, standing waves and combination tones. This is also a period of reduction and refinement in terms of the sonic resources Young would employ. After the brush with the work of John Cage that directly influenced more broad-spectrum work such as 2 sounds, this chapter will chart the progressive delimiting of both Young’s instrumentation and of the sonic content of his work.

**Constant beginnings and listenings**

The tale of the rustic early life of La Monte Young has been so often repeated as to have accumulated a somewhat mythic aura. Born in a log cabin in Bern, Idaho in 1935, the story of him listening to the sound made by wind blowing across the
crisscrossed logs as a small child is cited (by him and others) as the origin of his appreciation of long tones and their subsequent incorporation into his music. However, in accounts of his youth Young actually identifies four additional examples from his childhood where he had what he considered “sound experiences of constant frequency”: the sounds of insects; sounds produced by steam escaping, from tea-kettle to train whistles; resonances from geographic areas such as valleys, lakes, and plains; and sounds produced by telephone poles and motors. In light of the work he would go on to produce, this last example was later considered by Young to be particularly significant: “Actually, the first sustained single note at a constant pitch, without a beginning or end, that I heard as a child that did not have a beginning or ending was the sound of telephone poles - the hum of the wires.”

Rather than the naturally produced whistle of wind through the logs, which came and went with the weather, the electrical infrastructure was a source of constant sound, unchanging and ever available (aside from malfunction or maintenance). Whereas acoustic ecologists such as R. Murray Schafer and Barry Truax characterise electrical hum as a ‘flat line’ sound - an invariable and technologised addition to the underlying strata of the ‘soundscape’ to which attention can only be paid problematically at best - to Young the hum was irreducibly environmental as it formed a pre-existing part of his milieu. This alternation in the position of natural sounds and technological sounds, played out amid the landscape of rural Idaho, results in both the whistle of the wind and the hum of electricity to be able to be conceived of as sonic markers capable of conveying a notion of the physical environment. Young would often listen to the sound of the transformers at the local power plant, just as he would listen to the sounds of owls in the local canyons, and even had a favourite telephone pole.

Relocating to Los Angeles in the early 1940s, the more conventional aspects of Young’s musical life included learning the saxophone, and participating in the musical
activities of the Mormon Church in which he and his family were heavily involved. After another brief interval of rural life in Utah, Young returned to Los Angeles and continued his musical development formally. He established an interest in jazz during his high school years, especially the work of Charlie Parker, Miles Davis and Lee Konitz, and became a proficient saxophonist, performing with jazz bands in formal and improvised settings. First at Los Angeles City College, then at UCLA, he studied the music of Schoenberg and Webern, and was instructed in twelve-tone or serial composition, at that time the prevailing style within the academy.

Importantly, the music department at UCLA was a centre for ethnomusicology and was renowned for its vast library of recorded music from around the world. Young became an ethnomusicology minor, and availed himself of the opportunity to listen to a wide range of music. UCLA was also home to a number of Japanese music specialists and had its own student gagaku orchestra, whose rehearsals Young often listened in on. Gagaku, traditionally an austere ritual music, represents the oldest form of harmonic music still in existence, dating from the seventh century. It is a stately music of drones, silences and harmonic stasis. Many of these aspects are exemplified by the sho - a multi-reeded mouth organ on which a number of pitches are sustained for long periods. Many members of the post-war artistic community on the west coast of America had incorporated aspects of east Asian or ‘oriental’ culture, adopting a range of literary and musical influences and philosophical positions (a move soon to be popularised by the rise of the so-called ‘beat’ movement in the wake of the publication of Jack Kerouac’s On the Road in 1957). Young was no exception; alongside his ethnomusicology studies, he read haiku while at high school, and the Tao while a college student. Young has acknowledged that this period formed a break with the rather authoritarian notions of religion that had characterised his Mormon upbringing.
Around this time Young also encountered the recording of Indian sarod player Ali Akbar Khan, performing *Raga Sindh Bhairavi* on Angel Records - the first popularly available recording of Indian music in the USA. It was the first time he heard the *tamboura*, the long-stringed instrument that provides the backing drone of Indian ‘classical’ music, and Young was clearly taken by his discovery: “You know the tamboura is the continuous drone, and I was just crazy about the sound of the tamboura. I used to spend hours in my room at my grandmother’s house listening to this recording.” Young’s later compatriots Henry Flynt and Tony Conrad would also cite this record as being influential in their musical development.

Although there were other compositions from this era, the most significant is Young’s *Trio for Strings* (1958) for violin, viola, and cello. This work, executed within the twelve-tone system, calls for each instrument to sustain a series of long notes - some of them over four minutes in duration - separated by lengthy silences. These notes combine to form static dyads and chords, and as Kyle Gann has noted, this work marks the beginning of Young’s concern with sustained intervals. Young cites the influence of serialist composer Anton Webern on *Trio for Strings*, noting that sound and silence in Webern’s compositions were treated as being of equal importance. He also notes Webern’s tendency to repeat pitches at the same octave position within a section of a movement. Young interpreted this repetition of pitches as a form of stasis in terms of the harmonic content of the music, as each iteration presented “the same information repeated over and over and over again.” This element of harmonic stasis exists in abundance in *Trio for Strings*. As a work comprised only of individual tones, intervals and silences, it has a harmonic or vertical construction, rather than a melodic, ‘horizontal’ one. The long tones, lack of modulation between keys and extended duration (approximately fifty eight minutes) are all components that will resurface in Young’s mature work, but not before an important intervention.
Young first encountered the music of John Cage whilst attending the composition seminars during the Darmstadt Festival for New Music held by German electronic music composer Karlheinz Stockhausen. At the time he regarded Stockhausen as “the greatest living composer” and had also encountered electronic composer Richard Maxfield while making his way to Germany (although Young has not expressed that he had any particular interest in making electronic music at this time). However, it was not electronic music but the presentations of the works and theories of Cage - mainly as performed by pianist David Tudor, Cage’s key musical collaborator - that proved to be influential. His absorption of these ideas would not only lead Young away from traditional compositional techniques and the serial music he had studied at university through the use of prose scores and indeterminacy, but towards conceptualism and a new understanding of sound and listening.

Immediately on his return to California, Young composed Vision (1959), a thirteen-minute work to be performed in darkness, with the performers placed around the room. Continuing from Trio for Strings, it contained long sounds played on traditional classical instruments (piano, 2 brass, recorder, 4 bassoons, violin, viola, cello, contrabass), some to be held as long as four minutes. However, these were to be what Young described as “really wild sounds”, with names such as “Howl”, “Growl” and “Herd of Elephants”, suggestive of a kind of primal, naturalistic and perhaps even fundamental model of sonic communication. The timing and arrangement of each sound was determined aleatorically by finding logarithmic relationships between randomly chosen numbers from the telephone directory, which, as Edward Strickland indicates, reveals Young’s debt to both the chance procedures of Cage and to Stockhausen’s pre-determined compositional structures.
Listening inside sounds

At this time Young and his classmate at Berkeley Terry Riley (b. 1935) began providing sound for choreographer Anna Halprin. This accompaniment, later developed into a recording for Halprin called 2 sounds, involved friction sounds created by scraping metal objects across glass, tin, wood and metal surfaces for extended periods. One realisation involved Young dragging a gong across a concrete floor while Riley scraped a wastebasket against a wall, much to the displeasure of the audience. The experience of performing this type of work had a profound effect on Young, which he outlined in his “Lecture 1960” (itself heavily influenced by Cage’s Indeterminacy [1959], in that it was comprised of anecdotal passages to be read in any order), delivered to a class in contemporary music at Anna Halprin Dancer’s Workshop in the summer of 1960:

When the sounds are very long... it can be easier to get inside of them. Sometimes when I was making a long sound, I began to notice I was looking at the dancers and the room from the sound instead of hearing the sound from some position in the room. I began to feel the parts and motions of the sound more, and I began to see how each sound was its own world and that this world was only similar to our world in that we experienced it through our own bodies, that is, in our own terms. I could see that sounds and all the other things in the world were just as important as human beings and that if we could to some degree give ourselves up to them, the sounds and other things that is, we enjoyed the possibility of learning something new. By giving ourselves up to them, I mean getting inside of them to some extent so that we can experience another world. This is not so easily explained but more easily experienced.
Much has been made of this facet of Young’s subsequent practice, and his description of the experience of being ‘inside a sound’ is pivotal. It describes an encounter with a particular kind of sound as much as it does a kind of listening. Listening ‘inside a sound’ becomes for Young shorthand for an inextricable integration of the sonic and the auditory - the conflation of what is heard and how it is heard into a single, and for him singular, experience. However, in order to investigate what Young meant by being ‘inside a sound’, it is important to tease out the parameters of the listening experience he described.

Given the account that Young has provided, it would seem that listening ‘inside a sound’ was not something that could be experienced with just any sound, or in any context. Instead, it required plenty of sound to be heard and also an equal willingness to listen to that amount of sound, and could occur only within a specific context that featured this kind of sonic abundance and auditory specificity in equal amounts. As such, one of the most apparent factors of this context is **sustain**. This is exercised sonically both in terms of maintaining the duration of the sounds, and through maintaining the harmonic or frequency structure of the sound to be heard ‘inside’ of. Individual sounds were required to be lengthened in duration to the point of appearing continuous, and combinations of different sounds have to be sustained almost to the point of stasis, so that the harmonic content of the sound could be perceived. In Young’s scheme, it was not just sound, but audition that had to be maintained for extended periods, with listeners needing to persevere in the face of what, in the case of 2 sounds, might otherwise be regarded as harsh or unpleasant sounds in order to have the experience Young found so profound. Listening ‘inside’ this sustained sound would involve an equally sustained listening - one prepared to hang in there for the duration.

The second significant factor is that of **profusion**, whereby various physical aspects of sound, particularly frequency range and amplitude, needed to be present in
large quantities. In 2 sounds this was accounted for in the broad-spectrum sounds produced by the scraping metal and concrete, but also evident in the tendency towards producing sounds at high volume. Of course, an individual listener could not somehow be ‘profuse’, although identification with the sound by experiencing it through the body, as Young described, might grant feelings of expansion. Instead, for listening ‘inside a sound’ to occur, it required listeners to exercise a kind of profusion of reception in allowing all the sounds and noises present to form their experience of listening, not just a select group of pitches, frequencies, or rhythms.

According to Young, this particular combination of sounds and listening induced a unique situation, where sound comes to both define a physical space and to be realised within it. The combined effects of sustain and profusion can be seen as playing important roles in creating the sense of immersion in sound that Young’s account describes. The long durations involved diminished the ability of the sounds to indicate the passing of time, eschewing a melodic line in favour of a harmonic or vertical construction, highlighting the aspect of timbre. The profusion of frequencies would also have induced a sense of spatiality, situating the listener inside an overall mass of sound, accompanied by the overwhelming sensation of immersion created by volume, which would have contributed to Young’s experience of inhabiting a physical sound environment.

However, as Young’s account shows, listening ‘inside a sound’ cannot simply be a product of a sound with these attributes, requiring as it did the considered and sustained attention of the listener. There is an element of passivity or perhaps even submission in his call for listeners to ‘give over’ to the sounds in order to have an experience of its component nature, which for Young was emblematic of sound containing a “different kind of existence.” However, the harmonic and temporal stasis would have contributed to this focusing on the “parts and motions” within the sound
mass, and were therefore an important factors in effecting in Young’s work a shift in the relationship between sound and aurality as it was traditionally approached in a musical situation. His experience of listening ‘inside a sound’ moved away from one of ‘following along’ a sequence of notes or events in a song or symphony, becoming instead one of ‘listening around’ to the range of sounds present, much as one might in a forest, city street or other environmental situation. This emphasis upon the alteration of the listener’s relationship to sound, and an attention to the physical relationship between sound and its environment, both of which being activated through extended durations, would remain central to Young’s concerns and be subject to continuous re-voicing throughout subsequent compositions.

Following the scraping metal and glass of 2 sounds was Poem for Chairs, Tables, Benches, etc. (1960), which involved the production of friction sounds by moving pieces of furniture across the floor. The objects and floor surface were unspecified, as were the duration of the work and the type of sounds to be produced, using randomly generated numbers in the same manner as Vision for determining the timing and ordering of events. With its open-ended duration, and the incorporation of any occurrence - sonic or otherwise - into its ambit (an obvious debt to the inclusive rhetoric of Cage), Poem for Chairs, Tables, Benches, etc. exhibited the beginnings of what Michael Nyman would describe as Young’s tendency towards “compulsive universality.” This is not to say that Young would continue to exercise these tendencies in such a manner. In fact, Young has found it necessary in hindsight to highlight what he considered the more influential aspects of duration and listening experience, rather than the sonic content of these works, stressing that he and Riley were working with “very irrational timbres,” as opposed to the music of ratios Young would go on to develop.

Another important work also had its genesis during this period. Initially performed as an improvisation for Anna Halprin in April 1960, X to Henry Flynt (1960),
as it came to be known as, reined in the free-form aspects of 2 sounds through the use of repetition.\textsuperscript{28} Primarily realised as a percussive work, the ‘X’ of the title represented the number of repetitions to be made of a single sound at regular intervals. Typically the numbers chosen were large, such as the debut performance of the scored version of the work given by Toshi Ichiyanagi in 1961, which involved five hundred and sixty six repetitions.\textsuperscript{29} While the work did receive realisations as clusters of piano notes played with the forearm, it was renowned for being performed on beaten metal, be it a gong, frypan or pot.\textsuperscript{30} While these kinds of metallic sounds could be easily identified with the sense of sonic profusion found in the abrasive sounds of 2 sounds, the use of repetition in producing sustained sound redefined the overall listening experience. As Douglas Kahn has noted, this repetition acts to suspend the temporal flow, allowing the listener to hold the sounds “still within time, so that the acoustical intricacies might be perceived,” making explicit an act of examination and investigation within the experience of listening inside a sound, and giving X to Henry Flynt further significance in the face of Young’s later work with sine waves.\textsuperscript{31} The relentless repetition also showed how a single sound source could produce enough harmonic content in order to induce an experience of listening ‘inside a sound’, a concept would be reflected in Young’s use of harmonic theory for delineating pitch material in his later compositions.\textsuperscript{32}

Later in 1960 Young moved to New York, ostensibly to study electronic composition with Richard Maxfield at the New School for Social Research.\textsuperscript{33} Through Maxfield he became acquainted with artists later involved with the Fluxus movement, such as George Brecht, Jackson Mac Low, Yoko Ono and Nam June Paik, several of whom had studied with John Cage in his composition and experimental composition classes at the New School. By the end of the year Young and Ono gave a series of loft concerts featuring conceptual and proto-Fluxus compositions by artists including Henry Flynt, Simone Forti, Toshi Ichiyanagi, Robert Morris, and Young himself.
Young’s pieces of this time moved even further away from his serialist education, relying more on prose instructions for performative actions, of often unspecified or extended durations, which formed part of what he later called the Theatre of the Single Event (a term that could easily describe the earlier *X to Henry Flynt*). Like other artists in this early Fluxus era, Young’s compositions often extended mundane or pedestrian non-musical situations to their (il)logical conclusion as a mechanism to extract poetic or aesthetic meanings from everyday existence. Many practitioners were inspired by the influence of Zen and other ‘eastern’ philosophies, often following the lead of Cage, in its elevation of the quotidian and the effacement of the self, as well as the championing of ‘enlightened understanding’ over rational meaning. Fluxus also borrowed strongly from Dada in its disruption of ordinary, everyday behaviour, often incorporating boredom, violence and repetition.

Young’s series *Compositions 1960* (1960) shows a range of conceptual approaches for questioning and destabilising the prevailing notions of composition and performance of the era. Performer-audience relationships are challenged in *Composition 1960 #4*, in which the lights of the performance space would be turned off, and later back on again; the period of darkness in between constituting the work. In *Composition 1960 #6*, the performers on stage mimic the usual activities of an audience: sitting in rows, conversing, leaning on a bar, and so on.

Some pieces incorporated what might be classed as ‘natural’ sounds. *Composition 1960 #2* involved the building and lighting of a fire in front of an audience. *Composition 1960 #5* also uses natural sounds, but in this case it is the inaudible sound of butterfly wings. The score called for any number of butterflies to be released into a space, the performance ending when they had finally flown from the room. *Composition 1960 #15* consists simply of the statement: “This piece is little whirlpools in the middle of the ocean.” These last two works presented a situation where the sonic content of the work,
while notionally extant, was either absent or inaccessible to the unaided ear, rendering them inaudible. The sonic aspects these inaudible sounds were instead realised through a kind of poetics of nature, allowing that these sounds could form the work, if only we had ears with which to hear them. As such they explore a liminal zone of operation where audibility could be supplanted by possibility - a theme that Young continued throughout his work in his later use of technology and acoustic theories.

Other compositions treated sound on a more strictly conceptual level. These conceptual sounds are in evidence in the graphic score of Composition 1960 #9, which consisted of a single straight line on a piece of card. As if partially responsible for its predecessor, Composition 1960 #10 held the simple instruction “Draw a straight line and follow it.” Young would adopt this not only as his compositional strategy, but as his total compositional output for the following year. In January of 1961, Young divided the year into twenty-nine equal divisions to indicate what he considered to be the average number of works he produced in a year. All of these works contained the same instruction: “Draw a straight line and follow it.” Young performed Compositions 1961 #1-#29 (1961) in March at ‘A Concert of Avant-Garde Music’ at Harvard University organised by composer Henry Flynt, and again later as his contribution to the loft series in May. To realise this work Young used a plumb line to draw twenty-nine chalk lines on the floor, with each new line drawn over the last.34

The most important work from this series in terms of the further development of long tones in Young’s compositions is Composition 1960 #7. Written in July of that year, it was the only one of the series to employ standard musical notation. The score consisted of a staff with a treble clef displaying a B below and F# above middle C - an interval referred to as a ‘perfect fifth’- accompanied by the instruction “to be held for a long time.” As such it draws together a number of significant threads. Most obvious is the return of the long tones of Trio for Strings, but here extended to a continuum of fixed
pitch, recalling both the tamboura drone of Indian music and the sustained harmonic intervals of gagaku. However, more significant is how Composition 1960 #7 relates to the earlier 2 sounds. There is again a strict delimitation of tonal resources, in line with 2 sounds, from which a range of effects are drawn. Edward Strickland has commented that in performance Composition 1960 #7 moves from “the conceptual realm to the realm of Minimal music - very minimal indeed in terms of technical complexity but not necessarily in terms of content.” As with 2 sounds, Composition 1960 #7 was capable of providing elements of sustain and profusion that were sufficient to allow listening ‘inside a sound’ to take place. Extending duration indefinitely would cause the two tones to delaminate, enabling their harmonics to become more apparent as individual components within the overall sound. However, unlike 2 sounds, Composition 1960 #7 indicated an important shift in Young’s music, in so far as this new conceptualisation of sound and listening could now be enacted within a more ‘traditional’ musical framework (albeit an extremely reductive one) in its utilisation of a conventional score, instrumentation, and tonal resources.

Composition 1960 #7 also marks the beginnings of Young’s attempts to control various forms of noise within his aesthetic, often exercised through suppression or exclusion of particular sounds or methods of producing sound, or through the incorporation of previously errant factors into his musical programme. From Composition 1960 #7 onward, Young would move away from the broad spectrum friction sounds found in 2 sounds (scrapings, screeching, gratings), Vision, and other broad spectrum sounds such as fire and conversation, in favour of instruments, voices and devices that delivered tones and pitches. With this return to conventional instrumental tonality with Composition 1960 #7, elements that had previously marked Young’s initial description of ‘being inside a sound’ were now left outside. In moving away from indeterminate compositions utilising everyday sounds to a musical score, the sense of inhabitation that
had previously been located between two noises could now be enacted in the space between two notes, effectively placing the listener ‘inside the interval’ defined by B and F#. With listeners now located inside a space of audition bordered by two lines of tone, Young allowed that this engulfing aspect of sound could be activated not only through broad-spectrum sounds but the relationship between two musical notes in harmonic combination. As such it denotes a process of delineation, both in terms of sketching out the future of Young’s compositional strategies, and also of forming sound into lines, much as he had already done visually - here into single notes, later into the single frequencies of sine tones.

**Pre-Tortoise music**

In the spring of 1962 Young formed a performance group with poet and hand drummer Angus MacLise (1938-1979). Influenced by John Coltrane and North Indian *shenai* player Bismillah Khan, Young had developed a distinctive rapid style of modal improvisation on both the soprano and sopranino saxophones, which involved blowing a flurry of modally related notes at a furious rate, in order to give the impression of one continuous chord. Inspired by his interest in the role of the tamboura in Indian music (or perhaps Composition 1960 #9 which he had performed on occasion as one continuous pitch\(^1\)), he added dancer Simone Forti to the group to sing drone, who was soon replaced by visual artist Marian Zazeela (b. 1940) on vocal drone and later harmonium.\(^2\) Zazeela and Young married the following year and have remained close artistic collaborators since this period. Billy Linich also joined for a period on guitar and additional vocal drone. By July of 1962 this group was regularly performing their open-ended, meandering improvisations at 10-4 Gallery in Manhattan.\(^3\)
These performances attracted the attention of violinist Tony Conrad (b. 1940), an acquaintance of Young’s who had moved to New York after completing a degree in Mathematics at Harvard University. They had met when Conrad had visited Berkeley in 1959 and subsequently maintained a correspondence. Conrad joined the group early in 1963, his initial contribution being a one-note violin drone, which after a month’s performances he extended to two notes with the interval of a ‘perfect fifth.’ This pleased Young no end, who saw it as contiguous with his Composition 1960 #7.

Conrad had found his own way to drone-based music. Finding that his teenaged charge was uninterested in the nineteenth century repertoire, Conrad’s violin teacher had introduced him to exercises in intonation and tunings, where he was encouraged to play slowly as an aid to hearing accuracy of pitch. He became interested in the contemporary music scene while a student at Harvard. Christian Wolff, one of John Cage’s close associates, was a graduate student at the time (as was David Behrman and Frederic Rzewski), and a conduit for information on new music.

Touring in Europe after completing his degree, Conrad discovered the Mystery Sonatas of 17th century composer Heinrich Ignaz Biber. He was intrigued by the sound of these works for scordatura (retuned) violin, with their long pedal tones, open fingerings and double-stop playing (the bowing of two strings simultaneously), along with the basis for their composition: “I perceived Biber’s music as having been constructed according to timbre, not melody.” Conrad employed the same slow and careful approach he had used in his earlier exercises in intonation, which had the effect of emphasising the Mystery Sonatas’ idiosyncratic timbre: “My body merged with the body of the violin; our resonances melted together in the rich dark colors, harsh bright headlights. Slower, slower.” Like Young, Conrad had been struck by the recording of Ali Akbar Khan, and through Indian classical music found a further vindication of his emergent drone-based performance style.
One of Conrad’s earliest performances with the group was the premiere of Young’s work for bowed string instruments *The Second Dream of The High-Tension Line Stepdown Transformer from The Four Dreams of China* (1963). This was a version of a larger composition, *The Four Dreams of China* (1962), which Young had written during a cross-country car trip the previous year. The debut performance took place outdoors during the YAM festival staged by George Brecht and Robert Watts at artist George Segal’s farm in North Brunswick, New Jersey in May 1963. Young and Conrad were part of an expanded ensemble that included Zazeela, MacLise, artist Larry Poons, and photographer and filmmaker Jack Smith.\(^{47}\) Although composed two years after *Composition 1960 #7*, this new work harked back to the earlier *Trio for Strings*. Both pieces feature long tones interspersed with long silences but differ in their choice of musical materials. *Trio for Strings* followed the serialist twelve-tone system for its harmonic and pitch construction, whereas *The Second Dream* contained just four pitches (actually drawn from the opening of *Trio for Strings*). Structurally it is a rule-governed improvisation, with instructions determining which pitches can be played together and in what order, with the result being a series of held harmonies, each rising out of and returning to silence, but retaining a drone-like continuity.\(^{48}\)

Young credits *The Second Dream* with expanding the time structure in his work - in this case, from the indefinite to the infinite:

Each performance is woven out of an eternal fabric of silence and sound where the first sound emerges from a long silence, and after the last sound the performance does not end but merely evanesces back into silence until a new group of musicians “picks up” the same set of pitches again, or from time to time, emphasising the audible aspects of the performance.\(^{49}\)
While the duration of individual long tones are to some degree defined by the rules governing which tones may be sounded together, the silences in between performances could be of any length. It becomes a work containing both performed and unperformed parts, with the vast bulk of the duration comprised of the latter. Unlike later works which rely on constant tones to enact Young’s notion of the eternal, in *The Second Dream* ‘eternity’ is realised through silence, or more specifically, through not playing - through the cessation of the ‘audible’ content of the work (not to mention those epochs of unplayed time that preceded the first performance). In relation to this work Young has cited both his early experiences with wind sounds and the constant hum of electricity. However, as it is punctuated with vast silences or cessations of playing, *The Second Dream* really only draws on the vicissitudes associated with the first. The influence of the continuous power station drone on his music would become more evident later.

**Numbers, intervals and ratios**

Apart from already having developed a drone-based performance style, Conrad was to bring another important factor to the group. Young credits Conrad, a trained mathematician, with introducing him to the mathematical description of relationships between notes as simple numerical frequency ratios. It provided them with both a method for choosing new notes to add to the drone, and a means by which to categorise the relationship between notes. By February of 1964 Young would begin to notate the majority of his works as whole number ratios.

As has been described in the earlier chapter on nineteenth century acoustics and Fourier analysis, the component or harmonic structure of a so-called ‘musical’ sound can be represented as a series of simple tones - sine tones - the frequencies of which are all whole numbers; therefore, the interval between any two of these individual
frequencies can be expressed as a ratio between two whole numbers. The use of this scheme for the construction of musical scales is referred to as just intonation. Notes for a scale are derived from the harmonic series of a given fundamental, and therefore all intervals between the notes in the scale are expressible as whole number ratios. As such, it differs from the conventional western musical system of equal temperament that divides the octave into twelve evenly spaced notes with the relationships between them initially defined by frequency ratios of 2, 3 and 5. The notes are then slightly retuned to allow greater modulation between keys, the octave being the only remaining interval comprised of whole numbers.

Just intonation is often characterised as a method of deriving notes and scales from the physical properties of sound, and as such is often regarded as a product of nature, not analysis. As earlier chapters may have indicated, these notions are problematised by the abstractions implicit in Fourier analysis and sine tones, and perhaps even by the compound nature of the actual harmonics produced by musical instruments. However, within this stage of the work of Young, Conrad, Zazeela and MacLise, the aim was to define relationships between notes arithmetically as determined by their fundamental frequencies, providing them with a process by which one tone - designated the fundamental - determined all the other pitches to be played. The resources for listening ‘inside a sound’ could therefore be found within one note. Through paying close attention to pitch and to the inner structure of sound, the use of ratios provided the group with what Conrad would later describe as both “an incipient technology and a systematic elaboration of our whole idiom.”

This investigation of whole number ratios not only provided a system for determining a scale, it also proved to have a generative function. Performing the intervals that these ratios introduced another characteristic of tone formation that could be manipulated through an examination of frequency ratios. Conrad began to play two
sustained notes at all times, which produced the acoustic phenomena known as
combination tones through the interaction of the combined frequencies. Sum tones are
often so high as to be inaudible, but difference tones contribute significantly to the
construction of a sound, supplementing or reinforcing the deeper tones. Combination
tones are perceived as separate independent tones, and can combine with the original
tones to produce second order combination tones, and so on. Simply put, playing two
tones together produced more tones, and Young would go on to exploit this
phenomenon in many of his future compositions.

There is an implicit relationship between this system of whole number ratios
and a music that was already structured around a drone. The drone acted as the
fundamental, becoming the baseline for the formulation of ratios. The sustained tones
in their music were already allowing the individual harmonics in their sound to become
more apparent which not only exposed the inner operations of sound, but had the
effect of disassembling the individual pitches into a series of sounds that, according to
Fourier analysis, already had frequencies that matched whole number ratios. Now ratios
could be employed not only to determine the relationships between notes to be played,
but provide a terminology for the describing and codifying sounds that were already
present in their material.

Where the elongation of sound allowed performers and listeners to experience
small alterations and components within the static harmonic construction, ratios became
the method by which these interactions were described. Having establishing the drone
as the context for their music, listening increasingly became a question of one's ability to
listen in - in to the micro-pitch variations and harmonic interactions which would now
be catalogued by a series of ratios on the one hand, and inside or within the
overarching, unitary macro-structure of the sound on the other.
As the first of his truly drone-form works, it is frequently noted in discussions on Young’s tuning theories that his *Composition 1960 #7*, which describes a ‘perfect fifth’ B-F♯, could be easily reinterpreted as an interval with the whole number ratio 3:2. The ‘perfect fifth’ holds a special importance in the equal temperament system. Aside from the octave, the ‘perfect fifth’ is the only interval without minor or major iterations, and as such is considered an exemplary example of ‘musical’ consonance. It is one of the basic forms of harmony across the spectrum of western musical traditions and genres, from classical, to rock, blues and jazz.

Although it is clearly an anachronism, there is some attraction in claiming *Composition 1960 #7* can be represented as the ratio 3:2, seeming as it does to feed into Young’s later preoccupation with whole number ratios. Indeed there is a relationship there, although at this stage it is still founded in Young’s experience of listening rather than the use of number. However, this conflating of the original score and its later interpretation as a numerical ratio elides something more interesting, something that Young himself would later cite as a problem with conventional tonality. He observed a tendency in musicians who play instruments that are of unfixed intonation (especially singers and string players) to instinctively alter the intervals they performed to be those that matched whole number ratios in order to make them sound ‘in tune’, counter to the ‘out of tune’ sounds of equal temperament.

There is an obvious difference between an interval expressed as the ratio 3:2, and the interval B-F♯, irrespective of any notion of intonation. The fundamental frequencies of the notes B and F♯ from *Composition 1960 #7* are 246.94 Hz and 369.99 Hz. Expressed as a ratio of 1, the interval 3:2 becomes 1:1.5 while the ratio for frequencies of the interval B-F♯ is approximately 1:1.4982, where the right hand number is a non-repeating decimal. The microscopic difference between these two intervals may seem insignificant, yet they do yield distinctly different sonic outcomes. Each would
exhibit different aspects of the productive nature of intervals: a performance that replicates the score would produce a slow beating pattern, an acoustic phenomena which appears as an oscillation of amplitude caused by the relationship of the frequencies; a just intonation performance would sound a static chord with lower difference tones. Just as the closeness of the frequencies in the ‘out of tune’ interval B-F# would produce a beating pattern, there is also both a literal and a conceptual beating pattern that occurs due to the difference between the ratios B-F# and 3:2.

With this in mind, Composition 1960 #7, possesses a tension between the work as scored and the work as performed, conveyed by the difference between the intervals 3:2 and B-F#. Given that it represents an interval with a whole number ratio, Young would find 3:2 to sound ‘in tune’. If musicians did display a propensity for performing intervals that sounded more in tune by Young’s definition, then they would have deviated from the work as scored. It is, as with any work, a question of intonation. Any actual performance of Composition 1960 #7 by human musicians would more than likely produce any number of minute variations in intonation, where B-F# and 3:2 would be just two out of an infinite number of possibilities. These tiny fluctuations in pitch and accuracy would create subtle shifts in the overall sound, changing emphasis from one harmonic to another and setting off chains and ripples of acoustic beats, not unlike the interaction between either conception of Composition 1960 #7 and its realisations. This tension between concept and realisation would resurface again (also in the form of acoustical beats) in Young’s later sine wave installation works.

This shift in the use of number as a tool for composition is crucial to the later work of Young, as it indicates both the beginning of his transition from the traditional equal tempered scale to employing a system based on whole number frequency ratios, and a highlighting of not just the interval but particular kinds of intervals as the basis for his compositions. However, as this example aims to show, the vicissitudes of
performance could disrupt abstract idealisations of any system of intonation. Close
listening had already been recognised by Young, Conrad and Zazeela as a primary factor
in the determination of intonation, through perceiving and identifying the products of
the various intervals of their drone-based music. In order to increase their ability to hear
and exploit what are often ephemeral acoustic phenomena, the group, now with the
addition of John Cale, would be drawn towards the electrification of their sound.

A Theatre of Eternal Music

By September 1963 John Cale (b. 1942) had joined the group on viola. Cale had
abandoned the music scholarship that had brought him to America from London,
moving from the rather more sedate confines of a Massachusetts college to New York
City. His introduction to the city’s new music scene was his involvement in John Cage’s
eighteen hour staging of *Vexations* (1893) by French composer Erik Satie. The work for
piano calls for 840 repetitions of a short 180-note passage. Alongside Cale and Cage,
other performers included David Tudor, and composers James Tenney, Philip Corner
and Christian Wolff. This performance also exposed Cale to repetition and extended
duration - two factors he would find in abundance in the group.

Aside from the addition of the viola, Cale was to introduce the group to the
*Tableau Comparatif des Intervalles Musicaux*, written by French ethnomusicologist Alain
Daniélou and published by the Institut Français d'Indologie, in 1958. The book is a
vast catalogue of intervals, and aims to define all of the possible pitch ratios which use
prime numbers smaller than 512. Kyle Gann has described the work as “La Monte
Young's bible”, stating that as such it holds a crucial position in the history of
minimalism. Daniélou had previously published a number of books on the physical
and metaphysical aspects of Indian music, and was one of the key disseminators of
information on Indian music and philosophy in the West in the post-war era. His numerous works proposed a universalised understanding of musical sound based on numerical symbolism, drawing from a range of general correspondences across Greek, Indian, Chinese and western culture.

MacLise left the group to travel early in 1964, which removed the percussive element he provided and tightened the focus on sustained sounds. The group rehearsed for three to four hours at a time on a regular basis, developing greater acuity of intonation, and a much needed stamina. In order to compete with the volume of the saxophone, Conrad and Cale began to amplify their instruments with contact microphones. Cale also modified his viola, flattening the bridge so as to be able to sustain three notes simultaneously. Young and Zazeela also began using amplification, with Young eventually forgoing the saxophone in favour of singing sustained pitches. Completing the electrification of their sound would be the addition of the ‘turtle motor’ - the small filter motor from the aquarium in which Young and Zazeela kept small turtles, amplified via a contact microphone - and eventually an audio frequency oscillator, or sine tone generator.

Along with a new sound, turtles would also provide inspiration for The Tortoise, His Dreams and Journeys (1964-present) - a new work, but one for which each realisation would form only a section, and be given its own title. Although the first public performance in the new electrified configuration occurred earlier in the month, the first performance of The Tortoise, His Dreams and Journeys was in October at the Pocket Theatre, NYC, under the title The Tortoise Droning Selected Pitches from The Holy Numbers for The Two Black Tigers, The Green Tiger and The Hermit. By February of 1965, the group began performing as the Theatre of Eternal Music, with The Tortoise, His Dreams and Journeys comprising its entire repertoire.
Like *The Four Dreams of China*, this new work was also deemed to be of theoretically infinite duration, although this time it was to be enacted by theatrical means. The group would begin playing before the audience were allowed to enter, and after a performance lasting several hours continue to play until the audience had left.\(^65\) Each performance would therefore function as one portion of the overall work, but unlike *The Four Dreams of China* that maintained its existence between successive performances through its inaudible or silent movements, the performances of *The Tortoise, His Dreams and Journeys* implied an unbroken continuum of sound. The electrical drone of the turtle motor harked back to the constant sound of the transformer hum from Young’s childhood. The incorporation of the sine wave, predicated in its abstract form as being of infinite duration, completed the picture.

Amplification played a pivotal role in both realising and defining the group sound. It also aligned this ‘dream music’ (as it was increasingly known) with the world of popular music. This would later turn to influence when John Cale began performing with Lou Reed (and also MacLise and Conrad at different times) in an outfit that would become The Velvet Underground. As Conrad wrote at the time, the technologies of sound reproduction and amplification provided the group with a new context in which to operate:

> Ours is the first generation with tape, with proper amplification to break down the dictatorial sonority barriers erected by the master instruments of the cultures. It is no longer necessary to press upon groaning mechanical instrumentation to produce the terrific power and sonority necessary for dealing with partial complexity and without shattering the all-important sound - the throbbing reverberance that has fixed musical attention on consonance and formal design.\(^66\)
Not only did the use of sound reproduction technology allow for the production of loud sounds, but for amplification of small sounds, and acted as an aid for listening into the interaction between otherwise inaudible or subaudible acoustic phenomena such as harmonics and difference tones.

The electrification of the group not only reproduced the sounds of the instruments and voices - it became a source of other sounds. As an artefact of the technology, noise in the form of electrical hum had to either be excluded, or incorporated into the group sound. The steady sound of the turtle motor, as Young points out, represented a solution to the issue of unwanted sound:

In c.1965, I selected the 120-cycle hum of the aquarium motor for a drone in order to keep our drone in tune with the frequency of the 60 Hz AC power supplied by Con Edison. 60 Hz is the drone of the city and, in those days, all too frequently showed up as hum in our sound systems. Of course, the 120-hertz hum would have already ‘showed up’ in Young and Zazeela’s apartment due to the use of the motor in their pet turtles’ aquarium. As the group frequently rehearsed at the apartment, it suggests that the decision to incorporate the hum of electricity may also have been influenced by its presence as a persistent sound at the site of rehearsals.

Now that it had been safely re-categorised as the fundamental frequency of their drone, amplifier hum could be put to use in effacing itself:

We were tuning to a 60-cycle hum. The third harmonic was 60 cycles tuned to the hum of the refrigerator, or to the hum of the amplifier system. In order to tune you
had to hold one of the cables, then Tony would tune first and everybody else would tune.  

This technique of incorporation not only yielded practical results; it also important conceptual ramifications. Designating the system hum as the fundamental drone frequency had the combined effect of removing noise from their music and of ‘musicalising’ the sound of electrical hum, and therefore by extension the continual hum of the modern electrified environment. Returning to Young’s claim, which situates the ever-present ‘hum of the wires’ within an environmental context, this musicalising of electrical hum equates a technological artefact - one with its own particular and finite history (that being the history of urban electrification) - with a natural condition. As Young had now incorporated this hum into his work as a musical sound (through its new found conceptualisation as the fundamental drone) he would now also be able to apply the same naturalistic conceptualisations he had inscribed in electrical sound to his music. The ever-present hum of the wires from Young’s youth now resurfaced in the ever-present hum of the 60 Hz electronic drone. Its ubiquitous presence in the urban environment meant that the fundamental tone of their composition was heard everywhere. This transcended the theatrical devices the group had employed in order to give their work a sense of the infinite, and provided an actual sonic continuity between performances, and therefore enacted another facet of Young’s sought after sense of eternity.

**Sustaining sounds**

Charting the work of La Monte Young up to the introduction of sine waves has in part been a study of his progressive extension or prolongation of duration, and the
significant role it has played in Young’s developing aesthetic. Young progressed from long instrumental tones, to broad-spectrum sounds of unspecified duration (2 sounds), to musical intervals held ‘for a long time’, and finally to compositions of which the durations are theoretically infinite. This effect has been aided by the addition of electrical sound, such as the ‘turtle motor’, and through performance gestures. This tracing exposes the elements of his work that lean most closely towards the condition of the sine wave, in terms of their extended duration and their frequency composition, on both an acoustic and conceptual level.

This mapping also shows that alongside Young’s prolongation of duration, there was a corresponding series of reductions, the implications of which would become even more apparent in Young’s future compositions. The first of these is a reduction of musical resources, shifting away from the random, noisy sounds of tin cans, metal and glass, the scrapes of moving furniture, conceptual sounds, and natural sounds, towards a more traditional instrumentarium, with string instruments and voices holding notes and intervals of extended duration. Accordingly, the sonic space in which Young’s notion of listening ‘inside a sound’ could occur had also been subjected to a similar reduction. Having identified sustain and profusion as the significant factors in the experience of this inhabited form of audition, this mapping has followed the progressive shift from listening inside the noisy space of 2 sounds to the rather more consonant interval between two notes. Composition and performance has also been similarly reduced to the production and sustaining of these particular types of intervals. However, the focusing on accuracy of execution by the Theatre of Eternal Music also produced sum and difference tones, along with other associated acoustic phenomena - highlighting how the reductive aspects of this style of performance in turn developed into a variety of generative procedures.
Listening had also come to the fore as an important performance practice, but one enacted within a context of the electrical amplification of sound. While the ‘close listening’ of the Theatre of Eternal Music allowed them to attend to the minutiae of sound production, the use of amplification facilitated this greater focus on progressively finer sonic components, and made subtle changes in the overall mass of droning sound more audible. Amplification and focussed listening would continue to be important hallmarks of Young’s future work. However, as he moved closer to the introduction of sine tones in order to achieve greater accuracy of pitch, notions of noise and disturbance would need to be more clearly delineated from musical content. The electrification and amplification used by the Theatre of Eternal Music had already provided its own problems in the form of system hum and noise, although these problematic elements were eventually incorporated into the overall musical structure. The Theatre of Eternal Music effected the removal of noise from their overall sound via the rhetorical and literal interpolation of system hum as their fundamental tone. As Young turned to sine waves in order to enact greater control over the sound of his future projects, new definitions and delimitations of sound, listening and the role of technology would begin to play an even larger role in his oeuvre.
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4. **Listening to sine waves in the *Dream House* and the ear: La Monte Young, 1966-1974**

The second part of the case study of sine waves and simple acoustic phenomena in the work of La Monte Young will deal briefly with the last stages of the inaugural Theatre of Eternal Music in 1966, before examining in detail his use of sine waves in the period from late 1966 until 1974. During this time, Young would primarily concern himself with two works: the ‘sine-tone installation’ *Dream House* and his composition *Map of 49's Dream The Two Systems of Eleven Sets of Galactic Intervals Ornamental Lightyears Tracery* (1966-present). Although they have separate theoretical and conceptual origins, the two works would later become intertwined, with one providing a context for the other. Both also would rely on the formal and conceptual properties attributed to sine waves. Additionally, there would also be an important third work in the form of Marian Zazeela’s projection piece *Ornamental Lightyears Tracery*.

Surprisingly, little writing on Young has concentrated on this era, due in part to the dearth of compositions.¹ However, this eight-year period represents an important stage in Young’s career, consolidating his compositional and aesthetic position, working methods and philosophy. Fortunately, several of Young’s own writings began to appear in print in the latter part of the 1960s, producing some clear statements on his thought processes at the time. Unlike the earlier Theatre of Eternal Music performances, the
work from this period is indisputably Young’s own, and as such it is a vehicle for his theories on music, psychology and perception.²

This chapter shall examine in closer detail the interaction between these works by focussing on the role that sine waves have to play in both their conception and execution. In doing so it will canvass Young’s compositional strategy and philosophy, charting the expansion of his use of number as a determining factor of composition, which will in turn influence his theory not only of music, but of hearing, spatiality, and perception. In doing so it will examine Young’s methods for controlling potentially problematic sounds and effects (in this instance the sounds of technology and nature), his notion of a composed sonic environment, and his conception of acoustical concepts such as the propagation of sound in space and the nature of sound itself.

**Tail of the Tortoise**

The sonic and conceptual effects of ‘dream music’ continued to compound: with the addition of electronic sounds to *The Tortoise, His Dreams and Journeys* the Theatre of Eternal Music was able to realise a greater density of sonic texture. The modified viola of John Cale allowed him to hold three pitches. Tony Conrad, employing double-stop technique on the violin, provided another two. The voices of Zazeela and Young held one each, as did the turtle motor and the sine tone generator, allowing the group to produce up to nine sustained pitches at a time.³ The intervallic relationships between these pitches also lead to the formation of sum and difference tones, adding to the overall mass of sound. As mentioned earlier, these secondary tones would in turn interact with the original tones, forming further pitches, and so on. The sustaining of pitches for long durations would also allow for the individual harmonics of the
instrumental and vocal sounds to become more apparent, creating even greater harmonic complexity.

An important factor in the production of the ‘dream music’ sound was instrumental and vocal timbre. Timbre, the characteristic sound attributable to an instrument or voice, has traditionally been defined through the relationship between the amplitudes of the harmonics of a given sound. However, as Jean-Claude Risset discovered in his attempts to synthesise trumpet sounds at Bell Laboratories on the 1960s, variations of the harmonic spectrum over time were crucial for the development of timbre.\(^4\) The attack and decay stages of a tone, known as \textit{transients}, are one of the key factors in forming the identity of instrumental sounds. With the tones of the Theatre of Eternal Music, where the attack and decay of individual notes had been subsumed by an overwhelming sustain, identification of specific instruments was partially confounded. Not only were the strings and voices assimilated into the overall sound, the reduction in individuation along with the interplay between the elongated pitches generated a phantom instrumentarium. The combined effect of these acoustic phenomena added the sound of “tubas, trombones, double basses, and cellos that, you notice, we don’t have in the group but whose sounds are apparent on the speakers.”\(^5\)

The experience of participating in the formation of this particular type of group sound was vastly different from other performance situations, as Tony Conrad indicates:

The quality of listening inside the sound, once our playing began to approach rational frequency ratios very closely, became different from other listening experiences. Our unfamiliar intervals, built on tones and timbres which are alien to the vocabulary of 20th century common practice, were surprisingly sonorous - dissonant but not discordant. Ripples of beats, in various ranges of the frequency spectrum,
emphasised various aspects of the performance - its focus on timbre, its demands for technical accuracy, and its engagement with rhythm as an aspect of pitch.⁶

This focussing on the minute interactions of sound production illustrates how, at the same time as their performance strategies were signalling a drive towards conceptually infinite duration, the act of listening for the performers was being conversely directed towards a moment-by-moment assessment of pitches, intervals and their effects. This intersection of extended tones and continuous scrutiny allowed for finer and finer degrees of discrimination: "We lived inside the sound, for years. As our precision increased, almost infinitesimal pitch changes would become glaring smears across the surface of the sound."⁷ As Douglas Kahn has noted, through focussing on both the internal interrelationships of the interval and the opportunities for those interrelationships to generate further sounds, the Theatre of Eternal Music “worked within a very specific telos of western art music where hearing harmonies would become hearing liminal harmonic phenomena.”⁸

Even if the music could be conceived of as being “eternal”, no group could last forever. John Cale left late in 1965 to concentrate his efforts on the Velvet Underground, replaced by Terry Riley, who joined Zazeela and Young in the vocal drone. Riley remained with the group for several concerts in 1966, but was absent for the final concert in August 1966 at the Sundance Festival in Upper Black Eddy, Pennsylvania.⁹ Shortly afterwards, Conrad and Young became involved in a disagreement over the rigidity of the rules governing pitch selection. This led to Young abandoning rehearsals, which effectively ended the group.¹⁰ However, even before the end of this first version of the Theatre of Eternal Music, Young had already telegraphed the future direction of his music - one that would lead away from traditional instruments towards the rendering of his project in sine tones:
Now I’ve become more interested in controlling which harmonics are present at any given time. This is not easy to do with conventional instruments and voices, but I have developed a technique that allows me to emphasize, for instance, the seventh harmonic or the third harmonic, or, quite possibly, some other harmonics. With the use of electronic equipment, I should be able to set up situations in which I can have precisely, and only, the seventh harmonic or the ninth harmonic, as they are required. In other words I’m really interested in a very precisely articulated situation - I always have been. I’m interested in the most clear and sparse sounds - in control and in knowing what I’m doing.11

Sine waves, ‘drift’ and assembling the Dream House

With the end of this first version of the Theatre of Eternal Music, Young began a new era of work by combining an older idea - that of an environment containing continuously sounding compositions - with his newest sound source: the sine tone generator. Doing so would create a moveable space of controlled articulation for Young, providing both sonic content and a performance context, and resulted in both the Dream House installation and his composition Map of 49's Dream The Two Systems of Eleven Sets of Galactic Intervals Ornamental Lightyears Tracery.

Young is uncharacteristically vague as to the exact beginning of the Dream House project, going only so far as to say it had been formulated by 1962, situating it chronologically between his conceptual proto-Fluxus pieces and his full-scale adoption of the drone in The Tortoise, His Dreams and Journeys.12 Initially the dream house was conceived of as an architectural structure, influenced by his Four Dreams of China: “I thought if you could have a piece that could be continuous, it would be nice to have a place where the piece could be performed at a greater frequency.”13 The first mention of
‘Dream Houses’ in print comes from a ‘stream-of-consciousness’ essay Young provided as programme notes for a concert at the East End Theatre in March 1965.14

In the life of the Tortoise the drone is the first sound. It lasts forever and cannot have begun but is taken up again from time to time until it lasts forever as continuous sound in Dream Houses where many musicians and students will live and execute a musical work. Dream Houses will allow music which, after a year, ten years, a hundred years of constant sound, would not only be a real living organism with a life and tradition of its own, but one with a capacity to propel itself by its own momentum.15

Instead of taking the form of an actual building, realisations of the Dream House up until 1979 took the form of sound installations that Young described as ‘continuous sound environments’, the prototype of which was established in Young and Zazeela’s loft in September 1966. Influenced by the sound they had been producing with the Theatre of Eternal Music, Zazeela and Young began using sine wave generators to sound intervals for extended periods of time, a practice they maintained more or less continuously until 1970. Again, Young is vague as to when he acquired his first Heathkit Sine Wave generator, guessing at sometime in 1966 (even though, as already mentioned, a sine wave generator had been used in group performances the previous year).16 This would be the first in a range of electronic tools used for creating this new type of ‘precisely articulated situation.’

Apart from producing a circumstance in which a musical work could develop over long periods of time, one of the stated aims of this project situated their aesthetic plan within the realm of experimental psychology: “To our knowledge there had been no studies on the long-term effects of continuous periodic and almost-periodic
composite sound waveforms on people.” In order to remedy this, sets of frequencies were often played twenty four hours a day for weeks at a time, sometimes at high volume, as Young and Zazeela “studied its effects on ourselves and the varied groups of people who were invited to spend time amongst the frequencies”. With this additional aspect of ‘research’, this prototype Dream House environment - alongside providing a residence, a studio and a concert venue - incorporated a ‘laboratory’. The ‘results’ of their research would constitute their artistic output for the following decade.

This formulation of constant sound as representative of environmental conditions harks back to Young’s youthful whistling wind and transformer experiences, as well as the inhabited sense of listening ‘inside a sound’ he described in “Lecture 1960”; but it also has another more quotidian predecessor. The much quieter, unacknowledged beginnings of this particular Dream House would actually have been two years prior, in 1964, when they first began keeping turtles as pets, the ‘turtle motor’ already maintaining a constant sound, albeit at a much lower volume. In this sense the Dream House continued Young’s programme of ‘musicalising’ the sound of ambient electrical hum that he had pursued in The Tortoise, His Dreams and Journeys.

Outside of his domestic situation, Young’s first three public sound installations date from 1967 and are important precursors to the Dream House. The first of these, the Robert C. Scull Commission (1967), utilised a dense array of fourteen closely related sine tone pitches. With the ratio between the lowest tone and the highest tone being 7:9, Young packed twelve pitches into an interval that approximates in musical terms a slightly sharpened major third. The Claes and Patty Oldenburg Commission (1967) used only four sine tones in a ratio of 12:13:14:18. The interval from lowest to highest tone would be larger at 3:2 (mimicking Composition 1960 #7), containing a close order pair of frequencies inside it. The ratio of the highest two numbers is also reducible to 7:9, recalling the Scull Commission work. The third work in this series was the Betty Freeman
Commission (1967), a collaboration with Marian Zazeela. This work took the form of a plexiglass light box fitted with small speakers, which emitted two sine tones with frequencies tuned to the tiny ratio 64:63 to produce a pulsing chain of acoustical beats. As forerunners to the public versions of the Dream House installations, these three works chart a progressive reduction in Young’s conception of a sound environment. As such, it parallels the shift in listening ‘inside a sound’ that occurred as it developed from the experience of performing the friction pieces that lead to 2 sounds, to the sound created through the restriction of tonal resources in The Tortoise, His Dreams and Journeys. The densely packed minor third interval comprised of fourteen tones of the Robert C. Scull Commission would have created a complex, shifting drone field, with plenty of close order beating and pulsing produced by the convoluted interaction of so many frequency components. In decreasing the number of single frequency sounds from fourteen to four, and then to two, Young induced a situation where the least number of sonic components could be used, but where their interactions would still be sufficient to provide a sonic environment in which immersive listening could occur. This accompanied a decrease in the size of the interval, moving from larger intervals with conventional musical approximations (major third, fifth) to an extremely close interval only capable of being expressed mathematically (64:63). As he had earlier moved from 2 sounds to the two notes of Composition 1960 #7, now he would shift the space in which listening ‘inside a sound’ occurred to the space in between two sine tones. For Young, a listening environment could be expressed as a single, tiny ratio.

Using a pair of sine tones in a close ratio such as 64:63 to create a sonic environment emphasises one particular facet of listening inside a sound. While sustain would continue to be enacted through duration and harmonic stasis, profusion of sound is provided not by the number of components used to generate the sound or by the number of frequencies present, but by the acoustical and psychoacoustical phenomena
produced by the two frequencies in the form of beats and standing waves. This shift has potentially significant implications for both the experience of listening inside a sound, and for defining what might constitute a sonic environment. Tuning in to a single ratio of sine tones seems a severely restricted act of listening when contrasted against the everyday lived experience of a broad-spectrum sonic environment, with all its attendant sounds and noises - traffic, rain, voices, and so on. Instead, listening becomes condensed into a highly regulated procedure with two primary foci, both of which contain a spatial component, expressible by number. One is listening to the distance between the frequencies of the two generative tones (as Young would later name them) - described as an interval with a ratio of whole numbers. The second is listening to the product of the interaction between the sine tones, which would not only produce combination tones (and therefore introducing another interval), but another countable phenomenon in the form of auditory beats.

In its abstract conception as whole number ratios realised in time through the use of sine tones, these installations would have fulfilled Young’s desire for greater control over his sonic resources and his ability to control the inner workings of tonality - to produce a ‘precisely articulated situation’. However, in realising these projects ‘real world’ factors would come into play. The very means by which the sine waves used to produce these works were generated would prove to be problematic. Analogue electronic oscillators, such as those used by Young, are prone to very slight fluctuations in output, especially over long durations. These fluctuations would cause gradual changes in the phase relationship between the two sine tones (or in fact any number of sine tones), creating audible shifts in the standing wave patterns. Young acknowledged that these alterations in the sound played a significant role in the reception of the work, and therefore the effects of these changes had to be accounted for. In the same manner in which Young recast electrical hum as the fundamental tone for The Tortoise, His
Dreams and Journeys, his next works with sine tones, the Drift Studies (1967-Present), would integrate this ‘drifting’ of the oscillator output into its programme. With the aid of amplification, listening, or rather listeners, would drift also:

Not only did sound become louder or softer with this changing algebraic sum or difference, but also at very loud volumes one began to feel that parts of the body were somehow locked into sync with the sine waves and were slowly drifting with them in space and time.23

Young ascribed what he termed ‘psychological effects’ to accompany different phase relationships, characterising some as “relaxed, lazy summer afternoon” or “progress, industry and achieving”, turning this unintended aspect of the works into a desirable effect.24 This fluctuating, uncontrolled aspect of the sine wave generators could be accommodated through the reconceptualisation of error as ‘drift’, with the resulting products of this inexactness reconfigured in positive terms. Drift was also incorporated rhetorically, as the term sat easily alongside other descriptors in Young’s work such as ‘dream music’ and ‘drone’, describing as it did a similar feeling of transportation or transcendence.

Young recognised that ‘drift’ was a feature of all his sound environments until he began using phase-locked oscillators in 1975.25 As a precursor to the Dream House environments, this discovery of drift in the sine tone installations was to have important implications when it came to Young’s later sonic constructions. If the dream houses were to provide a controlled space of audition, then drift represented the settlement cracks, a slip in the foundations. Drift would exist within the later Dream House installations, but it would be shored up by the addition of voice and through procedures of comparison and visualisation.
The aspect of drift in Young’s work is also emblematic of the mobility the Dream House concept had in the period between its debut in July 1969 and the commissioning of a permanent location by the Dia Art Foundation in 1975 (coinciding with the introduction of phase-lock technology). During this time, as temporary dream houses were installed in galleries, museums and theatres around the US and Europe, the Dream House acted as the context within which the presentation of both the sine tone installations and performances occurred. By the time a site had been developed for use as a permanent Dream House in 1979, the concept had been literalised as referring to a specific location, its conceptual malleability reduced to that of the evergreen advertising adage of the ‘dream home’. Phase-locked indeed.

An example of ‘drifting’ would become the subject of the first publicly issued recordings made by Young. Released on a five-inch reel of quarter-inch tape in an edition of forty, “Excerpt from Drift Study 4:37:40 - 5:09:50 PM 5 VII 68” accompanied issue No. 4 of SMS, a New York-based art magazine, published in 1968. It contained a recording of five sine tones forming a tight chord. Comparatively more available was a second recording released the following year as one side of a flexidisc included in Aspen magazine issue no. 8. Guest curated by artist Dan Graham and having the subtitle “Art Information and Science Information share the same World and Languages...” it contained contributions by artists Robert Morris, Yvonne Rainer, Edward Ruscha, Richard Serra and Robert Smithson and scores by composers Philip Glass and Steve Reich, amongst others, with Fluxus stalwart George Maciunas as guest designer. Much like the sonic component of the Betty Freeman Commission, the “Excerpt from Drift Study 31 I 69 12:17:33 - 12:49:58 PM” consisted of only two tones in a close ratio of 31:32, again exhibiting a beating pattern of stark, phantasmal pulsations.

The accompanying article by Young outlined the other major component of his musical programme during this period, the composition Map of 49's Dream The Two...
Systems of Eleven Sets of Galactic Intervals Ornamental Lightyears Tracery. As such it would be an attempt by Young to elucidate the scope of his musical progress since the end of the Theatre of Eternal Music.

A (conceptual) Map of 49's Dream

The end of the Theatre of Eternal Music coincided with Young’s first attempts to formalise the theories that underpinned his music. In November 1966 he began work on 2-3 PM 12 XI 66-3:43 AM 28 XII 66 For John Cage From ‘Vertical Hearing Or Hearing In The Present Tense’ which was revised the following year under the title The Two Systems Of Eleven Categories 1:07:40 AM 3 X 67. The new composition, which Young produced to explicate his theory would in fact be a section of The Tortoise, His Dreams and Journeys, but one with its own subsections and titles. Begun in late 1966, Map of 49's Dream The Two Systems of Eleven Sets of Galactic Intervals Ornamental Lightyears Tracery would occupy Young for the following eight years. This period would also highlight the implications for Young’s concepts of sound and listening and the performance context brought about by the shift from acoustic instrumentation to the total electrification of his sound.

Much in the same manner as The Tortoise, His Dreams and Journeys, this new work would be constructed from sustained tones, except that now the string instruments would be replaced by sine tones. This recast the nature of continuous sound as it appeared in Young’s work, removing both the human and the instrumental elements in maintaining the drone pitches. Whereas previously intonation had been subject to the vagaries of performance, accuracy of pitch became a question of technological, or perhaps even financial, capacity (although, as mentioned above, still prone to ‘drift’). While this may have ensured that pitch was not subject to fluctuation, it removed a layer of random or unspecified sounds found within The Tortoise: the result of changes in
pressure of the bow on the violin and viola, subtle alterations of fingering, exhaustion, and other factors. Although construed as being outside the programme of the work, these sounds provided points of contrast and, as previously noted, were important performance indicators used by the participants for judging the accuracy of intonation. Shifting from strings to sine waves for *Map of 49’s Dream* also meant a corresponding reduction in the frequency spectrum of the overall sound, due to the loss of the timbral qualities of the stringed instruments. Effectively, intervals made up of instrumental pitches, each containing a range of interacting frequency components, were replaced with intervals constructed from individual sine tone frequencies.

Not only was there a massive change in the sonic or profusion aspects of the overall sound, the replacement of instruments with sine tones had a profound effect on sustain: sine tones provided a single source of continuity, removing the need for a distinction between sustained duration and sustained pitch. Technical malfunctions aside, to have a sine tone was to have a fixed sound for as long as required. Shorn of the fluctuations and variations provided by the strings, the chord formed by the droning sine waves achieved a monolithic stasis, the only variable in the sound coming with the introduction of Young’s singing voice. This static quality of *Map of 49’s Dream* mirrors the environmental conditions found in the sound installations and *Drift Studies*; it also exceeded the harmonic stasis of his earlier compositions and group performances. In fact, drawing hard and fast distinctions between composition and installation in Young’s work had become increasingly difficult to make. For example, prior to its premiere in 1968, *Map of 49’s Dream* had already undergone one realisation as a sound environment under the tile *Intervals and Triads from Map of 49's Dream The Two Systems of Eleven Sets of Galactic Intervals Ornamental Lightyears Tracery* (1967). In realising his new aesthetic agenda Young would continually blur the boundary between composition and installation.
Although still using the Theatre of Eternal Music moniker at this stage, Young performed solo in the initial realisations of Map of 49’s Dream, accompanied only by sine waves. However, performing alone had not restricted his ability to create a sound of sufficient magnitude to listen inside of, with the sine tones and voice amplified to extreme volume in order to accentuate the sense of envelopment. One legendary review of the February 1968 performance at New York’s Barbizon Plaza theatre by John Perreault described the abundance of sound Young was producing: “The sound was painfully loud even with the doors closed. Entering was like being hit in the face with a blast of hot wind or like walking into a room full of brine and discovering you could still breathe.”

Through the use of an electronic instrumentarium and amplification, Young could now induce this overpowering sense of immersion on his own if desired.

Concurrent with the decrease in the number of performers was a greater emphasis on the visual accompaniments to Young’s music. In addition to her singing, Marian Zazeela’s artworks had become an essential component of the performance environment during the Theatre of Eternal Music. Her light boxes, displaying calligraphic imagery, had accompanied the group since 1964, and she later utilised slides of these same patterns, projecting them onto the performers. By 1968 Zazeela had developed the Ornamental Lightyears Tracery, a work for four slide projectors, which would accompany all subsequent performances of Map of 49’s Dream. It is comprised of a series of black and white slides of calligraphic forms in both positive and negative, forming what Zazeela described as “interlocking modular sections of one overall design”. The work conveyed a sense of depth and dimensionality through a kind of optical misalignment, created by the overlaying of negative and positive versions of the one image fragment, with each coloured by either a green or magenta gel. Other aspects of presentation, such as focus, image size and positioning were improvised during
performance, introducing duration as one of the key parameters of the work. Zazeela considered the use of this particular set of performance strategies of *Ornamental Lightyears Tracery* a parallel to the rule-based improvisations found in Young’s compositions.\(^{36}\)

By July of 1968 Zazeela would again join Young on vocal drone, and together they would combine their sound and light works in the context of a new collaboration. By the time of the first public *Dream House*, established for a two week period at Galerie Heiner Friedrich in Munich in July 1969, the composition, the projections and the ‘continuous sound environment’ were inseparable. Young described the sound contained within the *Dream House* as a performance of the *Map of 49’s Dream*, and the whole work as constituting “a total environmental set of frequency structures of sound and light – a collaboration of my work with light projections and designs created by Marian Zazeela” in the form of *Ornamental Lightyears Tracery*.\(^{37}\)

Sine tones ran continuously during the gallery’s opening hours for the fourteen days, with Zazeela and Young singing what they described as “additional frequencies” for hours at a time.\(^{38}\) Young had abandoned his sine wave generators in favour of a Moog synthesiser, equipped with what he described as “ultrastable” sine wave oscillators in a bid to restrict the ‘drift’ effect.\(^{39}\) A more important technological addition was the use of oscilloscopes not only as an aid to tuning the intervals of the sound environment, but for incorporation into the work itself: “The frequency ratios being played will be displayed continuously as lissajous and intensity-modulated ring patterns on oscilloscopes so that visitors to the gallery can study them and their relation to what they hear.”\(^{40}\) Procedures for the visualisation of sound had not previously been a part of Young’s work. Now, with the electrification of Young’s audio, oscilloscopes could be employed not only as a means of cross-sensory comparison, but for contributing to what art critic Frank Popper has described (in the terminology of the era) as
"polysensorial expression in the environment," where sound and visual information both compliment and construct one another.41

Their first full-length album was recorded in Munich after the closing of this first Dream House installation. Colloquially referred to as the ‘black record’ due to Zazeela’s black-on-black calligraphic cover design, the album contained 31 VII 69 10:26 - 10:49 PM Munich from Map of 49’s Dream The Two Systems of Eleven Sets of Galactic Intervals Ornamental Lightyears Tracery, a twenty-three minute segment featuring Young and Zazeela accompanied by a sine tone.42 It is a prime example of both how stasis and harmony interlock in Young’s work. The sustained pitches of the voices combine with the unremitting stability of the electronic sound, and with each other, to produce a series of intervals, chords, and distinct combination tones. There is a stark contrast between the components that go into this composition, between the paucity of timbre of the sine tone and the complex of frequencies that make up the human voice; the interaction between them produces a remarkable synthesis. As Young and Zazeela sing, the overall sound expands upward in pitch from the drone, stratifying into distinct layers as the frequencies within their voices delaminate and recombine, both with the sine tone and with each other. It is this process of sonic stratification - through contrasting specific pitches of a complex sound (voice) against a simple one (sine tone) - that furnishes the sense of spatiality, the tones shifting up and outwards the longer they are held, before evanescing as breath runs out and the drone reasserts itself. The longer certain tones are sung, the greater the number of harmonics contained within the voices become isolated as individual sounds, all more distant from the drone frequency. Listening ‘inside the sound’ therefore expands alongside this proliferation of frequencies as they create further intervals and further spaces.

One prominent aspect of the work is the highlighting of the human voice’s ability to create a range of tonal colours and effects while only using a small number of
notes. For the greater part of the recording, Zazeela holds the same drone pitch as the sine tone, while Young improvises over a handful of pitches. Young’s vocal style had become increasingly influenced by Indian music, particularly the vocal music of Pandit Pran Nath (1918-1996) that he had first encountered in 1967. Young and Zazeela would later study with Pran Nath, relocating him to New York and becoming his disciples. However, at this stage, Young was yet to fully employ vocal mannerisms such as vibrato, so indicative of Indian vocal music, instead exploring the acoustic possibilities of nose and throat tones as a means to expand the timbral qualities of his otherwise unmodulated singing voice.

The B-side of the album contained an older acoustic work: 23 VIII 64 2:50:45-3:11 AM the volga delta from Studies in The Bowed Disc - a section of the work Studies in The Bowed Disc (1963). This recording from 1964 featured Zazeela and Young bowing a large gong, which had been given to them by artist Robert Morris the previous year. The gong had frequently served as a backdrop for performances by the Theatre of Eternal Music, and Young and Zazeela had occasionally contributed a duet of Gong Contests (as they were sometimes called), where the gong was amplified with contact microphones and bowed from each side. The deep, churning drones, rumbling textures and enharmonic overtones of Studies in The Bowed Disc hark back to the harsher, metallic sound world of the earlier 2 sounds (realisations of which had Young playing a gong with drum sticks or dragging it across a concrete floor) and produce an altogether more subterranean and compacted listening experience compared to the harmonically spacious sound Young was aiming for with Map of 49’s Dream.

The contrast between Map of 49’s Dream and Studies in the Bowed Disc illustrates another shift in the importance of sound sources in Young’s work that accompanies his move to electronically generated sine waves. As has been noted in the previous section, there had been a progressive reduction in first the number and then the density of
texture of the sounds used in Young’s work from 2 sounds onwards, particularly with regard to the aspect of profusion so crucial to listening inside a sound. Studies in the Bowed Disc provides a profusion of sound in a similar manner to 2 sounds - through a broad spectrum of frequencies. Apart from the voices of Young and Zazeela, the section of Map of 49’s Dream presented on this recording contains only sine tones - theoretically sounds of a single frequency. Therefore the source of profusion in Map of 49’s Dream is found within the complex timbre of the human voice. This places the voice in a privileged position at the centre of Young’s sound production universe.

Within a sonic environment defined by sine tones, voice would provide the important components for listening ‘inside a sound’. This does not relegate sine tones solely to the role of the drone - the various Dream House environments would contain sets of tones at high volumes, forming intervals of whole number ratios inside of which immersive listening could be experienced without the presence of voice. Further, the spaciousness induced by the delamination of tones within the overall sound was the product of maintaining a precise relationship between voice and sine tone. However, the richness of harmonics in the human voice, along with its flexibility in terms of quality and pitch (along with other attendant variables such as wavering, slurring and truncation), would provide a greater activation of profusion in the overall sound: where sine tones might be profuse in terms of volume, they were scarce in frequency next to the complex timbre of the human voice.

Sine tones still trumped the voice in terms of sustain, which Young and Zazeela considered a crucial factor of the Dream House installations: “Much of our work has focused on the relationship of the media to time, or on time directly. Time is so important to the experiencing and understanding of our work.” With sine tones capable of continuing for as long as there was power to drive the equipment, a fully electrified Dream House and therefore Map of 49’s Dream could be maintained for weeks,
months or years. Having identified duration as an essential aspect both for the reception and comprehension of his music, Young would give it centre stage in his theoretical efforts to define the musical experience. As previously noted, when it came to the aspect of sustain, Young’s use of sine tones had already removed the need for a distinction between duration and pitch, achieving both through massive repetition (as indicated by frequency). It would be this aspect of the exact repeatability of sine tones that would be crucial in Young’s developing theory of music and listening.

**Sound inside a listener**

The development of Young’s theoretical work *The Two Systems Of Eleven Categories* took place during the period that he was occupied with *Map of 49’s Dream* and the *Dream House* installations.\(^47\) This work has remained unpublished, and the nature of its contents shall not be speculated upon here. However, Young’s statement on his work - which was published shortly after the first *Dream House* installation in 1969, both in *Aspen* and in the volume *Selected Writings* - provides significant insight into his aesthetic programme of the period.\(^48\) In *Notes on the Continuous Periodic Composite Sound Waveform Environment Realizations of “Map of 49’s Dream the Two Systems of Eleven Sets of Galactic Intervals Ornamental Lightyears Tracery”* Young would set out the basis for realising his ‘precisely articulated’ musical situations.

Prior to commencing his theoretical writings, Young cited the influence of the musical theories of Alain Daniélou (author of *Tableau Comparatif des Intervalles Musicaux* [1958]), who sought to establish a correlation between the structure of sound and auditory function.\(^49\) As noted in earlier chapters, this motivation also guided Helmholtz in his acoustical research, although Daniélou would extend his own theories along the lines of the spiritual concerns of Hinduism, of which he was a devotee. However, it was
more in the spirit of cross-cultural comparison that he proposed a psychophysiological basis for the reception and appreciation of music. Daniélou posited that it was a dictate of the “mental mechanism” itself that only harmonically related intervals could be analysed as musical. This would encourage Young to explore how music functioned on physiological and perceptual levels. This conflation of physical and psychological properties served Young as the basis for his study of musical cognition:

This is an area in which I plan to do more work - what happens after the information carried by the sound passes the reception stage at the ear. It is highly likely, as I hear it, that what makes me like this sound is more than just the way the ear receives information; the brain finds this kind of information congenial.  

In the sketch of his musical system given in Notes, Young described a model in which the basis of musical pleasure is derived from identifying and interpreting frequency information via the direct and repetitive stimulation of the auditory centres in the brain. In this ontology, listening to his music is defined by psychological experience, which in turn is reducible to a physiological substrate:

In the tradition of modal music a fixed tonic is continued as a drone or frequently repeated, and a limited set of frequencies with intervallic relationships established in reference to the tonic is repeated in various melodic permutations throughout a performance in a particular mode. Generally, a specific mood or psychological state is attributed to each of the modes.  

Describing the method of generating these ‘psychological states’ would require a model for hearing and cognition, and a model for what kind of sound was to be heard. Young outlined a model of hearing based on repetition that would allow for the direct and
accurate transmission of sound. He states that when a sound is heard, its frequency components would each register in individual places along the basilar membrane inside the cochlea, causing the nerve cells at each of those points to deliver an impulse to a specific part of the auditory cortex. Young posits that with each successive repetition of a sound, the component frequencies should register on exactly the same part of the basilar membrane each time, causing the same number of nerve cells to fire at exactly the same rate as had previously, and therefore deliver an identical impulse to the same spot on the auditory cortex. It would be this repetitive stimulation of a single spot of the auditory cortex that Young would cite as being capable of triggering a psychological state.

In the process outlined, this recognition of the exactness of a given interval over a period of time would be concurrent with the onset of an associated psychological state, and vice versa. For Young, experiencing the psychological state would be both a sign and a product of analysis, and also provide the potential for further scrutiny: “When these states are sustained over longer periods of time they may provide greater opportunity to define the psychological characteristics of the ratios of the frequencies to each other.” Young does not define the effects or parameters of these states, going only so far as to equate them with traditions of musical affect, offering a comparison with the classical music of India, which he considered “has nearly always included a sustained drone and has evolved and actually practices the most highly developed system of modal scales and moods related to modes in the history of music.”

Apart from being a description of Young’s music making, one of the most interesting aspects of Notes is the discourse it contains on sound and listening. Aside from the discussion of parameters such as intervals and ratios, the term ‘sound’ is eschewed in favour of frequency, or subjected to the cryptic reductionism of “information of a periodic nature.” These two descriptions are then conflated in
Young’s choice of sine waves as sound sources for his frequency environments. The overall sound is portrayed as a “complex” consisting of first order “concurrent generating frequencies” (sine tones) and further orders of “associated combination frequencies” (sum and difference tones).\textsuperscript{53}

If Young’s music were to be governed by the ability of a given sound to stimulate the exact same spot on the brain, then the sound itself would also need to exhibit this identical repetition. In order to “best analyse information of a periodic nature”, Young posits that the brain performs a kind of comparative analysis, where the relationship between two frequencies is assessed through the repeatability of the resulting complex waveform.\textsuperscript{54} Non-rational frequency ratios, such as those produced by intervals based on equal temperament, produce “composite sound waveforms that are infinitely non-repeating, only an infinite number of lifetimes of listening could possibly yield the precise analysis of the intervallic relationship.”\textsuperscript{55} Intervals of whole number ratios, however, produce “periodic composite sound waveforms” which would repeat exactly in a minute period of time, allowing the interval to be ‘recognised’ (although the exact form that this recognition would take is itself unclear). Young therefore identified sine waves as the best sound sources for his “frequency environments, since they have only one frequency component” and, as earlier chapters have illustrated, were generally considered to be exemplary models of modular repetition.

More significant are the shifts to listening implied by Young’s formulation of the processes of hearing. There is a conceptual relocation of auditory experience, from outside the body to inside. Young had previously surmised that profound experiences of sound occurred while listeners inhabited a sound, which therefore invited the shared experience of sound in a social situation. However, contrary to his previous position, one implication of this emphasis on the behaviour of sound inside the listener is that it would ostensibly serve to isolate listeners within their own psychological realm. In fact,
a definition of listening as the act of attending to the perception of sound would seem
to be in some ways superfluous to Young’s theory. If hearing music is synonymous with
experiencing a psychological state, as it was in Young’s scheme, then the need to
actively attend to sound in order to appreciate ‘dream music’ could be bypassed. Rather
than defining a process of active and attentive listening, Young instead makes reference
to what he termed the “human auditory mechanism” which would automatically (if not
autonomically) perform an analysis of incoming frequency information. A successful
assessment of the sound as periodic would be confirmed by the onset of the appropriate
psychological state. Attention to sound only comes into play in relation to duration -
‘staying the course’ long enough for analysis to be completed. According to Young’s
theory, audience members would not only have to measure sound, but they would also
have to ‘measure up’ in terms of the discipline required in order to have a musical
experience.

Without overstating Young’s claims or submitting them to scientific verification,
this attempt to codify the musical experience represents an important transition point
for his epistemology of listening. The progression from The Tortoise, His Dreams and
Journeys to the various realisations of Dream House and Map of 49’s Dream parallel the shift
of the site of listening from ‘inside the sound’ to ‘inside the brain’ or ‘inside the mind’.
The sense of exploration and attendant understandings attributed to auditory experience
described by Young in “Lecture 1960”, and encapsulated in the phrase ‘listening inside a
sound’, would eventually be interpolated into his later term ‘drone state of mind’ - a
catch-all description of the psychological experience. Rather than delivering the chance
to “see how each sound was its own world” as he stated in “Lecture 1960”, listening
would now be a gateway into an internal, personal world.

In proposing this model Young laid down a prescriptive situation encompassing
both sound and listener. Sound is to be represented as intervals of whole number ratios,
and listening a process of analysis and recognition of those same intervals, the accuracy
of which was determined by sustained attention. In doing so, Young merges acoustic
event (the sound outside the ear), physiological process (the mechanism by which sound
travels from ear to brain) and psychoacoustical function (how the brain interprets
sound) through the figure of repetition, realised in intervals of sine waves. Young is
careful not to use the term sine tones - which denotes only a sound - and instead uses
the ambiguous sine waves, which allows his notion of ‘frequency’ to be interchangeable
for a sound, a nerve impulse or a brain wave. Any perceived contradiction between the
listening experience as a psychological state, and the inhabited, externalised sense of
listening one might find in the spacious sound of *Map of 49’s Dream* could apparently be
resolved through Young’s exact transmission model of hearing, as one set of sine waves
was deemed capable of generating both situations.

Having selected sine waves as the tools with which he would construct his
frequency environments, Young would be subject to the difficulties of converting
abstract models into concrete phenomena. In fact, the shift in the site of listening from
‘inside a sound’ to ‘inside the mind’ indicated in *Notes* is dependent on sine waves being
able to maintain their formal abstract properties in the physical world. Young’s earlier
attempts to employ sine waves in his installations had already revealed a difficulty of
alignment due to the limitations of available technology, but this had been assimilated
rhetorically simply through the metaphor of ‘drift’. As the sine wave was now the key to
Young ambitious efforts to induce psychological states, this practice would also be
contingent upon the ability of sine waves to register all their abstract characteristics in
the physical domain.
Hearing sines/waves/tones

Throughout his work, Young has been content to use the accepted description of sine waves as designating sounds of a single frequency. As indicated in previous chapters, a ‘true’ sine tone - one that represents all of and only the characteristics of a sine curve - cannot be said to exist, if only due to the impossibility of producing anything of an actually infinite duration. However, even allowing that a sine-like sound consisting of a single frequency could be produced, at the acoustic, physiological and psychoacoustical stages in Young’s model, there would be significant factors that would limit the possibility of these abstract properties of sine waves being realised.

Corresponding with his endorsement of sine tones as single frequency sounds, Young’s model of music is predicated on notions of linearity. Given that a single frequency sound can in fact be produced, a sine wave has to maintain this single frequency state at every stage: from being produced by a loudspeaker, to travelling through the air in a room, through the cochlea and along nerve fibres to the auditory cortex in the brain.

Regardless, Young makes a number of claims for the scientific validity of his aesthetic programme. Terms such as ‘research’ and ‘analysis’ frequently surface in his writings, and he makes reference to both place theory and volley theory in his discussion on aural function and pitch identification. The *Dream House* itself was in part modelled on the self-experimentation he and Zazeela undertook while examining the effects of long-term exposure to periodic intervals of sine tones. This chapter is not proposing a scientific analysis of what are largely aesthetic claims; Young’s use of sine tones does however warrant a comparison between related acoustical and psychological research and his claims for the kind of listening experiences his artwork creates. What is most significant is the product of the encounter at those points where these areas intersect. Like the discussion in the previous section of the inherent tension between systems of intonation and performance possibilities in Young’s *Composition 1960 #7*, the interplay
between Young’s sine waves and contemporary research into acoustical and psychological situations would in turn induce their own type of conceptual ‘beating patterns’ - subtle, but pulsing.

Physical aspects of sound propagation play a large part in *Map of 49’s Dream*, once again highlighting the relationship between Young’s compositions and the environments in which they were performed. His use of constant sine or sine-like tones to realise the *Dream House* meant that standing waves - stationary vibrationary patterns formed by the superposition of reflected sound waves - became a structural feature of the work. The standing waves organised the sound into areas of high and low amplitude, meaning the balance between the relative volumes of the intervals became dependent on the physical location of listeners. Young would consider that this had the effect of making the listener’s position and movement in the space an integral part of the sound composition, marking at least a slight recouping of the physical, embodied aspects of the listening experience that had been eschewed in favour of the internalised listening prescribed by Young’s formulation of hearing.
opportunity for audience involvement seems more an accommodation of the acoustical effects of his composition rather than a specific desired outcome (surely moving about could only hinder the exact reception of the sine tones), and shows that despite the other spatial concerns in his music, Young had made little allowance for any theory of resonance in the conceptual structure of the *Dream House*.

This is indicative of Young’s reluctance to substitute the constraints of any physical environment for the prescriptions of his synthetic one. An episode where Young and Zazeela sang by the seaside in tune with the Atlantic Ocean in 1968 is often cited as exemplar of Young’s interest in performing with natural resonances. However, his account retains an air of ambivalence:

> I would listen to the waves break and hear which frequencies were set into resonation and then determine the fundamental frequency of the area. Marian would sing the drone pitch from “Map of 49’s Dream the Two Systems of Galactic Intervals Ornamental Lightyears Tracery” from *The Tortoise, His Dreams and Journeys*, and I would sing the intervallic relationships improvised within a set of given rules over her drone tuned to the resonance of the area.

Rather than submit to nature, the relationship between Young and environment was mediated through his established compositional procedures. *Map of 49’s Dream* became a screen or framework, through which the sounds of nature were to pass in order to participate in the work. However, the idea that the pre-determined ratios of *Map of 49’s Dream* might retain their aesthetic cohesion within earshot of the broad spectrum of surf sound does seem hopeful at best.

Singing with waves in the ocean was one thing, but the mere fact of sound as a vibration in air presented its own problems for sine waves. Irrespective of the manner in
which they might be arrayed in a physical space, for *Map of 49’s Dream* to be ‘correctly’ realised in terms of Young’s expressed aims, the sounds that produced the standing waves that formed the work needed to be of a specific order. As mentioned earlier, Young’s direct transmission model of hearing assumes linearity of both the physical acoustic situation and of the processes of hearing: that sounds in the physical situation outside the ear were identical to those received by the auditory cortex. However, once the abstract concept of a sine wave is rendered as a soundwave traversing a physical space, any possibility of actually delivering an unmodified, purely sinusoidal sound to the ear is destabilised.

Given that it could be generated, the movement of any sine tone through a medium - in this case, air - immediately problematises the very possibility of it remaining a single frequency. Beginning with the theoretical work of German mathematician Bernhard Reimann in 1860, research into the nonlinear aspects of wave propagation has shown that any vibrational wave is liable to become distorted over time due to contact with the medium in which it takes place.\(^6\) Richard D. Fay, working at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the early 1930s, found that the nonlinear relationship between air pressure and the specific volume of free air induced a transfer of energy within a sound wave, enriching its harmonic content.\(^6\) As the viscosity of the air itself tended to attenuate the higher frequency components that were created through this process (rather than the lower frequencies), the distorting effects of the air would modify a sinusoidal wave into one approximating a saw-tooth waveform. Fay concluded that there was in fact no permanent wave form, only a continual changing one, positing that any wave would tend toward this comparatively “stable” saw-tooth form. He also found that there was a marked departure from the sinusoidal even for waves of very moderate amplitude.
With the expansion of the harmonic content of sound due to nonlinear relationships, playing even a single sine tones into a space would in itself be a procedure of the generation of additional frequencies. Were Young still interested in the profusion aspects of ‘listening inside a sound’ he outlined in “Lecture 1960” then this attribute of the interaction between sine tones and the viscosity of the air might well have been desirable. It would mean that even a simple sound such as a sine tone would be considered capable of creating its “own world”, removed from human agency.\(^\text{63}\)

However, in line with the shift to an internalised listening experience brought about by the sine-tone construction of Map of 49’s Dream, the acoustic attributes of the performance space or the influence of the air contained within it received little conceptualisation (apart from the spatial distribution of relative volumes). It would seem rather than working within the realities of the physical space, Young attempted to transcend restrictions in realising his compositions with an increase in amplitude.

Amplification was the only alteration Young applied to his sine waves between generation and audition in the Dream House and Map of 49’s Dream. Even without taking the maintenance of sine waves into consideration, his use of amplification would also prove to be problematic. Electrical amplification had been emblematic of Young’s music since the initial Theatre of Eternal Music, and by the time of Map of 49’s Dream, it had come to represent both an expansion of resources for composition and for enhancing the listening experience for the audience:

The louder a sound is, the more likely you are to hear the harmonics that sound makes, which is to say that they increase as the amplitude goes higher. At ordinary volumes they are so soft that you don’t even hear most of the higher partials. In fact, if you listen closely to my singing voice without amplification, you will hear perhaps up to three. With amplification, the seventh harmonic in my voice and often the
ninth harmonic in Marian’s voice become clear and audible for everyone. That’s only one reason we play the *Tortoise* piece so loud.⁶⁴

Given that Young’s music incorporated within it the product of every frequency interaction, the unaided ear would seem to be incapable of hearing all aspects of his music. Amplification would therefore overcome what Young perceived to be physical limitations of hearing, just as it already served as an aid to the ears of performers, providing a kind of enlargement of the individual frequencies for the purposes of ‘analysis’: “It’s like putting something under a microscope. You can hear the discrepancies in tuning even more. You have a much finer, more precise degree of intonation because of the fact that you have amplified the frequencies.”⁶⁵

Young found the restriction in being able to hear higher frequencies mirrored in research that tracked listeners’ subjective experience of the loudness of low sounds. Young cited psychoacoustical studies such as those by Fletcher and Munson in the 1930s that showed how listeners’ impressions of loudness were attenuated at the lower end of the audible spectrum.⁶⁶ As with the problems of audibility of higher harmonics, amplification became a strategy seemingly capable of undermining these subjective aspects of listening:

If we take a given sound situation that has basses and highs and middle-range tones and it’s not too loud, the ear really doesn’t perceive all the bass that is there. It can’t pick it up as easily. We find, however, that at louder amplitudes the ear hears bass more in proportion to the way it is actually being produced. This gives you a fuller chord.⁶⁷

Despite the emphasis on acoustic spatiality in his work, often realised through the interrelations of high frequencies, there was in fact a tendency of Young to favour low
sounds in his compositions. Since his earliest sound environments, the volumes of the individual sine tones had been set in inverse proportion to the ratio of the interval, ensuring that the lowest tone will be loudest, and establishing a fundamental tone (although in a ratio such as 32:31 this distinction might be all but impossible to draw). While turning up the bass also had the effect of reinforcing the fundamental drone as the foundation of his sound, the issue of the audibility of low sounds cannot be overcome simply through the application of sheer force. Physiological parameters of the ear would again come into play where loud sounds are involved, as highly amplified sound would in turn trigger the acoustic reflex of the middle ear (also known as the middle ear muscle reflex). High sound intensity causes the stapedius muscle to contract, stiffening the chain of bones in the middle ear and attenuating the transmission of frequencies below 1000 Hz to the cochlea. Ironically, the high volume of the overall sound would itself be a factor in reducing the subjective sensation of low sounds. As low sounds have a tendency to mask higher sounds, the attenuation of low frequencies by the acoustic reflex is thought to act as an aid to the perception of higher frequencies required for understanding speech. So while Young sought to emphasise low sounds through amplification, this had the concurrent effect of enhancing the audibility of vocal harmonics. Just as the simple timbre of sine tones had focused Map of 49’s Dream onto the tonal breadth of the human voice, boosting the bass not only increased the presence of low frequency sound, it also aided in the perception of vocal sounds.

The amplification of sine waves would, in regards to Young’s direct reception model of hearing, have its most significant effect in the area of pitch identification. The quantitative psychoacoustical research into the effects of loudness on audition by S. S. Stevens at Harvard University in the 1930s identified the role that volume played in altering the perception of pitch. Up until that time, physicists had regarded pitch and
frequency to be the same. Counter to this, Stevens’s experiments showed that the pitch of a given tone could be altered without changing its frequency:

By increasing the intensity of tones of high frequency we raise their pitch; whereas in the case of low frequencies, an increase in intensity lowers the pitch. This change of pitch can amount to as much as half an octave at certain low frequencies. Clearly, then, pitch is not frequency, nor is it correlated one-to-one with frequency.71

This spreading of pitches due to amplification presents another hurdle in the ‘correct’ reception of Young’s work, and emphasises the ambiguous role attention plays in his listening scheme. His model requires the sine tone intervals of Map of 49’s Dream to remain unaltered from their calculation and production, through to their reception and analysis by the ear and transmission to the brain, before inducing a psychological state. However, this notion of the correct analysis of intervals would be problematised by the relative shift in pitch brought about by amplification, widening the magnitude of some intervals while shrinking others. Young’s model of hearing does tend to function more on a notion of force, or perhaps intention, rather than attention: effects are produced in the listener through an act of submission, not through a conscious or deliberate act of reception or attentiveness such as listening. This does assume that listening, especially in a concert or performance situation, can somehow be suspended, and that its attributes and vicissitudes have no effect on the transmission of frequency information. Should audition of this kind occur - where the pitches of tones are altered due to amplification - it could only serve as an impediment to the kind of analysis Young’s writing implied.

When considered simultaneously, however, the superimposition of these two models of perception - one for the direct transmission of Young’s abstract intervals, the other with these same intervals expanded or contracted through amplification - induces
in the brain an array of beating patterns between abstract and empirical frequencies marginally out of alignment. Each of Young’s carefully calculated intervals would have two iterations: one a whole number ratio repeating exactly, one an irrational fraction changing indefinitely. Perhaps the ‘infinite’ Young proposes exists in the playing out of this interaction, and any accompanying psychological state is stimulated by the continuous agitation of the imagined by the heard.

The examination of each of the aforementioned problems highlights a certain oscillation between the ideal and the empirical, which, when considered outside the strictures of Young’s direct transmission model of hearing, present generative possibilities for the interpretation of his work in this period. However, this situating of his approach within a broader acoustical context also throws into question the validity of some of his claims from an empirical standpoint, and in doing so it has sought to examine how the idealised aspects of Map of 49’s Dream and the Dream House attempted to construct sound and listening on both a physical and psychological level.

**Sine wave and piano coda**

*Map of 49’s Dream* proved to be a highly successful and transportable realisation of Young’s work, and he and Zazeela staged a number of Dream House installations across Europe and the US between 1969 and 1974. Having already expanded from solo to duo performances, by the summer of 1970 they had begun to add additional members and once again used the Theatre of Eternal Music name.

By 1974, Young had turned his attention to *The Well-Tuned Piano* (1964), a work for piano tuned in just intonation that he had composed ten years earlier. By the time a permanent Dream House was established by the Dia Art Foundation in 1979 in the former Mercantile building at Harrison Street, Young had shifted his compositional
focus onto *The Well-Tuned Piano* to the point where his installations would be representations of its various idiosyncratic chords, realised in sine waves. Just as the nomadic *Dream House* was now firmly locked to a location, literalised in and as a physical structure, the “sets of concurrent generating frequencies” that once comprised *Map of 49’s Dream*, with all their problematic implications and contradictions, were now fixed as chords made up of notes from a piano (albeit a justly tuned one). However, the formulations of sound, listening and psychology that Young devised in the mid 1960s and early 1970s remain a crucial part of his aesthetic, just as the works he produced to convey those concepts continue to exert influence over all of his subsequent sine wave installations and instrumental compositions.
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For the 8-day *Dream House* installation at the *Nuits de la Fondation Maeght* festival at St. Paul de Vence, France, Zazeela and Young were joined in the vocal drone by Terry Riley, with saxophonist Jon Gibson and composer David Rosenboom on viola. Edwin Pouncey, "Life with the Lions," *The Wire* 2003, 34. Various other incarnations included trumpeter Jon Hassell (who maintained a long association with the group) and renowned jazz saxophonist Lee Konitz. For the *Documenta 5* art festival in Kassel, West Germany in 1972, Young and Zazeela contributed a ninety-day *Dream House* installation. Duckworth, *Talking Music*, 253. This included a week of daily performances by Young, Zazeela, Hassell and Tony Conrad, who had briefly returned to the fold to perform, and to maintain the tuning of the three sine wave oscillators that drove the installation for the duration. Liner notes, Tony Conrad, *Outside the Dream Syndicate* (Table of the Elements, 2002), compact disc.
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5. “Making the inaudible audible”:

Alvin Lucier, 1961-1972

This chapter traces the development of the work of American experimental composer Alvin Lucier from the early 1960s until the early 1970s. Lucier is renowned for compositions that, in his own words, aim to “explore the natural properties of sound and the acoustic characteristics of architectural spaces as musical objectives.”

Lucier’s work during this period is notable for his sustained use of electronics in a live performance context, incorporating amplification, recorded sounds and synthetically produced sounds in his compositions. These works predate his use of the sine tone - a sound that became one of the signature components of his compositions from the mid 1970s onwards. This chapter aims to survey the manner in which Lucier formulated and realised the acoustic phenomena that formed the subject of these earlier works, and his negotiation of concepts such as musical ‘language’, technology and notions of environment and space. In doing so it will also chart how Lucier’s use of resonance and repetition led to a progressive extension of the duration of sounds he employed in these compositions, and explore how this prepared the way for his later adoption of sine waves.

Many of the works in this period sought to explore what Lucier called “the influence of space on sound,” where the audition of specific acoustic effects by the audience were to form the substance of the compositions, rather than be present as
merely an ornament or artefact. Lucier refers to this process of foregrounding of acoustic phenomena as “making the inaudible audible” as these compositions aimed to focus the attention of listeners onto sounds that he considered were otherwise ignored or left unheard. This emphasis on acoustic effects coincided with an aesthetic of impersonality or distanciation, which worked to de-emphasise the importance of the personality of the composer (and the performer) in order to highlight the natural occurrence of such effects. The development of these two related components of Lucier’s aesthetic - exposing the hidden aspects of the sonic landscape, and impersonality - is traced here with reference to the series of works Lucier instigated during this period, up to and including projects which involved explicit visualisations of acoustic phenomena.

Lucier’s path to using sine waves initially seems nowhere near as straightforward as that of La Monte Young, given that the scope of Lucier’s work covers a broader range of sonic concerns, while still adhering to the objective of making the exploration of acoustic phenomena the subject of his work. Whereas Young’s long tone aesthetic seems to point directly to sine tones, the emergence of sine tones within Lucier’s compositions comes after the period under discussion here, during which his singular approach to musical language and materials was being devised and developed. By providing an account of Lucier’s utilisation of technology and synthetically produced sound, and the emerging themes of space, environment, and the aesthetics of impersonality in his compositions, this chapter aims to provide a clear overview of the concepts that would come to underpin his use of sine tones. As such, it will be focusing on those compositions from this period that are precursors to these later works.
Beginnings

Alvin Lucier’s early life has not been scoured for anecdotal evidence (by either himself or his commentators) on the development of his aesthetic to the same degree that La Monte Young’s life has. There are plenty of indicators, however, to suggest that Lucier’s early years equally played an important role in the development of his mature aesthetic. Born in Nashua, New Hampshire in 1931, Lucier has spent the vast majority of his life in the New England area. Describing his youth as a “New Hampshire childhood of creek-floats, canoe trips (pungent experience of wave motion), mountain hikes and woodland walks,” Lucier, not unlike Young, offers his early experiences of listening to sounds in the natural environment as an influence on his work. 4 He attributes part of this appreciation of the sounds of nature to an activity of directed attention that occurred during a summer boys’ camp in New Hampshire:

Late in August, in the evening as we left the dining room, [the camp leader] would suggest that we campers leave thirty seconds apart to walk back to our cabins a route that we had never taken before, and be absolutely quiet and pay attention to the sounds of nature. We would go off alone at dusk and walk on a pathway, over a hill, through the forest, and you would hear evening birds and crickets and peepers and so forth. You would take a journey, and these things would open up to you. You didn’t have to do anything but walk by. That was, for me, a very strong experience. 5

This aspect of listening - that sound events worthy of attention existed as part of the natural environment, and were produced and persisted without the need for human agency or intervention - would later become pivotal in informing Lucier’s compositional practice.
Aside from encounters with natural and environmental sounds, both Lucier’s parents were keen amateur musicians; his mother played the piano and his father the violin. Their musical interests ran more towards popular composers such as George Gershwin rather than European ‘classical’ music, let alone the avant-garde. However, an encounter with the music of one of Europe’s leading serial composers had a significant impact:

There was a music store in my small town. I went there once and there was a recording of Schoenberg’s Serenade, of all things. I bought it and it was shocking. It didn’t make any sense, but there was something about it that kept my interest. At that point I decided I was interested in challenging things.

After completing high school at the Portsmouth Abbey School, Lucier studied composition at Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut, and was drawn into the musical milieu of the era: “In those days if you studied at an Eastern university, you were naturally aimed across the Atlantic”; as a result, the music of proto-experimental American composers such as Charles Ives, Harry Partch or John Cage (all of whom Lucier would later find influential) was barely considered. Rather than following the prevailing trend towards serialism of the academy of the 1950s, Lucier was instead drawn to the music of early twentieth century composers such as Bartok, Hindemith, and the neo-classicism of Stravinsky. Alongside his composition studies, Lucier played snare drum in the Yale Band and percussion with the Yale Concert band.

After Yale, Lucier continued his graduate studies at Brandeis University in Waltham, Massachusetts. On completion in 1960 Lucier received a Fulbright Scholarship, and following the path of many American composers of his and previous generations, headed for Europe, travelling to Rome to attend summer sessions at the
Benedetto Marcello Conservatory. Lucier expected that he would continue to compose in the neo-classical style. However, rather than being a catalyst for the production of new works, his experiences in Europe triggered what Lucier has described as a “predictably American identity crisis” which altered his course:

I heard a whole slew of pieces by European composers, including Nono, Berio and Stockhausen, and it seemed to me that I was hearing native speakers speaking their own musical language (and dealing with their own musical burdens, too). I started feeling that the composers who were admired in America were imitating European models, that the American composers were talking in a foreign accent. So it seemed to me that the twelve-tone or serial idea came from a different place than I did. It may have been my inadequacy at not being able to work satisfactorily in those particular systems, but it was a blessing because it gave me the strength to stop trying. And I did stop. I just stopped cold.

As was the case with La Monte Young, it took a visit to Europe for Lucier to experience and appreciate contemporary music by American composers. Lucier credits a performance of John Cage’s *Music Walk with Dancers* (1958) given by Cage, Carolyn Brown, Merce Cunningham, and David Tudor, at La Fenice Theatre in Venice in September 1960, as pivotal for redirecting his musical thinking. Apart from the sonic and performative challenges Cage’s music inspired, the concert also influenced how Lucier perceived the relationship between himself and his compositions: “Until that time I had followed the conventional pattern of composer-performer-audience relationships. One would compose a work, wait for some soloist, ensemble or orchestra to perform it, then hoped that the audience liked it”. In contrast to that model, Lucier was drawn to the self-sufficiency afforded by the kind of live electronics employed by Tudor:
Tudor would have a table of electronics. It was his little orchestra. He could perform his music by himself. For me at that time this was extremely interesting and very important. You didn’t have to rely on established musical institutions such as the symphony orchestra. Tudor made all his devices with inexpensive electronic components, everything he used was homemade. That was very inspiring.\textsuperscript{14}

Coming at a time when Lucier was questioning his relationship to the European music allegiances of his education, the concert by Cage, Cunningham, Brown and Tudor served to consolidate his change of direction: “After that, I decided to do something totally different that would seem to be something my own.”\textsuperscript{15}

Lucier’s growing sense of detachment from the European avant-garde was extended the following year when he travelled to the Darmstadt Festival for New Music with fellow American composer Frederic Rzewski, attending concerts and composition seminars. He was strongly impressed by Tudor’s performance of La Monte Young’s $X$ to Henry Flynt on a small gong, under the disbelieving gaze of Cage’s former European advocate Pierre Boulez, and also by a student performance of Young’s Poem for Chairs, Tables, Benches, etc.\textsuperscript{16} Lucier was struck also by the confusion with which this new music was met by stalwarts of European modernism, such as his fellow attendees Karlheinz Stockhausen and Theodore Adorno, further indicating for him a disjunction between the prevailing European avant-garde and contemporary experimental and proto-Fluxus music.\textsuperscript{17}

These experiences with new American music preceded Lucier’s first attempts to compose in a new medium. Through the Fulbright office in Rome, Lucier obtained the opportunity to spend two weeks at Studio Fonologia, the renowned electronic music studio of Radio Audizioni Italia (RAI) in Milan.\textsuperscript{18} The studio had been a centre for tape
composition under the directorship of composer Luciano Berio, and along with the RTF (Radiodiffusion-Television Française) studio established in 1951 by Pierre Schaeffer in Paris, and the WDR electronic music studio in Cologne operated by Robert Beyer, Herbert Eimert and Werner Meyer-Eppler (and later Karlheinz Stockhausen), represented the European vanguard of electronic and tape composition throughout the 1950s and 1960s. America, of course, had its own electronic music institution in the form of the Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Centre, established by Vladimir Ussachevsky, Otto Leuning and Milton Babbitt. Alongside this, the increasing availability and affordability of tape recorders in the early 1960s had lead to an increase in the popularity of works on tape, and also compositions for tape and instruments, around the world.

While excited by the physical aspects of working with sound on tape such as cutting and splicing, the prevailing attitude to composition at the studio contravened the notions of non-intentionality Lucier found implicit in Cage: “Control and possibility were the words they used to use a lot. We've got all the possibilities and we control them. The idea of Cage is that you have all those possibilities but you don’t control them, and if you don't control them something wonderful is going to happen.” Lucier deemed his tape composition experiment to be unsuccessful, and it remained unfinished until after he returned to America in 1962 to teach at Brandeis University (where he was also appointed as choral director).

Although Lucier has downplayed its importance, this tape piece would become his first work with electronics: *Elegy for Albert Anastasia* (1961-63). Described as a work ‘for electromagnetic tape using very low sounds most of which are below human audibility’, it consists of a succession of subsonic rumblings and deep reverberances of unknown origin, although the character of the sounds used and the subtlety of the transformations involved suggest a restricted set of sources. While it retains many
similarities with other works on tape from that era, it reflects his clear break not only with neo-classicism, but composition for traditional instrumentation. With its use of sonic material ‘below human audibility’ it also posits the beginning of Lucier’s focus on sounds and sound sources which are hidden, ignored or difficult to hear or access, if only notionally.

Shortly after his return to the USA Lucier attended a concert at the New York City Town Hall with performances of compositions by John Cage, and two other experimental composers of the ‘New York School’ - Earle Brown and Morton Feldman. A subsequent introduction to Feldman at a party led to Lucier directing the Brandeis chorus in a concert of choral work by both Feldman and Brown.25 It was at this concert that Lucier met composers Robert Ashley (b. 1930) and Gordon Mumma (b. 1935); both had travelled from Ann Arbor, Michigan, to New York to attend the performance, as opportunities to hear performances of Feldman’s work at that time were extremely rare.26

Ashley and Mumma were at that stage members of the ONCE group, a collection of artists from the American Midwest with backgrounds in film, music, theatre and the visual arts. The group had grown from the annual ONCE festival - a multimedia outpouring of ideas and performances - which was started by Roger Reynolds, George Cacioppo and Donald Scavada in 1957.27 Together Ashley and Mumma had established the Cooperative Studio for Electronic Music in Ann Arbor in 1958. Both had worked with live electronics, and Mumma had also collaborated with David Tudor on several projects.28 Rather than pursuing tape music, or composing for the chorus, Lucier would also take up live electronics, but from a different perspective.
Amplifying alpha

Lucier considers his first significant composition after his return from Europe to be *Music for Solo Performer* (1965), designated as being ‘for enormously amplified brain waves and percussion.’ Although it predates his work with acoustic phenomena, *Music for Solo Performer* is an important work in that it establishes many of the predominant conceptual themes that run through his oeuvre, such as notions of intentionality, his attitude towards performance, and his relationship to technology. As with *Elegy for Albert Anastasia*, it is crucial for following the progressive repositioning of notions of audibility and source material within Lucier’s work. It also inaugurated the relationship between Lucier’s aesthetics and his preoccupation with formal scientific experimentation.

The work has its genesis in a series of discussions between Lucier and Edmond Dewan, a physicist from the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory in Bedford, Massachusetts. Dewan had been researching the relationship between brainwave frequencies and the visual rhythms created by aeroplane propellers, as this was thought to be a cause of blackouts, dizziness and epileptic fits in pilots. Dewan was a keen amateur musician, and had approached several other faculty members at Brandeis in order that they might find a musical application for his electroencephalograph (EEG) - the device used for detecting and examining brain rhythms. Dewan also outlined the phenomenon of the alpha rhythm or alpha wave, which could be seen in the electrical oscillations produced by the brain in a rested, non-visualising state (that is, with eyes closed). Struck by the imagery and theatricality of Dewan’s brainwave research, along with the serendipity of the offer, Lucier accepted his invitation: “I did not have the inclination to learn electronics to the extent of designing my own equipment. I had been on the constant lookout for existing equipment I could use for musical purposes.”

Alpha brain waves or rhythms are characterised as having a frequency of between eight and thirteen Hertz, and are often described as being indicative of a
relaxed state of consciousness - “awake, relaxed, eyes closed” - sometimes likened to a meditative state. German psychiatrist Hans Berger made the first recordings of brain waves in 1928. Using an electrocardiograph attached to silver wires inserted into a subjects’ scalp, he identified a rhythmic pattern of electrical discharge with a frequency of approximately ten cycles per second. English pathologists Adrian and Matthews at Cambridge University later confirmed this finding as to the rhythmic character of the electrical activity of the brain in 1934, and since that time electroencephalography has been used to investigate the electrical functionality of the brain. The characterisation of this rhythmic oscillation in the electrical discharge of the brain as a form of wave provides a concise form of visualisation of brain function. The wave analogy also equates the somewhat fluctuating pattern of the human brain’s electrical activity with the regular and continuous oscillations of sine waves.

Music for Solo Performer contains the first use of waves and wave metaphors in Lucier’s work, even though brainwaves are not in themselves audible. The average frequency of alpha waves is approximately ten hertz - well below the level of audibility. Instead of being a source of sound, Lucier considered the use of alpha waves in Music for Solo Performer as a “control or energy idea”. The kind of energy or control it could provide was determined by the difficulty in maintaining the alpha rhythm, susceptible as it is to eye movement, mental activity and external stimuli. This difficulty in maintaining an alpha state during performance not only provided Lucier with an indeterminate situation in line with the influence he had drawn from Cage’s performances - it determined the parameters of the work.

Performances required Lucier to be seated while an assistant attached electrodes to his scalp, which were in turn connected to the EEG equipment. The output from the EEG was connected to a mixer and heavily amplified before being distributed to an array of loudspeakers, each of which was used to activate a percussion instrument:
I used the alpha to resonate a large battery of percussion instruments including cymbals, gongs, bass drums, timpani, and other resonant found objects. In most cases it was necessary to physically to couple the loudspeaker to the instrument, although in the case of highly resonant bass drums and timpani the loudspeaker could be an inch or so away. Placing loudspeakers in trash cans or cardboard boxes worked extremely well, as did using cheap small speakers face down on snare drums or taped against windows. 39

The significance of brainwaves in Music for Solo Performer was not their inaudibility, but the very fact that their existence could be registered through their employment as a form of stimulus within a system. The bursts of amplified alpha waves produced trains of pulses rather than a constant signal, and were of such low frequency that they caused the loudspeaker cones to behave as pistons. This meant that the instruments were sometimes activated through physical contact with the moving speaker diaphragm, as well as by the sounds they produced. The system also incorporated threshold switches that would trigger the playback of an additional pre-recorded tape of sped-up alpha signals. 40 The brainwaves, amplified, produced the surges and thumps of the speaker cones, which in turn caused the percussion instruments and other reverberant objects positioned around the performance space to rattle, vibrate, buzz and boom.

As a musical performance Music for Solo Performer presented something unique. The performer was required to sit with their eyes closed, unmoving, and remain relaxed so as to produce alpha rhythms. The only indication for the audience that there was a causal connection between the immobile performer and the sounds produced by the percussion instruments came with the gradual recognition of a correspondence between the performer opening their eyes (thus halting the flow of alpha) and the cessation of
Lucier found that through practice he could alternate between short bursts and longer sustained phases of alpha production, producing different results from the instruments. This experience of performing in such a relaxed or meditative state completely changed his conception of composition and performance, and lead to what he called an “attentive rather than manipulative attitude towards materials”.

Lucier gave the debut performance of *Music for Solo Performer* as part of a concert he had organised at Brandeis for John Cage and Christian Wolff in 1965. The programme included Wolff’s *For 1, 2 or 3 People* (1964) and Cage’s *0’00”* (1962), plus *Rozart Mix* (1965) - a new Cage tape work composed for the occasion. Tellingly, Lucier staged the concert at the Rose Art Museum at Brandeis rather than the music department, sensing a lack of interest from his colleagues. *Music for Solo Performer* has since been credited as the first musical composition to incorporate the use of amplified brainwaves, influencing a large number of works from the mid-1960s onwards, many of which utilised a combination of brain rhythms, bio-feedback, synthesisers and meditative states. However, unlike many of those works, Lucier was not interested in exploring bio-feedback, but rather in transplanting the conditions of a subject undergoing an EEG into a performance setting: “What I cared more about was the feeling of the person in that particular situation - the person sitting there without having to make a single muscular motion, yet showing something, unobserved, I mean that you cannot observe from outside. It’s a very intimate situation.” This desire to make the ‘hidden’ in some way manifest would emerge as a major theme in Lucier’s subsequent compositions.

With *Music for Solo Performer* a number of key factors begin to emerge in Lucier’s work, specifically in relation to materials, performance situations, and the manner in which an artist or composer exercises control over their compositions. It is indicative of a developing theme of impersonality within Lucier’s aesthetic. This trend had been heavily
influenced by Cage, who called for the restraint or withdrawal of the personality of the composer in relation to the work. Cage proposed that a composer should “give up the desire to control sound, clear his mind of music, and set about discovering means to let sounds be themselves rather than vehicles for man-made theories or expressions of human sentiment.” Given this statement, a composition such as *Music for Solo Performer* - where percussion instruments were activated at a distance by variable brain rhythms attained through repose - can be seen as a prime example of the kind of musical situation Cage had espoused.

This aesthetic of impersonality had a number of outcomes. Firstly, it served to *depersonalise* the relationship between a given composition and the sounds it produced, and therefore served as a mechanism for drawing attention away from notions of personal expression and onto a consideration of sound as the subject of the work itself. This distanciation of the composer was apparent in *Music for Solo Performer*, which was more akin to a process for generating sonic events than a singular completed artwork. Secondly, the processural nature of the work also meant that performers were placed in an impersonal relationship to the sounds they produced. Where traditionally a musician executed a specific realisation of a given work, the performer of *Music for Solo Performer* was a participant in a procedure of which the exact outcome was undetermined. Further, the stress on process democratised the relationship between artist and audience through the common activity of listening, as any knowledge of a given work could only be obtained through auditing the process in real time; performers were no more privy to the unfolding of the sounds of the work than the audience.

Of course, the use of brainwaves themselves is hardly impersonal - in fact they are deeply personal; but an examination of Lucier’s use of the EEG is crucial for understanding how this notion of impersonality also extended to the tools he used for realising his compositions. As mentioned earlier, Lucier had been casting around for
ideas linked to ‘found’ or pre-existing equipment, but in *Music for Solo Performer* he not only employed ‘found’ equipment in the form of the electroencephalograph, through transferring the EEG procedure onto the concert stage he also used an equally ‘found’ situation:

The brainwave piece is really not much more than the EEG situation that is carried on every day all over the world. In that sense it’s simply EEG, sensing the brainwaves. But when you do an EEG on somebody, you hide it. I mean it’s in a hospital, and the people who do those things don’t care about the situation; they care about the results... they pass by the doing. And they do it right, but I’m interested in the fact that they do it and what the human situation is of that person whose having the EEG, so I just think of it as a piece of art.  

Appropriating what he describes as the ‘EEG situation’ provides Lucier with the key sense of distance, using the EEG apparatus as a method of investigating the relationship between performer and instrument. Beyond the simple transplanting of the EEG situation from hospital to concert hall, a crucial part of this transformation of a medical event into an artistic one lies in Lucier’s overturning of its basic function. Rather than visualising brainwave patterns, the amplified electrical signal of the EEG is used to sound instruments, effectively shifting the emphasis from deriving an outcome (measurement, diagnosis) to an investigation or display of process (relaxing, being attentive). As such it is the first of a number of Lucier’s pieces which recontextualise the situations and tools of scientific inquiry, all of which maintain a similar approach in terms of how they recontextualise pre-existing situations.

Lucier’s use of everyday or pre-existing situations as artistic materials finds parallels in the work of Allan Kaprow, and his ‘happenings’ and ‘environments’ of the
late 1950s and 1960s. A former student of Cage, Kaprow employed chance, indeterminacy, and open ended structures in his works that endeavoured to collapse the distinction between audience and artist through audience participation.\(^4^9\) By drawing on commonplace scenarios, locations and objects as inspiration, Kaprow aimed to democratise artistic participation through the capitulation of the category of art into the activities of everyday life (and vice versa). Similarly, Lucier drew everyday elements and situations from the contemporary technologised landscape onto the concert stage for *Music for Solo Performer*.

The use of the EEG reflects an emerging consideration of environmental factors in Lucier’s work, and in the encounters between technologies and the environments in which they appear. Drawing out the nature of this relationship is pivotal as it is addressed in many of Lucier’s works following *Music for Solo Performer* in their explorations of the behaviour of sound in space. Procedurally, Lucier does not draw a distinction between his compositions that use non-musical technology and other more traditional or historical artistic practices.\(^5^0\) In proposing and developing his theory that his artwork is a specific response to his environment, he undercuts the idea that technology might be a condition or force imposed from without. Rather than glorifying technology for technology’s sake, Lucier’s stance is attributable to his acknowledgement of the prevalence and pervasiveness of technological artefacts in everyday life. For Lucier, any artwork that incorporates such artifacts is simply an example of an artist drawing inspiration from their surroundings: “We’re born and brought up in a landscape... If you worked in a medical centre EEG would be just like a tree; it’s what you see every day. And it’s touching: a composer in the 19th century is talking about the landscape that he’s in; the trees and the poetry - and I’m just doing that.”\(^5^1\) For Lucier his reflection on people’s everyday experiences with technology has transformed his conception of technology in general: “I don’t think of technology as technology. I think
of it as landscape.”

This subsuming of technology into the category of landscape has some specific outcomes in developing the theme of impersonality in Lucier’s work. It serves to both normalise technology through presence, familiarity, and through persistence on one hand, while (by the very same mechanism) serving to technologise the landscape on the other. It also proposes that everyday technology is not separate from the environment, but instead forms one of its constituent parts. Rather than regarding terms such as ‘landscape’ and ‘environment’ solely as representative of attributes of the natural world (with perhaps the inclusion of the built environment), Lucier’s environment encompasses the synthetic objects within it. For Lucier, a pre-existing technological artefact, such as the EEG, is encountered by him as a feature in this landscape, and its existence would no more constitute an act of intentionality on his part than the presence of geographical features, or animals and plants. Therefore, employing pre-existing materials to create an artwork or composition, as opposed to designing or fabricating one’s own, makes the use of found technology another mechanism through which Lucier’s aesthetic of impersonality or distanciation could be realised.

Music for Solo Performer is one of two early works that draw on what could be described as ‘natural’ forms of electrical energy. The second of these was Whistlers (1966), a work that was later withdrawn by Lucier. Whistlers derived its sounds from “the spinning electromagnetic fields above the Earth” (more commonly referred to as audio frequency range electromagnetic phenomena), with the title itself taken from the name given to the sound made by lightning strikes in the ionosphere. Although the composition called for live performers to electronically process the electromagnetic disturbances as received through radio antennae, the difficulty of obtaining clear signals due to weather, electrical interference or the built environment meant that the work instead received presentations as a tape piece.
Whistlers and Music for Solo Performer are in some ways parallel compositions as they both tap into naturally occurring electrical phenomena - ‘found’ sources of electricity. Similarly, they both rely on materials for sound production that are ‘hidden’ and difficult to access. Then again, in terms of the proximity of those sources, they represent the opposite extreme cases, with one utilising the electrical discharge captured from inside the brain, where the other sources its electricity from the outer layers of the earth’s atmosphere.

Lucier presented Whistlers as a tape piece at the First Festival of Live-Electronic Music in 1967, which was presented by the Department of Music at the University of California, Davis and the Mills College Tape Centre, Oakland California. The three-day concert series included performances by Robert Ashley, Larry Austin, David Behrman, Toshi Ichiyanagi, Gordon Mumma, and David Tudor. Lucier had strengthened his association with Ashley, Mumma and Behrman the previous year, having invited them to perform at a second concert he staged at the Rose Art Museum following the success of Cage’s visit in 1965. Sharing a common interest in live electronics, they formed the Sonic Arts Group (later the Sonic Arts Union) an umbrella term under which they each maintained their distinct compositional presence, but which allowed them to share equipment and assist each other in performing their works in concert, a practice they would continue until the mid 1970s.

In examining the works that followed Music for Solo Performer and Whistlers, Lucier has himself identified four themes under which his resulting compositions can be grouped (although there are a small number of works which inevitably fall outside this categorisation): (1) the exploration of the acoustic characteristics of natural and architectural spaces; (2) the modification of the human voice by electronic means; (3) the visualisation of sound, and; (4) the exploration of the spatial characteristics of sound itself. The remainder of this chapter will examine primarily the works which
correspond to the first two themes, all of which were composed before Lucier began to use sine tones, in order to investigate how these works incorporate and extend his approaches to technology, environment and composition first developed in *Music for Solo Performer*. Further, by charting the shift in the types of sounds found in his compositions - from short clicks to the prolonging effects of resonance - it also illustrates Lucier’s gravitation towards the use of continuous sounds, one pointer towards his later use of sine waves.

**Articulating spaces**

Although not specifically included in the category of works that deal with what Lucier has termed ‘articulating spaces,’ but none the less a clear precedent, is *Shelter* (1967), “for vibration pickups, amplification system and enclosed space.” In what Gordon Mumma has described as “musical seismology,” an audience in a dark and quiet room or structure experienced the ambient sound events or planned performances taking place outside. The minute vibrations caused by these external sound events were picked up by sensors attached to the inside walls and surfaces before being amplified and fed to loudspeakers, so that the audience heard sounds altered by the physical characteristics of the materials through which they had travelled. *Shelter* effectively inverts the situation of *Music for Solo Performer* through internalising sounds from outside the audience’s location, rather than externalising the inner rhythms of the brain out into the concert space. As the work incorporates the amplifying of very small phenomena with the modification of sounds filtered through architectural materials, it is another example of Lucier emphasis of notionally inaudible or ‘hidden’ sounds. *Shelter* also forms a bridge between the earlier compositions that utilised the acquisition and
amplification of vibration via technology, and the following works that explore the potential for physical spaces to be used as acoustic modifiers.

Chambers (1968) more explicitly investigated the interactions of sounds with their immediate environment. Found objects such as bottles, seashells, suitcases, and teapots, were treated as portable environments, and made to sound by placing small battery-operated devices inside them, such as radios, cassette recorders and mechanical toys. Lucier initially conceived of Chambers as a work for blown conch shells, where performers would move about outside, exploring their environment, all the while maintaining communication with each other through sound. While listening out for the sounds of other performers, Lucier noticed the effects of resonant characteristics of the physical environment, as ambient sounds such as the tyres of passing trucks would seem to take on the same pitch as the tone from the blown shells. In incorporating this effect into his work on a smaller scale Lucier produces what he describes as a series of “rooms within rooms which impinge their acoustic character upon each other” as recorded or transmitted sounds from one environment were played back and modified inside another.

Resonance plays an important role in Chambers, as it is the effects of resonance on the sounds played inside each of Lucier’s portable environments that provided their individual ‘acoustic character’. Resonance is the intensification and prolongation of a sound by reflection, and is an important aspect of the propagation of sound in space. The effects of resonance are determined by the physical properties of spaces - whether they are rooms, seashells, bottles or musical instruments. Factors such as the volume of a space and the materials of which its surfaces are comprised determine which frequencies within a sound will be reflected or amplified, and which frequencies will be absorbed or reduced in amplitude, resulting in an alteration of timbre. As a consequence
of resonance, the physical properties of spaces are imprinted upon the sounds that occur within them.

*Chambers* had parallels to *Music for Solo Performer* in that they both involved the sounding of a variety of resonant objects. However, in *Chambers*, the focus was not so much on the mere fact of resonance or sounding, but on the transformations performed on sounds brought about by resonance: in recognising the changes in timbre by the attenuation or amplification of particular frequencies due to the physical properties of the object being sounded.

Lucier places considerable importance on using found materials as a way of emphasising the nature of the acoustic phenomenon he is aiming to investigate: “One could conceivably build an environment that would do specific things to sounds but I’m not interested in that. I don’t want to change anything. I simply want to find out what these environments do to sounds, so it’s to my advantage not to make but to take what I can find, and in that way each performance will tell me something.” Intervention on the part of the composer would only serve to cloud the aim of the piece, which with *Chambers* is the highlighting of the transformative effects of resonance.

Lucier’s next work, *Vespers* (1968), would expand from the use of miniature environments, to ‘exploring’ an entire room with sound. It is a work for “acoustic orientation by means of echolocation”, its title chosen to pay homage to the common bat of the family Vespertilionidae and to the “sanctifying atmosphere” of the Catholic evening service. *Vespers* involved the use of hand-held echolocation devices called Sondols (*sonar* dolphins), which had been developed by Listening Incorporated, an electronics company in Arlington, Massachusetts, involved with researching dolphin sounds. The Sondols had been designed for use by boat owners, acoustic architects and the blind, and consisted of a pulse-wave oscillator housed inside a cylindrical body with a metal speaker at one end. Apart from an on/off switch, the sole control was a
dial for manually adjusting the rate of the pulses. In operation the Sondols emitted a high-intensity, directionally-focused click, which produced echoes by bouncing off surfaces in the environment. Lucier found that by listening to minute modifications to the pulse wave it was possible to gather information about his surroundings and the objects within it using only sound: “You could go outside and send these pulses out, and with the echo you could hear the trees. You could hear trees and you could hear buildings with the echoes that came back to you. The sound of glass is different than the sound of wood. The pulses get squashed... when they strike something, and they change a little bit when they come back to you.”

*Vespers* was inspired by the work of biologist Donald R. Griffin and his book *Listening in the Dark*, which detailed his research into the use of sonar by bats in navigation and hunting. Lucier was struck by this functional role for the sounds produced by animals such as bats and dolphins, which rather than being used as a means of communication, was instead a method for gathering information about their environment, an idea he subsequently incorporated into *Vespers*. Using the Sondols, blindfolded performers negotiated their environment by listening to the echoes of the clicks returning from the surfaces within the performance space. By adjusting the rate of the outgoing clicks in response to the returning echoes, performers slowly scanned their surroundings and the objects contained within them with sound, building a representation of the space by means that Lucier likened to a kind of ‘sound-photography.’ Lucier stresses the task-like role of the performers in carrying out the echolocation: “They shouldn’t just play the instruments as instruments, they shouldn’t decide to speed up or down for musical effect. That kills the performance immediately. It has to be based on survival and task.” The actions of the performers in effect became a mechanism for focusing audience attention onto an acoustic phenomena usually discounted in traditional musical listening - the behaviour of echoes in space. In
order to refine their technique, Lucier suggested performers draw from other “experts in the art of echolocation in the animal kingdom.” However, where animals such as bats and dolphins use ultrasonic sound, *Vespers* employs sounds in the human audible range. As such, the process of making audible the ultrasonic sounds of animal echolocation involved a transposition downwards in pitch from the ‘inaudible’ (in human terms) to the audible clicks produced by the Sondols.

The relationship between performer and score was important in determining the part depersonalisation played in *Vespers*. The significance Lucier places on impersonal, task-like performance in *Vespers* finds a parallel in the description of performance given by Richard Schechner, based as it is in notions of distanciation. Schechner uses the term ‘restored behaviour’ to define the relationship between performer and role. Restored behaviour is likened to a costume or mask, in that it can be put on and taken off, creating a distinct definition between role and individual. For Schechner, this distance allows for an externalised, impersonal, and malleable relationship between performer and text: “[restored behaviour] can be seen from the outside, and changed... [and] a score can change because it’s not a ‘natural event’ but a model of individual and collective human choice.”

In ‘putting on’ their role as echolocators, performers needed to be able to oscillate between performing their role as ‘bat impersonator’ and monitor their own auditory perception for the acoustic effects of reverberation and echo. Although the performers’ role is to elucidate those same acoustic phenomena for an audience, the work itself is basically a frame or mechanism for calling attention to those events, not a staging of bat impersonations. Introducing the task of echolocation is instead a means for performers to fulfill the requirements of the work without recourse to either improvisation or traditional musical language. That the architecture, rather than the
performers, was responsible for producing the acoustic phenomena further served to
depersonalise the sound world of Vespers.

_Vespers_ is the first of three works that can be characterised as compositions that
produce acoustic responses from environments realised via the transformation of
projected sound. It also introduces two important themes in Lucier’s work, most clearly
manifest in the sound of the Sondols: the use of what might be considered simple, non-
musical sounds, and the use of repetition. In the synthetic sound of the pulse wave,
Lucier found a technical, utilitarian sound, one he considered to be free of any qualities
that could be associated with musical character or expressiveness. This was then used as
a kind of neutral trigger, accentuating his goal of making echoes, not the activating
sounds, the primary focus of the work. Lucier’s score does allow for the use of other
sound sources in the absence of Sondols, such as tongue-clicks, finger-clicks and
footsteps (which even in their human origins retain a certain impersonality through their
commonality), toy crickets, and “portable generators of pulsed sounds, thermal noise or
10 kHz pure tones.”75

Repetition played a crucial role in hearing and assessing the acoustic effects
realised in _Vespers_. As the Sondols generated chains of identical pulses, both the
audience and performers could more easily perceive the modifications to these ‘trigger’
sounds caused by the effects of resonance. As a portable piece of technology, the
Sondols provided not just repetition, but repeatability - a baseline sound or tool that
could then be used for the acoustic scanning of different performance spaces, allowing
for the acoustic characteristics of each space to define the sonic content of each
performance.

In _Vespers_, Lucier emphasises the importance not of the sound projected (the
initial sound, the question) but of the echo, the response - and in realising this aspect of
the work both performers and audience members are asked to be attentive to the effects
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of the environment on sounds. While these environmental phenomena can be easily
described in terms of cause and effect (pulses of sound echo off walls and objects),
*Vespers*, along with the following works for articulated spaces, function through these
processes of repetition (here through the use of synthetic sound) and transformation (by
the acoustic properties of the spaces).

Processes of repetition and transformation come to the fore in “*I am sitting in a
room*” (1970). Although commonly dated to 1970, the first version of this piece was
made in 1969 in the Electronic Music Studio at Brandeis University, shortly before
Lucier left to take up a position at Wesleyan University in Middleton, Connecticut.
One of Lucier’s best known works, “*I am sitting in a room*” is a tape piece, and begins with
Lucier reading a short text that in many ways serves as the score:

```
I am sitting in a room different from the one you are in now. I am recording the
sound of my speaking voice and I am going to play it back into the room again and
again until the resonant frequencies of the room reinforce themselves so that any
semblance of my speech, with perhaps the exception of rhythm, is destroyed. What
you will hear, then, are the natural resonant frequencies of the room articulated by
speech. I regard this activity not so much as a demonstration of a physical fact, but
more as a way to smooth out any irregularities my speech might have.
```

Unlike the previous works, which utilised relatively specific and in some cases esoteric
electronic equipment (electroencephalographs, Sondols, antennae, sensors), “*I am sitting
in a room*” employs readily available technology, requiring two tape recorders, a
microphone, amplifier and loudspeaker. Lucier recorded the initial statement onto one
tape recorder before playing it back into the space through a speaker placed in the
position where he had been seated. As the statement was replayed through the speaker,
it was recorded through the microphone onto the second tape recorder. This section of tape was then removed from the recorder and spliced onto the reel of the first recorder. The new recording was then played, and the process repeated.\textsuperscript{79} When all of the recordings were edited together in sequence, they became a document of the sound of a human voice being replaced by the gradual imposition of the resonant ‘signature’ of a room. As the statement is played into the room through a loudspeaker, the room acts as a filter, modifying the speech sounds. Each iteration of this process moves the sound one step further along a path from intelligibility to unintelligibility, until the clearly enunciated words have been transformed into a continuous, complex melodic and harmonic flow, with only the ghost of the initial cadences to remind us of their origins.\textsuperscript{80}

“I am sitting in a room” slowly plays out a series of interactions between the human voice and its surroundings, as it is the frequencies present in the recording that correspond to the resonant frequencies of the room are repeatedly reinforced, while all others are slowly attenuated. As such the work delivers an intimate portrayal of the sonic possibilities contained in architecture as it explores the relationship of sound to space, enacted in the relationship of frequencies to dimensions. “I am sitting in a room” is equally an exploration of the process of recording itself, as each time the microphone and tape recorder captures the sound from the speaker, it re-structures the properties of the sound according to its technical limitations.

Although he had initially experimented with a range of different sounds, Lucier settled on speech, as it was “common to just about everybody” whilst also being “extremely personal”.\textsuperscript{81} Lucier himself has a speech impediment, and his stutter lends the piece its own unique rhythmic formations. The use of voice as the source sound for articulating the resonant characteristics of a room is pivotal, as it contains a broad spectrum of frequencies. The process of activating the sound of the room has two distinct aspects. On one hand it is a process of reduction through progressive
cancellation, as frequencies that do not match the resonant modes of the room are gradually pared away. On the other it is a process of elongation, as the frequencies contained in speech sounds that match those of the room are reinforced and their durations prolonged through the effects of resonance. As it bounces from wall to wall, the room is rung like a bell by vocal sound.

Even though “I am sitting in a room” is a work for audiotape, its gradual shift from ‘voice sound’ to ‘room sound’ slowly confounds any notion of linearity. Initially “I am sitting in a room” is profoundly linear, with the changes from one repetition to the next easy to follow. However, as the intelligibility of individual words begins to break down, the distinction between one iteration and the next begin to blur as the sound of the room begins to assert itself. Any imperative to track the progressive changes eventually breaks down, and the audience is instead invited to listen to the effects of this approach to making sound: continuous ringing clusters of bell-like reverberations. As the sounds move from the personal speaking voice to the impersonal sound of room resonance, it similarly enacts a shift from the sequential to the spatial. This gradual shift from ‘voice sound’ to ‘room sound’ via microphone and speaker in “I am sitting in a room” enacts Lucier’s impersonal aesthetic, shifting emphasis away from the prominence of the composer or the performer onto spatial and situational factors. The process of sonic recycling in “I am sitting in a room” performs the same role as the task of the echolocating performers in Vespers, where the focus is on the execution of the procedural aspects of the composition, rather than the attainment of any particular end goal state. In the gradual evocation of room resonance, “I am sitting in a room” exposes its mechanism of transformation, and highlights Lucier’s increasing orientation towards process-based works.

The piece was often accompanied in concert by the slide-projection work Room (1969), by Lucier’s then wife, the sculptor and photographer (and later video artist)
Mary Lucier. *Room* subjected a black and white Polaroid photograph of the room in which Lucier had made his recordings to a parallel process of reduplication. These images were then transferred to slides for projection. With each re-photographing errors in alignment between camera and photograph gradually enlarged and distorted the original image, until pictorial representation gave way to abstraction.⁸²

Where *Vespers* extended clicks into echoes, and “I am sitting in a room” extended the duration of speech sounds through the effects of resonance, *Quasimodo the Great Lover* (1972) employed both echo and reverberation to extend not only the duration but the location of sound. The work was influenced by recordings of the sounds of humpback whales made by biological acoustician Roger S. Payne, which Lucier first heard at a lecture given by Payne at the University of California in 1969.⁸³ Lucier was impressed not only by the whale sounds themselves, but by the ability of whales to communicate with each other by sending sounds over great distances. The velocity of sound in water is approximately four times that of air, and researchers have recorded whale sounds travelling over 100 kilometres.⁸⁴ The title refers to the hunchbacked bell-ringer from Victor Hugo’s 1831 novel *Notre-Dame de Paris* (and therefore to another means for communicating sonically over long distances), and alludes to the role that ‘whale song’ is thought to play in mating.⁸⁵

*Quasimodo the Great Lover*, like “I am sitting in a room,” makes use of commonly available sound equipment. A number of separated spaces were connected in sequence by a relay system of microphones, amplifiers and loudspeakers. Performers produced sounds in one space that were captured by the microphone and reproduced in a second space through a loudspeaker. This sound was then captured by another microphone and transferred to a third space, and so on, passing through a succession of spaces before reaching the audience. As the sounds travelled through each individual space they became progressively transformed by the acoustic properties of the environments and
of the sound equipment. Lucier encouraged using not just ‘designed’ spaces such as rooms and corridors, but natural spaces such as canyons and wooded areas. He also allowed for variations in the amplification system, such as the use of loops for recycling sound back into particular spaces, and for the intersection of two or more chains of microphones and speakers. In Quasimodo the Great Lover, performers are asked to use the calls of humpbacks as a model for their own sound production, such as strings of short pulses, and upward and downward sweeping tones. For his own performances Lucier settled on the use of whistling sounds, as his initial inclination to use vocal sounds produced results he described as “awkward and grotesque” and indicative of human expression. Unlike the complex vocally produced sounds, whistling also yielded a simple sound against which the superimposition of spatial signatures could be more easily distinguished. As in Vespers performers were presented with the task of elucidating the acoustic characteristics of the spaces through which their sounds travelled by forming successions of sound events where “each event within a set is subject to gradual, repetitive, and cumulative variation.” This meant a progressive alteration of the sound in terms of its duration, pitch and volume so as to highlight the relationship between the “original sound event, its change, and the environments through which it travels.” Each sound was to be gradually extended in duration until it and the resulting echoes and reverberations overlap. Similar to the gradual effacement of vocal sound in “I am sitting in a room”, this process again shifts focus away from the ‘instrumental’ sound, casting it as a kind of stimulus, and onto the effects that it produces within this system. So with Quasimodo the Great Lover even the ‘personality’ of instruments is reduced in order to clearly realise the acoustic phenomena that form the subject of the composition, and to provide sufficiently depersonalised material with which to work.
Michael Nyman points out that *Quasimodo the Great Lover* is the obverse of what he refers to as the ‘enclosed-space’ works, such as *Vespers*, in that sound is conveyed from the place of performance to listeners situated at a distance. The enclosed-space works also constitute closed systems, particularly “I am sitting in a room”, unlike the open structure of *Quasimodo the Great Lover* which makes allowances for the inclusion of incidental and environmental sounds to be incorporated within the piece. Perhaps of greater importance is the different ways that these open and closed systems transform the sounds that occur within them. Whereas the reductive process of “I am sitting in a room” gradually breaks down the complex frequency mix of the human voice via room resonance, in *Quasimodo the Great Lover* a simple sound gradually increases in complexity due to the accretion of echoes and reverberations.

In fact, there was a progressive extension of the duration of sounds in this series of compositions, starting with the introduction of repetition of sounds of an extremely short duration (*Vespers*), the extension of duration through the effects of resonance and the use of recording technology (“I am sitting in a room”), and then through the gradual elongation of source sounds coupled with the prolonging effects of reverberation (*Quasimodo the Great Lover*). As they approach their conclusion, two of these works (“I am sitting in a room” and *Quasimodo the Great Lover*) gradually bring about the conditions of constant sound, a precedent for Lucier’s later use of continuous sounds such as feedback and sine tones. In all of these works, sound is employed in a functional way, as a kind of tool or stimulus. However, while electronically generated sound is ostensibly being used for echolocation, activating resonant frequencies, smoothing out vocal irregularities, or communicating over long distances, in all cases its main role is to help produce effects which bring the otherwise ‘hidden’ behaviour of sound in space to the fore.
Altering vocal identities

Whereas the first group of compositions focussed on interactions between sound, space and environment, the works that explored the “modification of the human voice by electronic means” formed a series of exchanges between vocal sound and technology. \(^{93}\) Compared to many of the works already surveyed, these works required a much more ‘hands on’ manipulation of electronic equipment. In all of these works electronic technology replaced the role that space and architecture played in the previous works, in that the technology itself functioned as the agent of transformation. However, with these works there was a tension between the performance of the initial vocal sounds and the control of the means of sonic modification, as in each case the manner in which the electronic devices were manipulated was in itself performative.

Lucier has stated that his interest in working with the voice stemmed from the peculiarities of his own speech. \(^{94}\) He has described these works as effecting the “alteration of vocal identities”, and issues relating to the efficacy of speech sounds as a mechanism for conveying meaning and identity are explored differently in each work. \(^{95}\) *North American Time Capsule* (1967), for voices and vocoder, was a kind of poetic repository where performers used vocal sounds and the sounds of instruments and objects around them to “describe for beings far away from the earth’s environment either in space or in time” their social and cultural surroundings. \(^{96}\) Although initially conceived of as a live performance work, it is better known from the recorded version Lucier made in 1967 with the assistance of members of the Brandeis Chamber Chorus and other Brandies students. This recording was made using an experimental vocoder (*voice encoder*) developed by Sylvania Applied Research Laboratories in Waltham, Massachusetts. \(^{97}\) The vocoder is an electronic device for encoding speech into digital form and for resynthesising encoded messages into artificial speech, and were principally designed for making secure voice communication over telephone lines. By
presenting listeners with an encoding without a subsequent decoding, *North American Time Capsule* confounds the intended function of the vocoder, recasting a secretive communications device as a generator of synthetic sound.

For the recording of *North American Time Capsule* Lucier used not one but three voices as his audio input, each entering at a different stage of the digitising process. Each voice was responsible for determining a separate characteristic of the information to be encoded: the first voice provided the spectrum of sounds to be analysed; the second the pitch; and the third the distinction between voiced and unvoiced or ‘noise’ sounds. The output was a composite sound formed through this imposition of one vocal quality upon another. The output was further modified through the addition or removal of band pass filters, alterations to filters in the spectrum analyser which affected spectral resolution, and manual adjustments to pitch and sample hold. The recording used eight channels of material and produced a jittery hubbub of robotic twitters and hushed machine utterances bordering on glossolalia - humorously garbling the vocal distinctions of spoken and whispered, tone and noise, pitched and unpitched. Despite the amount of electronic modification involved, Lucier noted how the processing revealed the “rhythmic strength of human language.” This phenomenon would later recur in “I am sitting in a room”, where the rhythmic markers of speech would still be evident after numerous iterations.

*North American Time Capsule* was Lucier’s first commercially available recording, appearing on the compilation record *Extended Voices: New Pieces for Chorus and for Voices Altered Electronically by Sound Synthesizers and Vocoder*, part of the renowned "Music of Our Time" series for Odyssey Records. The album was effectively a contemporary survey of experimental practices of voice and electronics interaction, and placed Lucier’s work alongside compositions by Robert Ashley, John Cage, Morton Feldman, Toshi
Ichiyanagi and Pauline Oliveros, and performances by David Tudor and Gordon Mumma.100

Lucier’s subsequent compositions explored the relationship between vocalist and vocal identity from opposite angles - first by removal, then by impersonation. Where *North American Time Capsule* requires the intimate involvement of a performing, controlling hand in the operation of the vocoder, *The Only Talking Machine of Its Kind in the World* (1969) instead necessitated a stuttering or lisping speaker to reveal their intimate speech patterns to an audience. To perform a progressive depersonalisation of the speaker’s vocal idiosyncrasies, a tape delay system constructed during the performance by other players recirculated the speech in order to iron out any anxiety caused by public speaking. In *The Duke of York* (1971) a vocalist and a ‘synthetist’ worked together to produce a representation from their combined memories, rendered in sound. The vocalist aimed to mimic as accurately as possible the sounds from a range of preselected material such as popular songs, speeches and passages from books, film, and television.101 Using a synthesiser, the second performer made alterations to pitch, timbre, range, envelope, vibrato and echo to align the sounds of the vocalist with their own particular memories of the original. Once an alteration had been made by the synthetist, it remained in effect for the duration of the performance, forming what Lucier termed “layers of partial identities.”102 The end result of this process was the construction of a “composite vocal image” formed from the memories of the two performers.103

While still largely a task-orientated work, *The Duke of York* relied heavily on the personal talents of its performers. As a setting for vocalist and accompanist, it also presented a far more traditional image of a musical performance than his other compositions surveyed so far (despite Lucier’s claim that the synthetists role is essentially a non-musical one). In order to realise its goal of vocal simulation, it drew on
both the vocalist’s talent to assume and convey the ‘vocal identity’ of the original material, and the capacity of the synthesist to respond to and modify the voice to match their own particular set of memories that related to those songs or sounds. Unlike the gradual process of depersonalisation of speech that occurred in both “I am sitting in a room” and The Only Talking Machine of Its Kind in the World, there was a continuous oscillation between the intimate nature of memory and the impersonal processes of mimicry and electronic synthesis. However, just as the ‘composite identity’ of a real or imaginary person was constructed from a succession of vocal traces dispersed within a profusion of synthetic sound, any vestiges of the performers’ traits became similarly dispersed throughout the work.¹⁰⁴

The increasing availability of portable analogue synthesisers in the early 1970s, such as the MiniMoog and the ARP, made the live performance of works such as The Duke of York possible. Lucier saw the real-time, voltage-controlled aspects of the electronic synthesiser as emblematic of the “American idea” of electronic music, as opposed to the tape spliced, collage compositions from the European studios.¹⁰⁵ However, The Duke of York was also an American work in another way; in exploring the evocation of memory as sound, it was intimately tied to the American popular culture milieu, which was (and is) saturated with forms of representation and recording.

As mentioned earlier, there is a difference in the way Lucier’s aesthetic of impersonality was enacted in these works compared to the works for articulating spaces, partly because each piece involved a greater manipulation of complex electronic equipment on the part of the performers. All these compositions use the human voice as their starting point, implying at least some small amount of association between the vocal sound and its personal origin. Just as electronic technology replaced the spatial and architectural as the agent of transformation in these works, Lucier’s aesthetic of
impersonality would also be realised through the performers’ involvement with technology.

All three works approach impersonality and identity in different ways. The interaction, or rather the interjection of voices and vocoder of *North American Time Capsule* produced an undecoded multiple output; individual identity was scrambled at the point where three voices attempt to occupy a single channel of communication. *The Only Talking Machine of Its Kind in the World* disguised personality in the therapeutic, as personal idiosyncrasies of speech were dispersed through a network of iterations, thus de-emphasising the ‘problematic’ speaker as their originator. In *The Duke of York* individual memories became subsumed into a multiple, synthetic identity. Just as the technological was substituted for the spatial as the agent of transformation, it also became the mechanism for providing the essential distance between the intimate vocal sounds of the performer and the requirements of the composition.

Although *North American Time Capsule* maintained a scramble of pitches, noises and vocal rhythms for its duration, both *The Only Talking Machine of Its Kind in the World* and *The Duke of York* produced a gradual progression from regular speech sounds to complex synthetic textures. They also shared many of the same hallmarks of process found in “*I am sitting in a room*” and *Quasimodo the Great Lover*; a simple sound input (speech, whistles), which was transformed over successive iterations, sometimes to unintelligibility, as a means of highlighting the nature of the processes involved, be they physical or technological.

‘Seeing’ sounds

In 1972 Lucier began a series of works that dealt specifically with the visualisation of sound. The first of these, *The Queen of the South* (1972), again saw Lucier
drawing inspiration from scientific experiments and procedures, just as he had
previously with the use of the EEG for *Music for Solo Performer*. Lucier is upfront about
the influence of scientific experiments and demonstrations of acoustical phenomena,
claiming that he does “little more than frame them in an artistic context.” With *The
Queen of the South*, and all of the later works in the visualisation series, the didactic
component of Lucier’s aesthetic would become more apparent, much in the same
manner as the acoustic phenomena he is aiming to produce for the audience. Rather
than aiming to refocus the audience’s collective ear onto a particular activity of sound,
the works in this series are attempts by Lucier to display visually the effects of sound
that he found so captivating. In effect, it literalises his aim to reveal the hidden aspects
of sound.

*The Queen of the South* called for a surface such as glass, wood, or steel strewn with
small grains or powder to be excited by sound. This formed the strewn material into
shapes determined by the resonant modes of the surface. The piece drew on the
vibrating steel plates of eighteenth century acoustician Ernst Chladni, but also
importantly on the twentieth century visualisations of sound by Swiss physician and
natural scientist Hans Jenny (1904-1972). Jenny, an adherent of Anthroposophy, had
taught science at the Rudolph Steiner School in Zurich for four years before beginning
his medical practice. Following Steiner’s lead, Jenny posited that periodic phenomena
underpinned human existence, and were evident at every level of being, matter and area
of investigation. Jenny pioneered the field of ‘Cymatics’ (from Greek *kyma*, wave) -
which he described as the study of the effects of vibration - and considered the
visualising of sound as a key method of giving “tangible expression” to the
phenomenology of vibration.

Jenny’s investigation primarily explored the effects of sound in the acoustic and
lower ultrasonic range on a variety of vibrating solids such as sand, quartz sand, and
Lycopodium powder (spores of the club moss), along with other mediums such as mercury, glycerine, and gases. Much of his work involved the vibration of steel plates using piezoelectric, or crystal, oscillators, to ‘irradiate’ materials into motion. The results present an astonishing catalogue of wave shapes, nodal patterns and vibration models. In schematising his research, Jenny defined a “triadic phenomena of vibrational processes”: periodicity, pattern and kinetics. Together they formed a “threefold unity” where “the three fields - the periodic as the fundamental field with the two poles of figure and dynamics - invariably appear as one.” This in turn functioned as an ontology that combined any and all periodic function, from histology, cell physiology, morphology, biology, to geology and mineralogy, atomic physics and astronomy.

Apart from its metaphysical aspects, Jenny saw a pragmatic role for his visualisation procedures. He developed the tonoscope - an acoustic instrument for observing vibrating materials, consisting of a diaphragm stretched across a simple resonator - which could be used for teaching the deaf to speak by way of providing a visual reference for tone production. Visualisation could also aid aesthetic enhancement, as listeners could train themselves to synaesthetically “hear by seeing”. Jenny noted the effects of a Bach toccata and Mozart’s Jupiter Symphony on a fluid medium: “The vibrational figures appear indirectly in the layers of fluid. They are entirely characteristic of the music being played. However, the eye is unaccustomed to seeing music and is a first lost without the guidance of the ear. But with the ear to prompt it, the eye experiences these tonal events in full visual detail.”

Lucier’s score bears some of Jenny’s influence in its combination of didacticism and self-improvement, exercised through a kind of synaesthesia. The task Lucier sets for performers is “to put sounds into a material and experience the modes of vibration of the sound in that material” and to observe the changes in pattern caused by the interactions of the sounds and the materials. In working together to bring about a
range of visual phenomena, performers are asked to “make musical activity either to
discover in real time the visual images characteristic of the identity of the performing
ensemble... or make pre-determined patterns” listing a range of imagery from currents,
vortices, rivulets, and flowers, to crypts, embryos, mirrors, calendars, and stigmata. For his own realisations of The Queen of the South Lucier used a large square of
aluminum, glass or wood scattered with sand, tea, coffee, salt or rice. For a sound
source, he used electronic sine wave oscillators, as acoustic instruments lacked both the
class to effectively move the materials, and the ability to sustain sounds for long
periods. “I find that those sustained, continuous oscillator sounds, once you get them
started, don’t relent, they don’t have to breathe, they can really push the grains of sand
around on the plate.” Also, as the oscillators were connected directly to the plate
using audio transducers the sounds were not audible until they were in the material,
unlike acoustic instruments. This created a stronger causal relationship between the
sounds and the images they formed. Video cameras and monitors were then used to
“verticalise and enlarge” the images produced by the vibrating media.

Despite its emphasis on visualisation techniques, The Queen of the South has
parallels with Lucier’s other early works. It has much in common with the ‘sound-
photography’ of Vespers, in that ‘images’ were elicited from an environment using
sound. However, in The Queen of the South the images are visual and two-dimensional, and
the environment a solid medium. As an investigation of the propagation of sound waves
in solid materials The Queen of the South sees the sound conducting walls of Shelter laid flat,
but with their role shifted from filtering to patterning; further, the “micro-seismic”
activity previously obtained from sounds in the outside environment is instead
generated by sine tones. As with the voice pieces, electronic technology provided a large
percentage of the transformative aspects of The Queen of the South, enacting the
synaesthetic aspects of the piece through a series of transductions from one medium to
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another. However, this was not just a simple transformation from sound to sight, but from electronic sound signals, to mechanical vibrations in a physical medium, to electronic video images. Lucier cites these translations from one medium to another as a crucial part of his reframing process from scientific experiment to artwork.121

Perhaps most importantly for this survey, *The Queen of the South* is the link between Lucier’s earlier works and his later works - works that explore the spatial characteristics of sound, many of which utilise sine waves. It marks the introduction of sine waves into Lucier’s work, which had been selected for both their mechanical and synthetic properties. Where previous compositions affected the progressive extension or prolongation of the duration of sounds through resonant or technological procedures, a constant sound is used here to affect other media. However, just like the brainwaves of *Music for Solo Performer*, sine waves are used as a source of activation - a motor for stimulating resonance - rather than for their specific sonic qualities, making *The Queen of the South* a precursor to later works such as *Music on a Long Thin Wire* (1977). In the use of the interactive effects of sound signals for pattern making, Lucier introduced an interest in interference phenomena, specifically the phenomena of acoustical beating.122 This indicated a significant departure from his work with voices and spaces, and leads directly into his sine wave works of the remainder of the 1970s and into the 1980s.
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6. Hearing and seeing the shapes of sounds:

Alvin Lucier, 1973-1984

By 1973 Lucier had begun the first in a new series of works that were aimed at exploring what he termed the “spatial characteristics of sound itself.” These pieces marked a significant shift in Lucier’s sound resources and compositional imperatives, enacting new relationships between the spatial and the sonic through his examination of acoustic phenomena. These works also coincided with a range of other new compositions that continued the theme of sound visualisation, which Lucier had begun with *The Queen of the South*. Many of these new works employed sine waves or continuous, sine-like sounds in their explorations of natural acoustic phenomena.

In order to chart this new period in Lucier’s output, this chapter will concentrate on these sine wave pieces from the early 1970s until the early 1980s, beginning with the initial version of *Still and Moving Lines of Silence in Families of Hyperbolas* (1973-74) and ending with the later, revised version (1984). Apart from being the first work which fully embraced sine waves as a sound source, the first version of *Still and Moving Lines of Silence in Families of Hyperbolas* proved to be a highly generative work, providing the basis for a number of subsequent compositions which explored acoustic phenomena such as standing waves, beating patterns and the movement of sound in space.

The significance of sine tones in the compositions of this period has not been discussed in other commentaries on Lucier; this is surprising given that sine tones are
such a prominent feature of Lucier’s work in the period under discussion, and also of subsequent compositions. Focusing on both the practical and theoretical aspects of sine waves highlights important aspects of Lucier’s compositional practice, and provides a means to investigate the functional notions of sound, technology and the environment in his oeuvre.

**Still and moving sines**

In its initial form, *Still and Moving Lines of Silence in Families of Hyperbolas* (1973-1974) presents a vastly different musical experience compared with the works that preceded it. More than simply a musical composition, it was instead a multifaceted listening context for both demonstrating and exploring how sound is distributed in space. Although it is described as a composition for “singers, players, dancers and unattended percussion,” the primary sonic component consists of sine tones, either singly or in combinations. Of course, as indicated in the previous chapter, Lucier had employed sine tones for the first time in *The Queen of the South*, primarily for their mechanical and durational properties, but *Still and Moving Lines of Silence* marks the first time that sine tones are called upon specifically for their sonic qualities, and used to elicit specific acoustic phenomena.

The exploration of the relationship of sound to space is pivotal to Lucier’s conception of *Still and Moving Lines of Silence*. "The piece exists almost completely on a spatial plane. What’s important is the making of simple to complex and still to moving sound geographies with sine waves." To do this, Lucier constructs what he has described as a “sound environment” using sine wave oscillators. These would be distributed to an array of four loudspeakers dispersed throughout the space, establishing the sonic context within which the performances would occur.
Still and Moving Lines of Silence is primarily involved with exploring the range of acoustic activity associated with the phenomena of standing waves, specifically the physical distribution of sound, the movement of sound in space, and the phenomenon of acoustical beats - both in and of themselves and as indicators of other acoustic processes. As indicated in previous chapters, standing waves were a structural feature of La Monte Young’s Map of 49s Dream and his Dream House sound environments, and Lucier has acknowledged Young’s influence on his work with sine tones and standing waves.6

In a similar manner to Young’s Dream House installation, Lucier used sine waves to construct his environment of sound, the parameters of which were determined by the interaction between sine tones and space. As sine waves propagate into a space they become subject to different forms of interference, which are caused by reflections from walls and other surfaces. The effects of what are termed constructive and destructive interference form stationary vibrationary patterns of standing waves as reflected sound waves interact with each other.7 Constructive interference occurs when the two waves are in phase, creating an area of high amplitude. The opposite occurs with destructive interference, where the two waves are out of phase, causing a cancellation. This creates an area of low amplitude or silence, referred to as a node.8 These types of interference also occur when the signal of one sine tone emitted from two different speakers meet, the time difference between the two signals determining the nature of the interaction.

A significant difference between Young’s Dream House and Still and Moving Lines of Silence lies in the way each work conceptualised the effects of propagation and interference. As discussed earlier, Young had to make allowances for the effects of sound propagation within his complex scheme of composition and listening. However, in Still and Moving Lines of Silence, Lucier allowed the vicissitudes of the distribution of sound in space to define both the sound environment and the acts to be performed.
within it. Each manifestation of *Still and Moving Lines of Silence* would therefore create its own particular arrangement of standing waves, due to the effects of interference. Rather than being a means for erecting a pre-determined structure such as the *Dream House*, Lucier’s use of sine tones in *Still and Moving Lines of Silence* was instead a mechanism for generating site-specific sound geographies, each with their own formations of loudness, quiet, and silence.

Expanding on the environmental character of *Still and Moving Lines of Silence*, Lucier draws an analogy between the type of acoustic phenomena at the heart of the work and the ontology of sound waves drawn from classical acoustics: “You know the first picture about the nature of sound in those acoustical books is a pebble in a pond. They show the photograph of how the surface of the pond radiates outward when you put in a pebble. And you drop another one in and those waves interfere with each other, you have exactly this sort of thing.” He has also described the performers as analogous to water-skimmers (small insects that travel on the surface of the water, also known as pond-skaters), in that they are invited to respond to the waves and reflections moving through their environment. Insects or not, each of the performative components in the description—singers, players, dancers and unattended percussion—is representative of a different activity that would take place within the environment defined by the sine tones, in effect transcending any distinction between performance and installation. Any version of *Still and Moving Lines of Silence* might be comprised of one or more of these components individually or in combination. In each case performers establish a kind of sonic topography, locating and interacting with the high and low amplitude features of the sound environment.

While the establishment of a sonic environment of this kind might serve to distance Lucier’s work from traditional musical language, *Still and Moving Lines of Silence* is the first of his mature scores that specifies traditional musical roles and resources
(dancers, singers, instrumentalists) without recourse to substitutions.\textsuperscript{11} However, their appearance here perhaps works to highlight the disjunction between the traditional musical treatment of sound and Lucier’s enhancement of elided acoustic phenomena. Also, it serves to both democratise and depersonalise the role of performers in relation to the composition. Rather than holding the privileged position of being the sole producers of musical sound as they might in a traditional context, the performers are instead just one sonic component within an established environment of sound.

Lucier found that playing two sine tones of slightly different frequencies just off unison not only created a beating pattern formed by the interaction of the two tones, but that the crests and troughs of sound formed by the standing waves would begin to move around the space in elliptical patterns.\textsuperscript{12} The speed of the rotation was determined by the difference in frequency between the two tones and the distance between the two loudspeakers. The direction of the rotation of the sounds would be towards the loudspeaker emitting the lower tone. This is not to say that the movement of sound was the result of the panning of signals from one speaker to another; rather, the movement was entirely the product of the physical encounter between two waves of sound, interacting both with each other and the acoustic properties of their environment.

Having constructed this environmental situation, Lucier developed a number of tasks that performers were to enact both within and upon the sonic terrain. As the sine waves played into the space, the effects of constructive and destructive interference produced crests and troughs of sound and silence, propagating outwards from the loudspeakers in hyperbolic curves, to form what Lucier termed “a sound maze in which dancers could move.”\textsuperscript{13} The role of the dancers then was to discover “troughs of quiet sound”, following them until they either met with a louder sound, or found an intersection with another quiet zone.\textsuperscript{14} ‘Dancing’ in this context was nothing more elaborate than moving slowly and carefully, in order to clearly indicate to an audience
where the ‘lines of silence’ lay within the sonic environment. More important to Lucier than the movements of their bodies was the ability of the dancers to listen carefully in order to locate and trace the quiet nodal lines within the overall sound.

By altering the relationship between the two sine tone frequencies, and by switching off different pairs of speakers at different times, Lucier found he could progressively modify the arrangement of sounds in the room, creating pathways and impasses for his dancers to negotiate. The passage of the dancers not only signified the presence of silent nodes in the standing wave patterns, but indicated the importance of location for any listener. If there were lines of silence, then the spaces between those lines was filled with sound to varying degrees, and the slow shifting passage of the dancers served to illustrate how sound arranges itself in space, inhabits space, and forms an environment within a space.

In contrast to the silence-seeking role of the dancers, the task of the vocalists and instrumental performers and players was aimed at producing specific acoustic effects, enacting a display of the physical properties of sound within the sonic environment. Singers entered into a productive relationship with the sine waves in order to help create patterns of acoustical beats (the oscillation of amplitude caused by due to the closeness of two frequencies) by singing “long pure tones” in near unison with the sine tones. By placing their pitches within the intervals of sine waves, singers also generated variable rhythmic patterns with their voice beating at a different tempo against each tone. Brass and wind players also produced long tones slightly off unison with the sine waves in order to create beating patterns; more importantly they were also asked to explore the relationship between their own pitches and that of the sine tones in order to spin crests and troughs of sound around the performance space. Lucier described the instrumentalists as acting like oscillators, as the work required they pay careful attention to pitch. This comment could apply equally to the vocalists, once again
evoking a depersonalisation of his sound sources. However, a consideration of the analogy between human performers and electronics can also be extended in another direction: the acoustical effects produced by the singers and players would be minimal if they were not also able to mimic the capacity of oscillators to sustain sounds.

Where the movements of dancers were used to demonstrate the stationary, silent components of the sound environment, unattended percussion was used to show how sound moved. Snare drums on stands were set into vibration as the crests of sound produced by the sine tones spun past. The resonant response of snare drums to certain frequencies is often regarded as an annoyance in conventional musical situations, and Lucier’s use of it is certainly contrary to conventional musical language. However, the effects of percussion instruments activated remotely by sound conveyed not just an impression of the spatial distribution of sound, but the spatial displacement of sound due to the effects of sound wave interaction. For Lucier this demonstration served as an important didactic tool, citing it as a method by which the audience could “clearly hear the movement” of wavefronts circling throughout the space. Of course, it could also be inferred that locating a sound source aurally would lead to locating the sound source visually, becoming another means of appreciating how sounds travel.

Although it is one of the facets of Still and Moving Lines of Silence which most clearly shows the “spatial characteristics of sound itself,” the unattended snare drums link back to the spatially distributed percussion of Music for Solo Performer, except now the snare drums reveal the movement of sound waves rather than the existence of brain waves. More importantly, of all the processes found in Still and Moving Lines of Silence, the vibrating snare drums form the strongest link back to the earlier works that explored the acoustic characteristics of natural and architectural spaces. Like the Sondol-induced echoes of Vespers, the sound produced by the snare drum is the response of a resonant space (the interior of the drum) activated by electronic sound (sine tones).
activation of responses, and the careful positioning of these responses as the subject of
his compositions rather than the sounds which solicited them, had up until Still and
Moving Lines of Silence been the primary method by which Lucier maintained his
programme of depersonalisation. Coinciding with the shift in focus onto exploring the
spatial characteristics of sound, rather than the acoustic capacity of space, would be the
introduction of a new method by which this impersonality was to be realised. As this
new work involved the use of new materials, in the form of sine waves and other
sustained, sine-like sounds, they would be pivotal in redefining this relationship between
composer, technology and the environment in which these works are performed.

From space into sound, via sine

As discussed in the previous chapter, each of the two major themes in Lucier’s
work provided a scheme for transforming sounds, and for depersonalising the
relationship between composer and composition. The first group of compositions,
which explored interactions between sound, space and environment, used synthetic or
recorded sounds to elicit acoustic responses from the physical attributes of the spaces in
which they were performed; the second series centred on exchanges between vocal
sound and electronics. In many of the works a single class of sound (electronic clicks,
speech) or batch of sound (recordings, songs) was used to interact with either a space or
an electronic system. Rarely were different sounds performed simultaneously or called
upon to interact with each other; nor were any resultant interactions between two
sounds considered to be the subject of the work. However, in this new phase of
compositions, which investigated the physical properties of sound, a significant shift
had occurred. With Still and Moving Lines of Silence it is precisely the interactions between
two or more sounds within an environment that forms the subject of the work, be it
between the standing waves formed by two sine tones, the beating patterns produced by the vocalists, or the moving crests of sound produced by horns, flutes and oscillators.

In its basic form, *Still and Moving Lines of Silence* used only the sound produced by sine wave oscillators, the propagation and interaction of which formed into patterns of loudness and silence. In doing so, sine waves combined both the role of physical space and the role of electronic technology identified in the earlier works. Lucier’s sonic exploration of architecture had required a static, unchanging and pre-existing physical state within which the transformations of sound could be identified, whereas the alteration of voices with electronics required an engagement with the synthetic and the technical. Sine tones merged these key criteria that had activated the earlier compositions into a single resource: sine waves provided a ‘found,’ synthetic, static, technological sound. Sine waves also completed Lucier’s gradual progression towards the use of continuous sounds, charted in the previous chapter. However, unlike the clicks of the Sondols which relied on echoes to extend their duration, or the vocal recycling of “I am sitting in a room”, continuity was an inherent part of sine wave sound.

Although inevitably there may be elements within each of the earlier composition that defy the strictures of these distinctions, they serve to highlight a clear difference between the two eras of composition. Just as each of the earlier themes embodied a specific attitude towards either technology or environment, this change in compositional procedure marks a similar change in Lucier’s relationship to both of these concepts. Of course, the effects of spaces and sound producing or recording technology would still be active in newer works; rooms would continue to reverberate and echo, and technology continue to transform sound. However, Lucier’s attitude toward space and technology would now be mediated through the use of two sounds to elicit acoustic phenomena, exemplified by the interaction of sine waves.
Even in the artistic milieu of the 1970s the relationship between musicians and technology was still regarded with some suspicion. Be that as it may, it was hardly a mind-set shared by Lucier: “all this stupidity about technology being an enemy is absurd. It isn't at all; it's a tool. Technology is one tool after the other, and it’s no better or no worse than any other tool.” The importance Lucier places on this notion of tools, rather than instruments, is significant as it has the rhetorical effect of lending an air of simplicity to what might otherwise be regarded as complex technological devices. It also refers to both the ubiquity of electronic artefacts in contemporary western life, and people’s orientation towards them:

I had to give a talk the other day about electronic music, about what I was doing, and you know most people are scared. They come into the studio and they're scared when they see an amplifier. They still think of it as hostile, and it’s their tool. It's their tool more than anything else. I mean it's more natural. They use amplifiers more than they use flutes in their life, you know - the radio, the telephone. And I just explained to them that I was doing that also and that they shouldn't be afraid.

Just as compositions such as *Still and Moving Lines of Silence* sought to make explicit the subtle sonic interactions other music concealed, Lucier’s attitude towards electronics also made explicit the technological substrate of modern western culture. As already noted in the previous chapter, Lucier interpreted technology as a kind of landscape, and therefore the use of technological artefacts in his compositions was a response to both his era and his environment. As pre-existing, found ‘tools’ within an everyday environment, this perceived prevalence of electronic devices was for Lucier representative of his particular environmental situation, and therefore a means of conferring on those tools a kind of general, impersonal status.
In line with this thinking, Lucier considered that the industrial or scientific test equipment he used in performance, such as amplifiers, oscillators, Sondols and audio transducers, provided him with similarly general or neutral tools for exploring sound: “Acoustical test equipment is, by its very nature, free of content. What goes into a material or environment to be tested must be neutral so that the results are unbiased.”

As a result, sine waves were considered by Lucier to be the exemplar form of a ‘neutral’ sound. Drawing on the traditional description of sine waves provided by acoustics, he valued what he described as their “purity (all fundamental, no harmonics).” Lucier concluded that the use of these so-called “pure sounds” was necessary so “that what happens in and to those media is clearly perceptible. Any material with personality would blur the phenomena.” Such assertions expand on and render explicit what had previously been a nascent concept in Lucier’s compositions - that complexity acted as a hindrance to perception. Where the overwhelming sound produced by an orchestra rendered subtle phenomena such as beating patterns, echoes or room resonance inaudible, the harmonic simplicity of the sine tone could now form an acoustic benchmark against which the effects of sonic interaction could be easily distinguished and identified.

Lucier’s conferring of a neutral or general status for scientific test equipment and sine tones is not altogether unproblematic. Where scientific test equipment and sine tones might be considered neutral within the context of certain forms of scientific experimentation, outside of that domain apparatus such as tone generators or vocoders are the very symbols of technological specificity. For example, an encounter with sine tones as a ‘neutral’ background against which the effects of acoustic phenomena could be detected is distinctly different to one’s everyday experience of turning on a radio or speaking on the telephone. So while sine tones as a pre-existing, non-idiosyncratic sound conform to the general status Lucier conferred on technology, the signature role
they play as acoustic markers of scientific activity does not effectively render them neutral in broader cultural contexts; Lucier’s claims of purity or neutrality does not negate their ability to signify different things in different circumstances, or to different audiences. The sine tone could hardly constitute a tool or resource totally free of meaning, especially as Lucier’s own designations of experimental neutrality and harmonic purity draws upon a rich series of historically and culturally situated definitions of sine tones from both science and music.

Despite Lucier’s claims, the impossibility of removing what sine tones signified did not exactly inhibit his aesthetic. The association of sine tones with science and experimentation implied just the kind of testing, examining, exploratory procedures that formed Lucier’s compositions, and therefore helped to clearly differentiate his intentions from those of more traditional composers. Also, a sine tone that signified would definitely constitute depersonalised material, in that the attendant set of associations indicated just how non-idiosyncratic a sound it was. So instead of an acoustic blank slate, the sine tone is present in Still and Moving Lines of Silence as a kind of artefact - a synthetic, technological formation derived from a specific context and placed within another. That meanings attributed to sine waves in one context (science, and more specifically, acoustics) circulate within a broader one (contemporary western society) allows the sine wave this oscillation between the general and the specific, signifying and non-signifying in equal measure. Identifying the sine tone as an artefact becomes significant when considering Lucier’s programme of investigating the “spatial characteristics of sound itself” because, as earlier chapters have indicated, the sine tone is a sound complete with its own history within acoustics, and this history needs to be factored into any reading of Lucier’s sine wave works.

Lucier indeed draws his basic account of sound propagation from acoustics: “Sound waves flow away from their sources roughly in three dimensional concentric
spheres, the nodes and antinodes of which, under certain circumstances, can be perceived in a room as clearly as those of a vibrating string on a violin. This behaviour is exemplified by sine tones, as portrayed in the loud and quiet standing wave topology of *Still and Moving Lines of Silence*. As with many descriptions of sonic phenomena derived from acoustics, verification comes through techniques of comparison and visualisation: the standing wave formed from a sine tone by analogy becomes a violin string traversing a room, while its nodal points are in turn transferred onto a stringed instrument for observation. It is unusual given Lucier’s concern over the role traditional musical language plays in extinguishing subtle phenomena that a musical analogy, the violin, should intrude at such a basic level in his conceptualisation of the spatial arrangement of sound. However, this is perhaps more indicative of the pervasiveness of traditional musical aesthetics within acoustics than any attempt by Lucier to substantiate his unorthodox compositional practice within the classical concert hall. While this comparison provides a serviceable description of stationary wave phenomena, it represents only the starting point for Lucier’s own realisation of sonic spatiality.

Lucier’s comparison of a standing wave in a room with a vibrating violin string suggests that the manner in which sound arranges itself in space is best understood by establishing parallel relationships between different kinds of resonant spaces - the resonant room paired with the resonating body of the violin. Indeed, the vibratory pattern in one system is comparable to the pattern of the other: it provides a model for the distribution of loud and quiet (dynamics) through the effects of constructive and destructive interference. However, the example describes a static situation, and one of the most significant factors of Lucier’s notion of spatial sound is motion, realised primarily in the form of acoustical beats. Therefore, identifying propagation as the agent for activating the spatial characteristics of sound means spatiality is itself understood as
a relationship established between *stasis* and *movement*. Movement in turn implies dimensionality, but where the violin analogy produces a two-dimensional model of static vibration, the effects of the propagation involve sound moving through three dimensions.

It is perhaps ironic that Lucier employs this two-dimensional violin string analogy for describing standing wave phenomena, as Lucier considers his use of the three-dimensional aspects of sound as representative of his musical practice:

Webern, Schoenberg and post-serialism are so connected with print, so connected with writing notes. And if you don't write in notes you get off the page... When you write it’s in two dimensions, and sound is not two-dimensional... sound radiates everywhere all over the place. But most of the music we know is conceived on the page two-dimensionally. Now if I’m not thinking about that, if I’m not composing on a page and I really love sound, I begin to hear it as it is, which is a three-dimensional action.²⁹

Petitioning against a reification of the score, where the written aspects of composition displace the importance of musical sound, Lucier considers his work as occurring “after print” in that a written account of a given work cannot provide a substitution for the acoustic phenomena which form its subject; his work requires the perception of sound in three dimensions.³⁰ This appeal to the three-dimensional aspects of sound therefore places the act of listening at the very core of Lucier’s practice. These spatial aspects of sound are perceived by listeners through a proliferation of effects: acoustic beating, interference, diffraction, spatial distribution, and movement - all the result of the vicissitudes of propagation. This concept leads into the later works, where each one would draw on different properties or products of propagation, especially the works
from the visualisation series, where a range of techniques were employed to indicate the spatial arrangements of sound.

Just as propagation is responsible for organising the sound of *Still and Moving Lines of Silence*, so Lucier is responsible for structuring the role perception plays in determining the spatial. This is initiated through attentiveness to the act of perception:

> The idea in my work is that the experience of perceiving the piece is the experience of being aware of yourself perceiving it. Not receiving a message from the piece... you are really not aware of yourself perceiving a Beethoven symphony, you’re aware of what Beethoven is doing, but in this situation I hope you are aware of yourself going through the particular process of hearing.\(^{31}\)

This did not make perception alone the subject of the work - something that Lucier himself considered a conceptual dead end.\(^ {32}\) Instead, becoming aware of the act of one’s own perception is intended as a mechanism for establishing a relationship between listeners and the acoustic phenomena which is otherwise hidden in their everyday experience of listening, “stopping people in their tracks so that they can pay attention to that phenomenon which they otherwise don’t pay any attention to or they miss... it’s putting people in a beautiful relationship to those phenomena.”\(^ {33}\) Lucier hoped that making listeners aware of these phenomena would in turn lead them to an appreciation of these same aspects of sound outside the concert hall. Attention was therefore directed not towards perceiving sounds ‘in themselves’ - a programme already well established within experimental composition due to the influence of John Cage - but towards the perception of acoustic phenomena.

Listening for the proliferation of spatial effects meant providing a situation in which this kind of listening could occur. Lucier considered it important that his works
create a “timeless kind of depth,” inducing the feeling of “going into a sound-space, rather than moving horizontally along it.” This spatial aspect is not dissimilar to the type of listening experience La Monte Young aimed for in his *Dream House* installations. However, where as Young conceptualised perception as an automatic procedure of comparative analysis based on duration, listening to *Still and Moving Lines of Silence* relied much more on audience attention. The immersive aspect in no way reduced the onus on audience members to listen carefully, due to the subtlety of the phenomena involved: “It is subtler than light or color I think, because sound waves don't do what you want them to do. You want them to be palpable. You can take a color and put it somewhere. It's a little bit harder to do that with sound.” Just as Lucier was responsible for producing the proliferation of acoustic effects to be perceived, listeners were also responsible for activating the phenomenal aspects of the work through the focusing of their attention.

*Still and Moving Lines of Silence* presents a clear example of how Lucier negotiated the complex series of relationships between sound, space, perception and attention. Having defined the actions of propagation as the subject matter of this composition, Lucier produced a reductive ‘sound environment’ where its effects could be more easily determined. In emphasising the importance of attending to acoustic phenomena rather than sounds, the constant sine tones of *Still and Moving Lines of Silence* are not simply conceived of as a ‘neutral’ sonic backdrop against which various sonic effects can be produced, but as the context within which a spatial, three-dimensional act of perception can occur.

Despite the new territory that *Still and Moving Lines of Silence* opened up, Lucier ultimately abandoned this first version of the work, finding the open, improvisatory form of the score unsatisfying. Ironically, the all-important beating patterns and movement of sound were too often overshadowed, appearing only as ornaments to the
chordal structures formed between sine tones and performers. However, many aspects of Still and Moving Lines of Silence would carry over into subsequent works, or in some cases go on to form whole works in themselves. The ideas and the relationships of sound to space, however, would persist.

Persons, shapes and feedback

Lucier followed Still and Moving Lines of Silence with two more works that continued his investigations into the spatial aspects of sound. The first of those, Outlines of Persons and Things (1975), used sine tones to display the “diffraction outlines of an object caused by sound.” The work called for loudspeakers to be arranged behind objects through which clusters of sine tones were played; for example, Lucier himself used a canoe as one of his ‘things’. The relationship between the size of the object and the frequency of the sine tones was then adjusted so that audible diffraction patterns formed around and in front of the object. The ‘persons’ then undertook one of two activities, which were performed either together or separately. The first task involved performers moving slowly in front of and away from the loudspeakers, creating what Lucier calls “moving sound shadows” as the sine tones diffracted around the shape of their bodies. The second required performers with directional microphones to scan the ‘things,’ picking up the diffraction patterns as acoustic ‘silhouettes’ of the objects, conveying the signal to the audience via loudspeakers.

Outlines of Persons and Things was in part influenced by the work of acoustician Winston E. Kock, whose book Seeing Sound provided a visual account of the effects of diffraction of sine tones striking acoustically opaque objects. These images depicted what Kock referred to as the “space patterns of sounds.” However, where Kock’s images depicted a situation in which the sound and the objects within it remain static,
Outlines of Persons and Things aimed to make diffractive patterns more perceptible through the use of movement. As sound diffracts in three dimensions, the very idea of an ‘outline’ of sound (the audible or visible effects of diffraction) becomes one of perspective and location, or orientation, to the sound source. Because the effects of diffraction are more easily noticeable as they change, the two activities Lucier devised for performers presented different perspectives on the perception of diffractive patterns, realised through movement and orientation.

One of the main problems Lucier encountered in Outlines of Persons and Things was the difficulty of displaying the audible effects of movement and orientation to a stationary audience. Rather than move the loudspeakers or the audience, Lucier used performers to enact the shifts in orientation between sound source, object and audience. The first action involved the movement of an acoustically opaque object - a person - in front of the sound source, to create a moving, interactive situation between sound and performer in front of the loudspeakers. The second provided the investigation of a largely static situation - the flow of sound around a stationary object - using a moving microphone. Both of these actions required careful listening on the part of the performers in order to be able to first locate and then alter the sonic features of their environment.

The difficulty of realising the subtle acoustic effects of diffraction for an audience in Outlines of Persons and Things is another example of what Lucier’s sees as a conflict between the commonality or universality of acoustic phenomena, and the opportunities for perceiving those phenomena. Although the role of the performers helped to overcome any problems caused by the stationary seating arrangement of a concert hall, Lucier’s desire to make natural acoustic phenomena the subject of his work was in part problematised by the complexity of sounds and the environments in which they are to be heard: “Sounds are too complicated in everyday life: speech, sounds of
automobiles, sounds of storms, things like that, are too complicated for you to perceive them bouncing around yourself or objects.” In order to overcome this, Lucier constructed his own environmental situation, using the simple sound of sine waves as a replacement for complex everyday sounds. This is a reductive strategy that aids the production and reception of the relevant acoustic phenomenon that forms the subject of this work - diffraction. It also allowed Lucier the ability to focus the work, and to enhance its production of one or two acoustic effects above others: “I try to find a clear technical way of presenting [the acoustic effects] by using pure sine waves coming out of loudspeakers, that I can control. I can put the loudspeakers where I want. I can tune the sound to where I want and get that beautiful diffraction as optimally as possible. It’s like distilling; making pure those things that happen anyway, but that you don’t perceive, because they’re too complicated.” This shows how Lucier’s compositional practice re-presents or reimagines not only the environment, but the kind of sounds that occur within it, with an aim towards the reduction of complexity as an aid to perception.

Lucier’s notion of complexity encompassed not only an abundance of sounds, objects and behaviours, but the complex blend of frequencies of which everyday sounds are comprised. To overcome this, he employed harmonically simple sine tones. However, sine tones were not used as a substitute for a specific sound, but for sound in general: a sine wave of a particular frequency became a generic example of the kind of sound that would diffract around objects of a particular size. However, replacing an individual, complex sound of finite duration, such as speech, a thunderclap or the sound of a car engine, with the continuous, reductive sound of sine tones produces a very different listening situation to the everyday experience of lived sound. Rather than hearing a series of sounds which become perceptible, change over time, and fade away, the constant frequency and volume of the sine tones halt the effects of duration, presenting a static ‘sample’ of a sound fixed in time. Now held in place, the diffraction
patterns appeared as features in a constant sine tone environment that could be
explored by performers and experienced by listeners.

*Bird and Person Dyning* (1975) also used long, continuous sound as a tool for
locating sound in space. However, for this work, Lucier used the sound of
electroacoustic feedback. A pair of small microphones used for the creation of binaural
recordings was worn inside the ears of the performer, the signal from which was
distributed to loudspeakers and amplified to the point of feedback. An ‘electronic
birdcall’ (actually a spherical electronic Christmas tree ornament Lucier had received as a
gift) placed centrally in the space emitted “endless repetitions of a downward glissando
followed by a series of repeated chirps,” the sound of which combined with the two
‘strands’ of feedback produced by the microphones to create phantom images of the
electronic bird sound.\(^45\) By altering the orientation of the microphones to both the
electronic birdcall and the loudspeakers, the performer determined the geographical
locations of the phantom birdcalls.\(^46\) As the pitch of the feedback strands became
modulated by the acoustical properties of the space, interference patterns between the
feedback and the birdcall shifted the phantom image up and down in pitch.\(^47\)

The phantom images were the result of a kind of interference phenomenon
called heterodyning, a term used in radio broadcasting to describe beat frequencies
produced between two radio frequencies. Coined by Canadian inventor Reginald
Fessenden from the Greek *heteros* (‘other’) - *dynamis* (‘force’), it describes the interactions
of a received radio-frequency wave with a stable wave of a slightly different frequency.\(^48\)
It became central to the continuous wave system for radio transmissions that Fessenden
developed while working on a new system of wireless telegraphy for the US Weather
Bureau in 1901.\(^49\) However, where heterodyning in radio terms produces acoustic beats
and difference tones in the radio spectrum, *Bird and Person Dyning* is another example of
Lucier making the inaudible audible in its transposition of heterodyning effects into the
audible spectrum, with the electronic bird acting as the varying signal which then combines with the relatively steady sound of feedback.

Lucier cites his use of feedback to the influence of Nicolas Collins (b. 1954), who studied composition under Lucier at Wesleyan in the early 1970s.\(^5\) Collins produced a number of performance and installation works, including *Nodalings* (1973), *Feedback* (1975), *Q* (1975), and *Pea Soup* (1974-76), which explored different aspects of electroacoustic feedback as both a source of sound and a control device.\(^5\) However, Lucier would have already been familiar with the use of feedback as a compositional tool as all of the other three members of the Sonic Arts Union had employed feedback as an integral part of their compositions at some time during the 1960s.\(^2\) Union member Robert Ashley has actually referred to feedback as “the only sound that is intrinsic to electronic music.”\(^3\) One of the most famous, or perhaps infamous, of his feedback works was *The Wolfman* (1964), for tape, voice, and feedback. An intense and noisy work, *The Wolfman* takes place in a highly amplified situation. The breathing spaces between quietly sustained vowel sounds are filled with squalls of microphone feedback modulated by both the singer’s vocal tract and the shape of the room. This was accompanied by a tape collage comprised of “a blizzard of short sounds across the whole frequency spectrum,” which Ashley considered a kind of background drone, but was more like a chaotic assemblage of recorded and electronic sound.\(^4\) David Behrman’s *Wave Train* (1967) used feedback to establish an interaction between room resonance and piano resonance. Contact microphones attached to piano strings were amplified to the point of feedback. The resulting sound emanating from loudspeakers in turn excited the piano strings, forming a feedback loop of surging sound between piano and audio system.\(^5\) *Hornpipe* (1967) by Gordon Mumma involved a combination of electroacoustic and systemic feedback. French horn sounds were modulated through the use of a self-designed “cyber-sonic console” which, through a series of filters and signal
gates, could both regulate and alter resonant frequencies and feedback tones in a complex manner.\textsuperscript{56}

However, it is one of the earliest experimental compositions using feedback, \textit{Loud Symphony} (1958) by Fluxus artist Dick Higgins (1938-1998), that seems the most significant antecedent to \textit{Bird and Person Dyning} in its focus on structural simplicity, movement and interference phenomena. Higgins used a series of graphic notations as movement scores in order to determine how a microphone should be moved in front of a highly amplified loudspeaker to produce feedback.\textsuperscript{57} Higgins was able to incorporate two lines of feedback using a stereophonic tape recorder, allowing him to include the products of interference phenomena to create a wide range of effects formed by simply moving the microphone, effectively translating gesture into sound.\textsuperscript{58}

The use of feedback in \textit{Bird and Person Dyning} meant that orientation played a crucial role in displaying the effects of sound propagation. Rather than being an attempt, following Higgins, to register gesture as sound, Lucier’s composition realises gesture as the spatialisation of sound. The shifting orientation of the performer to both the speaker and electronic bird mapped the locations in the room where phantom images could be produced. Lucier could easily have achieved a simple heterodyning effect through the use of sine tones, but feedback had the added advantage of eliciting dynamic responses from the acoustical characteristics of a space. The effects of room resonance meant that the feedback strands would not remain fixed in pitch, and would in turn alter both the pitch and the location of the phantom sound images. This uncontrolled responsiveness to resonance meant that feedback also constituted the kind of non-intentional, depersonalised material which could effectively convert Lucier’s specific enactment of heterodyning and spatialisation into a general one. Also, unlike the constant sound fields of the previous compositions, the shifting feedback would
produce small instances of silence, dividing the work up into a series of simple acoustic phenomena within space.

Constant sound such as sine tones and electroacoustic feedback had become Lucier’s indispensable tools for indicating the spatial aspects of sound, as realised through the perception of the spatial effects of propagation. Whether they produced an uninterrupted sound environment or, as with *Bird and Person Dyning*, a succession of sonic images, Lucier used continuous sounds to provide a context for the perception of acoustic phenomena. In recommencing his series of works on ‘seeing’ sound, constant sounds now formed the basis of Lucier’s attempts to visualise the effects of sound and vibration.

**Visualising Sines**

The curve of the sine wave has been one of the signal ways in which sound has been represented, and symbolises more than just a graph of frequency and amplitude information. In its ceaseless, regular undulations, the shape of the sine wave forms a nexus at which a range of wave, oscillation and vibration metaphors relating to both the harmonic and behavioural aspects of sound meet. They have been used as a graph of physical vibration, as a linear representation of modes in a vibrating string, and for describing the propagation of standing waves in a room. In the continuation of his series of works that explored techniques of sound visualisation, Lucier in effect reverses this approach to ‘seeing’ sound. Rather than conflating a range of acoustic phenomena into a single graphical mark, Lucier used the particular acoustic properties of the sine wave in a range of compositional schemes, playing it out into three dimensions in order to register spatially the effects of propagation and vibration.
These ‘seeing’ sound works had a dual purpose: not only did these works serve Lucier’s dictum of ‘making the inaudible audible’, they attempted to make the invisible visible. In doing so, these compositions exploited the history of visualisation within acoustics and natural philosophy. As stated earlier, Lucier considered the tools and procedures of science provided him with neutral material with which to construct his works, while also serving to distance him from the intrusion of conventional musical language. Three of these works were, like The Queen of the South, either derived from, or simply staged versions of, physics experiments or demonstrations.\textsuperscript{59} A prime example was Tyndall Orchestrations (1976), which recalled the sound-sensitive flames of nineteenth century natural philosopher John Tyndall (himself a great interpreter and populariser of the experiments of other acousticians). A gas flame from a Bunsen burner flickered and fluttered in response to sounds from a violin, female voice, and recorded birdcalls. Lucier described the Bunsen flame as a “nineteenth-century oscilloscope,” owing to the way “a picture of the sound is outlined as the sound waves disturb the flame.”\textsuperscript{60} An additional version of the work saw glass tubes placed over the flame to produce long sine-like tones, modulated by the flow of gas and the raising and lowering of the tube over the flame. By slowly adjusting two closely tuned glass tubes, beating patterns could be formed and used to spin and move sound in elliptical patterns, as in Still and Moving Lines of Silence.\textsuperscript{61} The reconfiguring of scientific experiments as musical works effectively recasts performers as demonstrators, and vice versa. This ambiguity as to the role of those presenting the work spills over in to the general question of its aims. Rather than progressing through an experiment from beginning to end in order to achieve an outcome or conclusion, it is more important that audiences stay within the conditions of the experiment so as to perceive the acoustic phenomena that form the subject of the work. This is affected through a redirecting the focus of the experiment, from
apparatus, objective and result, onto process and effect. Rather than following a narrative arc, these works produce a static situation, in which these processes can be observed or experienced. Should a goal state be reached quickly, it should be maintained or repeated (such as the flame in *Tyndall Orchestrations*) so that effects can be perceived.62

This shift in focus of these experimental situations, from outcome to process, is followed through in their presentation, with several of these works realised as both performance and installation. *Music on a Long Thin Wire* (1977) explored the acoustic properties of a single vibrating wire through the use of a vastly elongated version of the monochord.63 The initial idea for the work came from demonstrations Lucier had given while teaching a course on musical acoustics at Wesleyan with physicist John Trefny.64 A length of piano wire stretched from one side of a space to the other, and a large horseshoe magnet was placed over one end. Both ends of the wire were then connected to the amplified signal from a sine wave oscillator, causing the wire to vibrate in ways clearly observable to the eye. Microphones placed inside small bridges that support each end of the wire routed the audio signal to loudspeakers, providing the sonic analogue of the visible oscillations. Given that a single, unchanging tone was used to drive the wire at any given time, *Music on a Long Thin Wire* could function either as an installation or as a performance, where a number of different tones might be used consecutively.

In extending the wire Lucier has again confounded the aim of the ‘scientific’ situation - to observe the nodal points and vibratory patterns of a string as the basis of musical scale formation - and recast it as an opportunity to perceive a range of acoustic effects: simple and complex harmonic structures, rhythmic patterns, echo trains and silences.65 These effects are produced not as the result of manipulation during performance, but through the interaction of the frequency and amplitude of the sine tone, the flux field of the magnet, and the tension of the wire. The extended monochord was found to be highly susceptible to its surroundings. However, rather
than establishing the laboratory-like isolation from conditions required by experimentation, the wire was free to respond to changes in temperature, air currents and fatigue, as well as to the signal of the electrical oscillator. This responsiveness transformed the long wire from a quasi-scientific instrument into one component of an environment established for the perception of changing vibratory phenomena, both audible and visual.

This environmental aspect of the work becomes emblematic of the kind of approach to listening Lucier considered most appropriate for compositions or installations of this kind. He found that the act of listening that would best suit the situation produced by *Music on a Long Thin Wire* was compatible with the experience of listening in a natural environment:

You listen in the same frame of mind in which you would sit beside a river. You don’t demand that the river change much. You wouldn’t say it’s too bad there isn’t an obstruction thirty feet upstream and then the ripple formations would do this and that - you’re perfectly willing to take in whatever happens. That’s the way I would like people to listen to this piece.66

For Lucier, listening to the effects of acoustic phenomena involved patient attention to the situation at hand. In *Music on a Long Thin Wire*, attending to acoustic phenomena involved a rather stationary encounter with a continuous sonic process, rather than being carried along in the flowing musical narrative of a traditional composition. Completing this encounter is its pre-existing situation or context, be it riverbank or art gallery, where one would equally have the opportunity to listen ‘beside the wire’ just as one would listen ‘beside a river.’ This environmental description serves to literalise the claim of ‘three-dimensionality’ Lucier uses to define his work. Further, this formulation
of experiencing *Music on a Long Thin Wire* as a kind of encounter with a natural process, rather than a work of art as an expression of an artist’s will, institutes Lucier’s aesthetic of distanciation in the act of reception.

Just as in the earlier visualisation work *The Queen of the South*, sine waves are used in *Music on a Long Thin Wire* as a kind of engine to deliver a constant amount of energy into a system. Unlike *The Queen of the South*, only one tone is used, so it is by virtue of the interaction between the single tone and the physical properties of the wire that the visual and acoustical effects are produced, as opposed to the interference effects caused by multiple tones. However, as with *The Queen of the South*, the importance of the actual sound of the sine tone is somewhat ambiguous. Although the signal routed to the loudspeakers would inevitably be a combination of the signal of the oscillator and the sound of the vibrating string, the wire itself also produced some sound acoustically - that is, without the aid of amplification - emphasising the sound produced by the wire. Lucier has likened the set-up for *Music on a Long Thin Wire* to a “disassembled loudspeaker,” where the diaphragm and the voice coil of the speaker cone become conflated in the vibrating wire. This assertion is an interesting one, as it has Lucier performing another act of sonic visualisation. *Music on a Long Thin Wire* exposed those highly developed, contained and often hidden components of audio technology systems; it unravelled the speaker box, placed its insides on display and turned its functioning into a performance.

Following *Music on a Long Thin Wire* were two related works that employed sound sensitive lights to indicate the spatial location and distribution of sound. The first of those, *Directions of Sounds from the Bridge* (1978), once again used the sine wave as both an engine and a sound source. A sine tone was routed through a transducer attached to the bridge of a stringed instrument. Sound activated lights, calibrated to respond to similar frequencies, were placed either in symmetrical patterns around the instrument, or
distributed at random. Triggered by the sound emanating from the bridge of the stringed instrument, the lights performed a similar role to the dancers and snare drums of Still and Moving Lines of Silence, except that the lights showed the presence of sound in their location, rather than silence.

Directions of Sounds from the Bridge (1978) is the first of Lucier’s sine wave compositions to explore the possibility of a sweeping tone - one that smoothly increases or decreases in frequency over time, transforming the static pitch of the sine tone into a glissando. However, the frequency of the sine wave was altered as slowly as possible so that the audience would not register a change in pitch, only a change in the number and location of lights illuminated. The overall volume of the tone was kept low so as to reduce the possibility of standing waves and other room related phenomena and to highlight the different flow patterns created by the sweeping sine wave.

The second work for sound sensitive lights, Ghosts (1978), reversed the procedures found in Directions of Sounds from the Bridge (1978). Rather than an array of lights indicating the flow of sound from a single object, one light was carried systematically from place to place to indicate the presence of sound within a space. Although not specifically stated by Lucier, these two works, like Outlines of Persons and Things, show the influence of Winston Kock. His photographic examples of wave propagation were made using a scanner comprised of a tiny neon lamp and a small microphone attached to a mechanical arm. Signals from the microphone fed the lamp, the brightness of the light indicating the intensity of sound at a given point. As the microphone-lamp scanned the sound field, a long exposure photograph captured the fluctuations in light intensity from point to point, gradually building up an image of the propagating sound. Lucier reanimated this process on a grander scale by establishing a ‘sound field’ within a space using one or more sine wave oscillators, and then slowly scanning the room with the sound sensitive light, capturing the performance on slow-scan video.
Music for Pure Waves, Bass Drums and Acoustic Pendulums (1980) was the last of the visualisation works from this era, and like Music on a Long, Thin Wire, was influenced by an experiment drawn from the field of acoustics - one which Lucier discovered in a British college textbook on the physics of sound.\(^3\) The initial experiment involved a small pith ball hung on a silk cord, which rested against a bell. When the bell was sounded with a violin bow, sonic vibrations in the bell drove the ball away.\(^4\) Lucier’s enlarged version suspended table tennis balls on fishing line in front of upright bass drums. Rather than violin bows, the bass drums were driven by sine tones played through loudspeakers placed behind them, which caused the drumhead to oscillate outwards and inwards. Once again, a sweeping sine wave was used as the sound source. As the frequency of the sine wave slowly rose in pitch, different resonant modes of the bass drums were activated, with the outward motion of the drumhead driving the balls away from the drums. As each drum responded differently to the changes in frequency, the distance that the balls travelled from the drumheads changed, and created shifting rhythmic and dynamic patterns. Drums would also silent when a frequency failed to resonate in the body of the drum. Occasionally the balls were stopped dead when they returned to the drumhead while it was moving inwards.\(^5\)

Although not explicitly involved with the verification of scientific theory, Lucier’s performance of scientific procedures has a close correlation with what Harry M. Collins describes as experimenter’s regress - the notion that instead of being a test of a particular theory, experimentation is in fact a test of the ability of those performing the experiment to reach a previously derived outcome.\(^6\) This concept problematises the notion, inherent in most popularisations of scientific method, that the validation of a scientific claim is achieved through replication. Instead Collins posits that experiments often serve to conform to, rather than confirm, existing theories.
This is substantially a model of how performances of Lucier’s compositions relate to his intention to have specific acoustic phenomena form the subject of those works. The success or failure of a given composition in a particular space depends on how well specific acoustic phenomena are realised. For example, performances of the composition *Directions of Sounds from the Bridge* could be easily recast as a series of attempts to produce visual examples of the diffusion of sound that conform to the general theories of diffusion. In instances where the desired acoustic effects fail to arise (such as in the example of the unsatisfactory movement of sounds in *Still and Moving Lines of Silence* mentioned earlier) Lucier cites both problems with his realisation of the composition and the inability of performers to accurately produce the desired effects as mitigating factors, rather than a repudiation of the theories that underpin the work. Of course, the outcome of a given performance would always be dependent upon the acoustic characteristics of theatre and gallery spaces, and how well these could be manipulated to meet the requirements of the composition. However, while Lucier is willing to accept a wide amount of variation from performance to performance, replicability plays an important part in his work.

Collins regards replicability, whether in the laboratory or in a performance space, as comparable with what sociologist Robert Merton has called the ‘norm of universality’ - that phenomena will continue to behave in the manner in which they have previously been perceived to behave. Collins states that any ability to perceive objects and events in the physical world is dependent upon “inductive or regularising tendencies” which work to stabilise perceptions; it is this stability of perception which aids people to see things as things in order to interact with them and with other members of society through them. Therefore, he considers experimental replication to be the “scientifically institutionalised counterpoint to the stability of perception” - in that repeatability provides a similar shared proof of a particular theorem.
of stabilised perception and scientific verification through the figure of repeatability finds many analogous expressions throughout Lucier’s work, where replication is used to ‘prove’ to an audience the existence and effects of acoustic phenomena.

The recasting of these scientific imperatives of repeatability and verification as artistic or musical imperatives seems to coincide with Lucier’s stated aesthetic of impersonality; they seem to be imposed from without, rather than from within. Along with the sounds, tools, and even many of the procedures found in these works, these motifs constitute a kind of ‘depersonalised’ material. However, to place Lucier solely within a landscape of neutral sounds, found technology and scientific procedures would almost leave us without an artist. Instead what is enacted through Lucier’s recontextualisation of scientific demonstrations is a shift in emphasis from experimentation to exploration, and from outcome to process. This focus on process parallels the temporal nature of sound itself. To hear (or ‘see’) acoustic phenomena is to hear acoustic phenomena happening in time. Therefore, in Lucier’s work, verification is present as an ongoing procedure, rather than a conclusion.

This highlighting of process serves to re-orientate these scientific situations towards Lucier’s primary concerns - to “uncover sounds or aspects of sounds which we seldom hear because of our concern with musical language” - and connects these visualisation works to his earlier compositions. The exploration of the resonant characteristics of the drums ties Music for Pure Waves, Bass Drums and Acoustic Pendulums back to the articulated spaces of Chambers and Music for Solo Performer, reinforcing Lucier’s ongoing concern with the effects of resonance. As with Music on a Long Thin Wire and The Queen of the South, the function of the sine wave is twofold, providing both a source of sound and a source of motion for driving vibrations. However, the shift from a static sine tone of fixed frequency to a sweeping tone in both Music for Pure Waves, Bass Drums and Acoustic Pendulums and Directions of Sounds from the Bridge signified
the increasingly important role that sine and sine-like tones would go on to play in later compositions.

Even though there had been a substantial change in sound sources - from fixed tone to sweep tone - this was not accompanied by any substantial change in the focus of Lucier’s compositions. As shown in *Music for Pure Waves, Bass Drums and Acoustic Pendulums*, the use of sweep tones did not produce a variety of different effects, but instead broadened the range of a single effect, showing both the manifestation and the persistence of specific acoustic phenomena across the spectrum of sound. However, the change from static to sweeping tones was not unproblematic. Lucier acknowledged that a sweeping tone had the ability to disturb the kind of static, environmental listening model he deemed best for the perception of acoustic phenomena - it suggested a hint of narrative structure in its progression from low frequency to high. He sought to overcome this effect in *Directions of Sounds from the Bridge* through the use of extremely slow changes in frequency. This perceived potential for narrative could also be overcome in the installation version of *Music for Pure Waves, Bass Drums and Acoustic Pendulums* through the use of repetition; the tone would sweep from low to high over a period of time, before beginning again at the low frequency. However, performances would inevitably retain this sense of narrative. Of course, earlier process-orientated works such as *I am sitting in a room* and *The Only Talking Machine of Its Kind in the World* also followed a similar ‘narrative’ trajectory without relinquishing acoustic phenomena as their subject matter. Nonetheless, where in the past works such as *Music on a Long Thin Wire* had been capable of being realised as installation, performance, or an amalgam of the two, future works with sweeping tones would be more clearly defined as either one or the other. However they were conceived, new works would still have to respond to the change introduced by the use of sweeping tones.
Sweeping, spinning and seesawing

The works that follow *Music for Pure Waves, Bass Drums and Acoustic Pendulums* return to Lucier’s earlier concerns with moving sound in space. Lucier acknowledges that these works explore the same principals as *Still and Moving Lines of Silence*, as in each of the works interference patterns are produced between long tones to create elliptical patterns of acoustic beats that spin in space. Similarly, these new works once again involved instrumental performers, now interacting with the sine-like sweep tones. The first composition of this kind, *Crossings* (1982-84), was an orchestral piece, the result of an invitation for Lucier to produce a work for the opening concert of the New Music America festival in 1982. *Crossings* used a rising tone that swept across the entire range of the orchestra, beginning below the low C at 32 Hz and rising to slightly above a high C at 4186 Hz. Members of the orchestra alternated in playing each of the chromatic notes in ascending order through seven octaves, introducing each pitch slightly ahead of the rising sine tone and sustaining it for sixteen seconds. The interference pattern between the instrumental sound and sweeping tone produced acoustic beats, which would begin to slow in speed as the two tones reach unison, before accelerating as the pitch ‘crosses’ the rising tone, the resulting patterns of deceleration-stasis-acceleration forming the basic gestures of the work. As the pitch of the tone rose, each beating pattern started faster, slowed quicker and accelerated quicker due to the multiplication of frequencies.

Conventional western instrumentation had by 1982 become a feature of Lucier’s work. The two previous compositions that used sweeping tones had also featured instruments such as violins and bass drums, but these were used simply as resonating bodies, much in the manner of the unattended snare drums of *Still and Moving Lines of Silence* and the alpha wave driven percussion of *Music for Solo Performer*. For *Crossings*, instrumentalists would once again be required, but with the constant, fixed frequency of
the sine tone replaced with a sweeping tone, their role would be the reverse of that of
the horn players and vocalists in *Still and Moving Lines of Silence*. Earlier compositions
such as *Still and Moving Lines of Silence* and *Outline of Persons and Things* had relied on static
sine tones as both a means for producing acoustic effects, and for providing a
continuous, environmental context for listening to those effects. With the introduction
of the sweep tone into a performance situation, stability of tone would now be the
domain of the performers, with each instrument generating one of a succession of static
pitches against which the rising pitch of the sweep tone would form interference
patterns. Once again, instrumentalists would be called upon to act as oscillators, in that
they were required to produce unwavering tones of fixed frequency (albeit at a range of
different frequencies over a given performance); however, in this instance, it would be
against a shifting environment of sound.

Despite the perceived narrative element that the introduction of a sweeping tone
might imply, Lucier considered it capable of fulfilling much the same function as a static
sine tone. However, just as sine tones had to maintain their stability of frequency, so to
the sweeping tone had to be kept free of manipulation if it was to permit acoustic
phenomena to be perceived without interference: “It has to be that way so that when
the instruments cross the pure wave you hear the differences. If you screw up the wave
then it becomes expressive, it’s like a theremin or something. I’m always cutting things
down to their simplest form so that the phenomena is exposed. The minute your hand
goes in there, you alter.”89 This kind of distanciation is even more evident with *In
Memoriam Jon Higgins* (1984), a companion piece to *Crossings*, where the orchestra was
replaced with a clarinet. Similar to *Crossings*, the sweep tone covered the full range of the
instrument, rising at the rate of approximately one semitone every thirty seconds. The
clarinet progressively played and held each tone for a full minute, beginning above the
pitch of the rising wave, before ‘crossing’ the rising pitch at the point of unity, and
effectively falling below it in pitch as the sweep tone continued to rise. The reduction in
the number of instruments and instrumental timbres allowed beating patterns to appear
more vividly, which stressed Lucier’s use of acoustical beats as structural rather than
ornamental.\textsuperscript{90} It also allowed listeners to more clearly perceive the rotating ellipses of
sound, such as those first found in \textit{Still and Moving Lines of Silence}, and helped the beating
patterns to be experienced not just rhythmically but spatially.

The perception of acoustic beating as a spatial phenomenon becomes even
more apparent in the installation \textit{Seesaw} (1983). Unlike the other sweep tone works it is
fully electronic, employing one fixed sine wave and one sweeping wave. However,
rather than perceiving the movement of sound against the orchestra-wide electronic
sweep tone of \textit{Crossings}, \textit{Seesaw} used an almost imperceptible wavering in frequency to
spin sound in space. \textit{Seesaw} is probably Lucier’s most stark and reductive work, and
involved only two loudspeakers facing each other across an acoustically deadened room.
One loudspeaker emitted a steady sine tone of 256 Hz, the second a tone sweeping
between 255.8 Hz and 256.2 Hz - from just slightly below to slightly above the fixed
frequency.\textsuperscript{91} The sweeping tone was set to cover a full cycle (starting at unison,
increasing in frequency to its highest point before dropping in pitch until reaching the
lower frequency and returning to unison) in approximately three minutes. Beating
patterns were formed between the two tones as they drew apart in frequency. The
acoustic interference between the standing waves produced by the two tones also
causd the beats to spin in elliptical patterns. As discussed earlier, the direction of this
rotation is determined by the source of the lower of the two sounds. As one tone
remained at a fixed frequency while the other oscillated above and below it, each
loudspeaker successively became the source for the lower sound, alternating the
movement of sound first towards one loudspeaker, then the other.\textsuperscript{92} As the range of the
sweep was very small (only 0.4 Hz, a fraction of a semitone) and executed so gradually, any shift in pitch was significantly less noticeable than the acoustic effects it produced.

Seesaw is a clear offshoot of the ‘sonic environment’ of Still and Moving Lines of Silence, as is its companion piece Spinner (1984), a sound installation for six closely tuned oscillators of fixed frequency. Two loudspeakers play three sine tones each, tuned to produce slowly shifting patterns of moving beats and standing waves. Both retain elements of the same static, environmental listening situation found in Still and Moving Lines of Silence and Music on a long Thin Wire (amongst others), not just in their use of a fixed reference tone, but in the case of Seesaw, through the continuous oscillation of the sweeping tone from high to low frequency. This repetition in the form of oscillation also overcame any potential sense of narrative that the glissando-like sweep tone had introduced to both Crossings and In Memoriam Jon Higgins. However, where the effects of narrative seemed to problematise an environmental reading of the listening situation, they had not only broadened the range of a single effect, but presented a new condition for the perception of acoustic effects. Each clarinet note of In Memoriam Jon Higgins represents half an oscillation of the process found in Seesaw shifted into a different frequency register. Therefore the glissando sweep of In Memoriam Jon Higgins or Crossings does not present the listener with the experience of perceiving a single sonic environment or sonic context defined by static frequencies - as in Still and Moving Lines of Silence. Instead, its sweeping tone represents the scanning of a range of potential single or multiple frequency sound environments such as Seesaw or Spinner, each capable of producing a specific effect, exemplified through the interaction between the rising tone and the sustained note of the instrument.

This proliferation of fixed sine tone ‘environments’ was realised in Lucier’s new version of Still and Moving Lines of Silence in Families of Hyperbolas in 1984. Rather than constructing one sonic environment in which a number of events took place, the work
was now comprised of twelve short pieces, eleven solos and a duet, for instruments and sine tones. In the pieces for instruments capable of sustaining pitches (clarinet, female voice, flute, horn, viola, violin duet, cello, and violin), the performer played sixteen long tones, separated by silences, against one or two fixed sine tones. As in the original version of the work, with each note the musicians slightly raised and lowered their pitch to produce audible beats with the sine wave. The interference between the two sounds once again produced crests and troughs of loud and quiet sound that would rotate in space. The pieces for percussion instruments (marimba, xylophone, glockenspiel and vibraphone) required the performer to play a series of repeated even strokes on one note, again separated by silences, accompanied by a sine tone which had been tuned to produce a simple beating pattern. As the percussion instruments were all fixed in pitch, different beating effects were produced through playing faster or slower strokes. Each change in tempo created a different interference pattern with the standing wave produced by the sine tone. The short decay times of the percussion instruments meant that rather than affecting a smooth spinning of sound like the sustaining instruments, sounds become localised at different points in space. As a whole, this new version of Still and Moving Lines of Silence presented a catalogue of beating-related interference phenomena across a broad range of instruments, with each piece emphasising a particular facet of the relationship between two sounds in space.

While each of these twelve pieces sees the return of the kind of listening situation Lucier valued for the perception of acoustic phenomena, at the same time they also reformulated the more open-form environment of the original work into a far more conventionally presented suite of pieces - a series of variations on a theme. Lucier has continued with conventional instruments in his explorations of acoustic phenomena, and although sine tones and sweeping tones have played a major role in subsequent compositions, he has increasingly shied away from the use of electronics in favour of
solely acoustic works. However, the centrality of listening in Lucier’s practice, demonstrated concretely and conceptually through his use of sine tones, remains.
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Conclusion: Not-so-simple acoustic phenomena?

I’m going in this direction because of my own natural tendencies. There still is considerable variation in the piece, because variation is such an unavoidable factor of life that nothing exists without it. No matter how exact you try to be, no matter how many times you try to draw the line exactly the same, things will always be different. This is one of the inherent characteristics of my work. - La Monte Young

Historically, the fields of music and acoustics were seen to be wholly contiguous, with every aspect of the study of sound finding a place within aesthetic concerns. However, over time, music and acoustics have diverged, with dissimilar and sometime incompatible interests and objectives, operating in different spaces. The exploration of points of connection between these two fields has served as an heuristic frame for discussing the manner in which artists have transcended the traditional reference points of music in order to encompass a broader understanding of sound. The approach of this thesis has, in part, involved using the science of acoustics in order to generate theoretical responses to experimental music - specifically the kind of music that musicology has struggled to provide an account of. Conversely, this thesis has not only attempted to examine some of the roles of acoustics in relation to aesthetics, but to reflect on several pronouncements of acoustics, in order to question the representations of sound they have produced.
In line with the above statement from La Monte Young, the concept of vicissitude has been an important part of this thesis. One facet of this work has been identifying where the changeability of conditions (including objects and systems) in the physical world has influenced both the formulation of aesthetic choices and the possibility of their execution. In doing so this thesis has traced a range of approaches utilised by both Young and Lucier for either reducing the effects of variation, or for incorporating variables into their work. In surveying the use of reductive procedures (by both natural philosophers and artists), this thesis has examined the ways in which variation has proved to be a factor that is difficult, if not impossible, to diminish or remove. This variability is not simply the ‘noise’ produced as a result of collisions between abstract, intellectual gestures and the ‘real’ world in which these gestures must take place. It is due to the fact that the work of Young and Lucier is situated at the point where the reductive becomes generative: where the pared-back nature of their method produces a proliferation of outcomes that might be otherwise occluded or unperceivable in a more complex context or situation. Their approach exposes not single or unitary phenomena - a sine wave, an acoustic beat, a difference tone - but many simple phenomena, occurring simultaneously. Stripping away the traditional components of musical language - melody, harmony, counterpoint, conventional compositional structure - has allowed their work to reveal the underlying armature of sound per se.

Compositional strategies that remove these traditional components of musical language - while simultaneously avoiding traditional sources of musical sound, incorporating silence, or reconfiguring and distending musical structure - may be understood as creating a reductive context within music. They do not, of course, somehow produce a reduction in the physical attributes of sound. What these compositions and installations do, however, is produce a very different kind of auditory experience - one where the reductive context serves to exaggerate specific characteristics
of the soundscape. In the case of Lucier and Young, reduction is perhaps better understood as a radical form of emphasis, exercised through a focusing of attention onto the smallest details of sound - onto minute interactions, the placement of sounds, and their movement in space. Therefore, any perceived ‘loss’ of complexity or musicality as a result of their employment of reductive procedures has the potential to be recouped through the perception of the multifaceted behaviour of sound, realised through an emphasis on listening.

In the analyses of preceding chapters there have been a significant number of claims made about the sine wave - its origin, structure, import, function, and usefulness. When the sine wave is regarded as the exemplary form of simple harmonic motion, or of simple musical sound, of ‘sonic purity’, it becomes a prime example of reduction as a radical form of emphasis, as it conflates these three sonic concerns into a single wave. Michel Serres has questioned the manner in which ostensibly ‘pure and simple’ forms can limit and conceal multiple interpretations. Serres finds that this kind of conceptualisation works against notions of multiplicity, as it presents ‘simple’ forms as complete, theoretical knowns - singular and without residue. Throughout this thesis, importance has been placed on identifying the residual meanings excluded from the formulation of sine waves in both science and musicology order to expand upon the accounts of sound provided by those fields. For example, in the study of musical sound, research that identified the composite structure of overtones overturned any suggestion that the harmonic could be considered a sine tone with only one frequency component. Similarly, the demonstration of the impossibility of actual infinites problematises a putative identification of sine-like sound as being an exact realisation of a mathematical abstraction. These residues, mostly empirical in nature, destabilise conceptions of the sine wave as a simplex - as an exemplar of artistic, acoustic or even metaphysical purity.
Residues of the sine wave are by no means limited to the domain of science. Despite Lucier’s designation of the sine wave as ‘neutral’ or ‘found material’, the sine tone could not escape its role as an aural signifier of scientific experimentation, even when transplanted to the concert stage. Instead, it worked to provide an echo of an investigative context, one that no doubt highlighted the difference in the musical concerns of Lucier as a composer and the traditional musical language from which he wished to distinguish himself. The sine waves that travelled through the air and the human auditory system introduced a level of ambiguity into aspects of Young’s perceptual theory, which he deemed essential for the reception of his work Map of 49’s Dream. The interaction between the notional purity of a sine-like sound and the physical resistance of the air produced residual frequencies, thickening the plot, even before physiological and psychoacoustical factors provided their own resistances to sinusoidal incessancy. Yet this disparity can be seen as having produced its own effects. The identification of residues does not therefore stand as an indictment or condemnation of aesthetic or scientific practices, but is instead a means of enlivening and augmenting accounts of these practices through a reintroduction of that which has been reduced.

Sine waves were but one part of a substantial shift in acoustics in the late nineteenth century that altered the way in which sound was understood and investigated. Prior to the introduction of Fourier analysis, findings drawn from the empirical audition of sounds were backed up by observation, where mechanical vibration in a variety of media was monitored over time. Sustained attention therefore played a crucial role in any measurement of sound. Of course, some earlier experimental techniques for visualising vibration, such as Chladni plates and Lissajous figures, produced images of sound that were not simply a graph of vibration over time - such as the image produced by the phonautograph - but the static images they provided did not lend themselves to mensuration. The application of Fourier analysis, however, allowed
for the interpretation of sound on the basis of its harmonic structure; it heralded the progressive shift in modern acoustics from observing sound in the time domain to the analysis of sound in the frequency domain. Like Chladni plates, Fourier analysis depicted an instance of sound. It effectively halted a transient phenomenon, and allowed for an analytical focus upon the material aspects of sound (that of a musical sound comprised of a related series of simple sounds) and on the spatial distribution of its components. Of course, the model of sound that Fourier analysis produced portrayed musical sound as a series of vertically arranged sine and cosine functions on a two dimensional grid. Musical sound was thereby rendered not merely static, but depthless.

Despite its restrictions, this model of the physical shape of sound contained sufficient space to accommodate artists of the avant-garde in the first half of the twentieth century looking to formulate new definitions of musical sound. For some, like Busoni, the classification of sound by frequency implied a continuum of musical tones, filling the audible spectrum (and beyond it). For others, such as Russolo and Cage, this model was more contentious, given the role it played within acoustics for delimiting musical sound from noise. These findings were, however, part of a creative reconceptualisation of musical sound, and were therefore necessarily context-specific. As the example of Cowell’s tone-clusters as transposition of higher harmonies demonstrates, the overtone series could be used to pass judgement either for or against the use of extra-musical sounds in composition. The obvious exception would be Cage, who while a progenitor of this kind of discourse, had rejected harmony as the primary musical structure in favour of an encompassing aesthetic of all-sound. What seems most significant, especially with regard to more orchestral composers such as Varèse, was the way in which concepts drawn from acoustics - such as the overtone series or frequency ratios - allowed artists to participate in a discourse of sound that did not have the
traditional concerns of music, such as melody or compositional structure, at its core. Despite his somewhat ambivalent relationship with formal acoustics, it would be Cage who would ultimately incorporate sine tones into his *Imaginary Landscape No. 1* as an extra-musical sound drawn from the world of radio.

Many of these experimental and artistic concepts - such as the representation of sound by frequency, and attention to the physical and spatial character of sound - find resonances in the aesthetic of both Young and Lucier. This is not to imply that their individual artistic approaches and conceptualisations are in any way indistinguishable; but nor are they incommensurable. On the surface, the work of these two artists seems capable of being slotted into one of two aesthetic categories: Young’s work, with its mathematically described sine tone structure, is engaged in formalism; Lucier strives to produce natural acoustic phenomena, and is therefore ‘naturalistic’. Yet this type of categorisation is problematic, especially as both artists maintain a flexible and somewhat idiosyncratic approach to the distinction between nature and artifice. For example: Young’s numerical intervals are derived from the overtone series, which he defined as natural; he also has cited his use of long tones stems from his childhood experience of a range of sustained sounds, both naturally occurring and man-made. For Lucier, synthetic artefacts such as electronic devices are considered to form part of the landscape, and are, to a degree, on par with natural features such as trees or animals. Further, works such as *Seesaw* (which uses one sine tone, one sweeping tone and two speakers) and *Music on a Long Thin Wire* are decidedly formal in their aims and execution. Both Lucier and Young deal in formalism and naturalism in their own way.

Young and Lucier have each made claims for the aesthetic significance of their practice on the basis that their works constructed or constituted environments, and that the perception or experience of those artworks was in some ways analogous to the perceptions and experiences one might have of natural environments. For both artists,
constancy became a hallmark of an environmental sound work, and one of the main features of an electrically generated sine wave is its ability to be a source of continuous (or indefinitely sustained) sound. It provided the continuum between one event and the next, and was the basis against which acoustic effects could be produced and compared, the latter appearing as features in the soundscape. As such, sine waves can be considered as performing a dual function, insofar as they were a feature of an experimental or investigative procedure, while at the same time being the control for that same procedure; they were both figure and ground. With no attack or decay, the absence of change effected a perpetual suspension of the passing of time, marking a work such as *Dream House* or *Still and Moving Lines of Silence* as functioning as if they were a captured moment - analogous to the kind of ‘time stopping’ produced by Fourier analysis, except this time rendered in three dimensions.

For both artists, substantial groundwork for their use of continuous sine waves was laid in those earlier compositions that employed sounds that were neither pitched nor tuned - a clear debt to the use of extra-musical sound by Cage. Although Young had used long musical tones in his *Trio for Strings*, it was the sustained friction sounds of 2 sounds that were pivotal in informing his experience of listening ‘inside a sound’. Following that, the raucous repetitions of *X for Henry Flynt* displayed how one sound could provide enough sonic resources for a similar listening experience to take place; that one complex sound could itself be the source of a range of simpler sounds was also pivotal for Young’s later work with whole number ratios. Equally, after he returned to America in the early 1960s, Lucier worked his way through rattling percussion, the echoing and reverberating sounds of whistles and electronic clicks, re-recorded voices and resonating seashells, before he commenced working with sine tones and pitched instruments. His increased use of continuous sound in the form of sine waves followed on from the gradual prolongation of sound that had its origins in earlier works that
explored the transformative possibilities of acoustic resonance and of electronic sound 
production technology - such as the echoes of Vespers, the room tone of “I am sitting in a 
room”, or their combined effect in Quasimodo the Great Lover.

However, as earlier chapters have illustrated, the gradual shift in the work of 
Young from the sustained friction sounds of 2 sounds to the continuous sines tones in 
Map of 49’s Dream demonstrates a progressive reduction in the complexity of his musical 
materials: from broad-spectrum noise sounds, to sustained instrumental and vocal 
drones, and finally single frequency sounds. This was accompanied by a 
reconceptualisation by Young of the role of sound in music and its relationship to the 
listener, and produced a strict delimitation of the role of listening inside his Dream House 
installations. For Lucier, the use of the simple sound of sine waves was a reflection of 
his concern that complexity acted a hindrance to perception - that the density and 
volume of everyday sounds in the modern soundscape obscured the simple acoustic 
phenomena that he had made the subject of his work. Although earlier pieces had used 
complex sounds such as the human voice, these sounds were used primarily to elicit 
effects from architectural structures or technological systems. When sound itself was to 
provide the environmental context against which transformation would be compared or 
effects would be produced - such as the sine tone of Still and Moving Lines of Silence - it 
would be as a substitute for a ‘noisier’ milieu. Lucier’s use of sine waves was also aligned 
with his programme of distanciation or impersonality, as he considered it provided him 
with a kind of neutral sonic material which would help direct listener’s attention away 
from traditional musical concerns and notions of compositional intent, and towards the 
natural acoustic phenomena that were the real subject of his oeuvre.6

By mediating artistically at the juncture between sound and environment, the 
work of Lucier and Young had significant implications for the way in which listeners 
were positioned in relation to the sounds of their compositions and installations, and
consequently in configuring the perceptual acts and experiences that were to take place within them. As this thesis has contended, the acts of listening that were deemed to take place in the sine wave works of Lucier and Young involved attending to simple acoustic phenomena, be that standing waves, acoustic beats, sum and difference tones or diffraction effects. Nevertheless, the manner in which each artist positioned the listener in relation to their work was substantially different.

Whereas the account of listening Young gave in “Lecture 1960” described a process of ‘getting inside’ the physical and experiential space of ‘long sounds’, by the time of his Dream House installations he was more interested in how sound acted inside the listener. This shift in objective paralleled the progressive reduction in the complexity of the sounds he used to realise his compositions - from noise sounds to sine tones. Young’s switch to sine tones allowed him to construe all the elements within his listening scheme in terms of frequency, irrespective of whether they were sonic phenomena, nerve impulses or brain waves. The change in importance from the ‘listener within the work’ to the ‘work within the listener’ not only produced an internalised sense of listening - it also modelled an internalisation of acoustic phenomena: in Young’s theory of perception, intervals of whole number ratios produced patterns in the brain, just as they produced patterns in the air. Sum and difference tones would form their own exact brain pattern correlates. Listening for Young became synonymous with a psychophysical process that yielded specific psychological effects. The role attention played in this scheme was one of submission, in that it involved restricting or controlling the physical needs of the body in order that the prescribed processes of perception would be able to take place. Listeners still needed to inhabit the sound environment, but only so that a similar sine tone structure could be established inside them.
For Lucier, the environmental factors in his work reflected those aspects of his compositional practice that were directed at the behaviour of sound itself. For example, a work such as *Outlines of Persons and Things* provided a demonstration of the effects produced by the propagation of sound in three dimensions. Dimensionality therefore played an important part in determining the relationship of sound to listener. If sound events took place in three dimensions, then listening also needed to take place in that same three-dimensional space. Therefore it was crucial that listeners’ share the space with the work. However, unlike listeners in Young’s *Dream House*, they must to some degree remain separate and distinct from the sounds and effects that were realised within the context of the work in order to perceive them as natural acoustic phenomena. Listeners, therefore, became a feature of the environment, just as the sine waves and simple acoustic phenomena were features. Of course, any of Lucier’s compositions involved a proliferation of acoustic phenomena, not just the one or two specified as the subjects of a particular work. As a result, the highlighting of one phenomenon over any others involved the careful focussing of attention onto the perception of one sonic event amongst many.

Whether sound was to be experienced as an environmental feature (as in the work of Lucier) or as a psychological effect (as in Young’s *Dream House*), what remains central in the work of Young and Lucier is the act of listening - an act considered to be as important for the artist as it is for the audience. Although their works would be subject to the vicissitudes of audience attention and the complexity of the physical world, they succeeded in revealing simple acoustic phenomena as a consequence of sound interacting with itself and with the environment. Although this ‘revelatory’ aspect of acoustic phenomena finds a different expression with each artist, it is nonetheless an important operation of their artworks, which have undeniably expanded the role of sound in music. It could be said that defining simple acoustic phenomena as the subject
for musical compositions is itself a means for identifying the residues that have resulted from the traditional formulation of western art music. In doing so, both Lucier and Young have expanded the use of sound in art to include the discrete and natural phenomena that occur when a sound interacts with its environment, and also with other sounds, through a renegotiation of the contract between notions of musical sound and listening.
I would like to acknowledge Joyce Hinterding for a crucial discussion that produced this argument.


This is not to say that constancy necessarily produced constant sounds, or even a constant pitch. For example, the sine wave signal that powered *Music on a Long Thin Wire* produced a range of pulses, rhythms and harmonics from the wire. It also produced moments of silence. It was, however, a constant signal.

The irony is that thirty six years after his first use of sine waves in *The Queen of the South*, Lucier is now irrevocably associated with the use of sine waves in experimental composition.
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